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PR,EFÄCE

This thesis is a product of my interest in both larv and politics. It is my hope that this

dual interest has been tempered by De Tocqueville's alrvays useful reminder that: ',There

is no country in the u,orld in which everything can be provided for by the laws, or in which

political institutions can prove a substitute for common sense and pubtic morality.',

As fitful and uncertain as the relationship benveen law and politics has alu,a),s been,

it is as this thesis discusses, increasingly difficult in canada to see where one ends and the

other begins. It is significant that there is currently less and less public concern respecting

the inter-mixing of these previously separated fields. This thesis is an attempt to offer a

moderate warning with respect to the new Charter orthodoxy that seems to be developing:

an orthodoxy that willingly accepts and accommodates a heretofore unseen blurring of legal

and political lines.

This thesis was completed rvhile I was employed with the Federal Department of

Justice. To state the obvious, none of the positions expressed herein represent in any

official way, the positions of Canada's Justice Department. In my role as a Federal

prosecutor, my responsibilities are principally in the area of criminal litigation. Given my

position, it may seem paradoúcal that the main focus of concern in this thesis is not the

manner in which the courts have dealt with entrenched legal rights (section 7 to 14) and the

new exclusionary possibilities (pursuant to section 24(2), but rather the more broad and

general patterns of judicial public policy-making in areas that have traditionally been

political. The ¡eason for this is ¡¡o-fold. First, while evidentiary changes connected to the

legal rights have occurred, rendering more complicated the policing and prosecutorial

function, I see these nerv legal rights as simply expressing in a more expansive way many of

the already existing common law due process and evidentiary protections. Moreover,

however misguided and disturbing I may consider particular and isolated decisions made in

the name of some of those legal rights and the exclusionary segtion z4(2), rhe developing

case law seems to leave sufficient room fo¡ fine tuning and c'oírection. euite simply, the

legal rights and the conrìected case law do not represent a potenfial institutional shift of



emphasis the sort of which is more fully discussed in this thesis. second, it is my view that

while there may superficially appeâr to be reason to sound the "law and order" alarm (based

upon some frqstrating acquittals resulting from excluded evidence), the exclusionary regíme

of Sectíon 24(2) which is inter¡.vined with the legal rights, provicles for the courts at least

the potential to consider the "community interest" in the context of considering the

admissíon of evidence that could "bring the administration of justice into disrepute". In

short, the corpus of Charter iaw that will develop from judicial inrerpretation of the legal

rights and the application of section zaQ) in the ¡ealm of the criminal law, does not in any

significant way represent an unbalancing interaction between the legislative and judicial

branch, nor does it by extension represent a significant change to the traditional Canadian

political culture. Those purely legal rights are accordingly not the central focus of this

thesis.

During the preparation of this thesis, I have had an opportuniry to once again see

how fortunate I am. In that regard, I would like to thank my wife, Valeria, whose love and

support has been demonstrated in too many ways to recount. while I'm troubled by the fact

that her in-finite and tangible expressions of love and support may be difficult to reciprocate,

I find comfort in knowing that she is aware of the depth of my love and gratitude.

I would also like to acknowledged my parents, my father Valentine and my deceased

mother Agnes Joyal. Their sacrifices and love were plentiful and constant. while we must

endure my mother's premature passing, I continue to find her support in the special

friendship I share with my father. My father is quite simply, the kindest and most giving

man I have ever known.

I wish also to thank Professor Kathy Brock, who as my thesis advisor provided the

measured combination of impatience and encouragement that finally brought this project

to its conclusion.

Along with Professor Brock, I am also indebted to my ffiend and colleague Gerald

chartier, whose orvn not insignificant obsession and preoccupation with judicial policy-



making, stimulated much discussion and debate. Those discussions and his comments have

provided helpful insights that have further buttressed the ideas expressed in this thesis.
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INTRODUCTION



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This thesis will examine how, since the formal entrenchment in I gg2 of the

canadian charter of Rights and Freedoms.' a nelv and sometirnes imbalancing

interaction between the legislative and judicial branches, has exposed the tr.aditional

Canadian political culture to a potential fundamental change. This apparent shift of

institutional emphasis reflects the still uncertain relationship between two fundamental

elements. of our system: Parliamentary supremacy and judicial review. The thesis will

seek to discuss ways in which that interaction or relationship can be reshaped or

ledirected so as to restore some vibrancy and energy to the legislative branch. The

thesis will explain why such a potent legislative branch has been and will be required

to preserve the ideological mix that is so characteristic of our legislation and so

representative of our political culture.

The political players who gave their approval to the Charter in 1982, did not

understand the newly "entrenched" constitutional instrument to be a substitute for the

important and primary responsibility of the elected representatives to provide good

government for the Canadian people.2 The desired role for. the legislative branch was

confirmed a few years after the formal entrenchment when speaking as Minister of

Justice, Kim Campbell stated perhaps hopefully:

PART I ofthc Constitution Act 1982, beilg Schedule B
ofthe Canada Act 1982 (UK) 1982, CH, ss. 1-34, hereinafter the Charter.

' B.L. Str"y"r, "Life Under the Canadian Charter: Adjusting the Balance B€hyeen Legislatures and

Cou¡ts," Publia Law (1988): 347.
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Wlrile the Charter has created a new role for Canadian
courts and has had a profound impact on the way
goverrunent must operate, it has not meant a fundamental
change in our democratic system. parliament continues to
have a role in our system of government, as an arbitel.
amongst competing interests, as the guardian ofthe public
purse, as the pl.otector of the community,s social and
economic interests, as its guarantor. of out national security
and survival.3

The nature of the 1982 political compromise, and the acknowledged common

understandings about the constraints that were to govern the judiciary, provide a

perspective that enables one to see how unanticipated some of the subsequent

interaction between the two branches has been.a In that spirit, it will be suggested that

a new judicial/legislative equilibrium is possible and necessary at a time when the

newly activist judiciary and the newly entrenched constitutional instrument promise to

remain as impofant elements of the Canadian polity.

The traditional Canadian political culture is explained in this thesis as having

been fashioned and shaped largely by attitudes which are consistent with and

sympathetic to the core of the liberal ideal, attitudes which convey respect for the

3 Kim Campbell, A Speech on the Occasion ofthe 10th Anniversary offlìe Charter, April 14, 1992,
Otta\Ya, Ontario.

4 
Supra 2. Strayer believes that the negotiat¡ons leading to the accord and the comnìittee discussions

during the approval process, illuminate a painstaking process of compromise rvhereby there \vas an attempt
to appease those provinces that worried about thç loss of legislative suprenracy and so¡ne ofthe natural law
based policy-making ofthe U.S. Supreme court under the American Bill ofRights. The background debates
and the committee hearings ofthe day provide an information base that shows that while the ierminology in
the Charter was still expected to requ¡re some particularizing by the courts, only a limited number of rights
were intended to be protected. In addition to highlighting the potential restraints represented by Sections I
and 33, strayer maintains that: "there was no presumption created that every wrong ¡nust find a charter
r€medy" and ñ¡rhermore, it \yas believed that ",.,this consensus was premised upon positivism.,' suÞra 2,352,
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individual and liberty.5 It will be shown that the significant, idiosyncratic and enduring

quality of this political culture was the general deglee to wliich it remained

ideologically open. In a more specific way, it will be shown how this instinctively

esteemed liberal elernent was tempered with noteworthy strains of European toryism

and socialism.6 Put in slightly more comparative terms, it was an open¡ess to new

ideological influences which at once enabled canadians to value their freedoms as

highly as the Americans and at the same time to point to important distinctions. The

distinctions were based on among other things, the nature of Canadian legislation, and

the public discourse. Both elements reflected the collectivist and communitarian aspects

of Canada's incoming European ideologies.T

The Canadian political culture has always been uniquely constituted and

ideologically accommodating. It was this political culture and the less dominant but

always present tory, social-democratic and collectivist-communitarian aspects which

5 williut christian and Colin Carnpbell, Political Parties and Ideoloeies ¡n Canada 3d ed., (Toronto:
McGrarv-Hill Ryerson Ltd.), 6.

6 Ibid., 282.

7 The rvriter's depiction of traditional Canadian Political Culture ¡n th¡s thesis is largely focused and
premised upon the historical ideological mix ofEnglish Canada. It is accepted that the early feudal fragnrent
that was New France gave rise to a communitar¡an - collectivist social emphasis that was (up until the early
1960's) even more dominant than those sinilar strains studied in English Canada's development. For reasons
of space, the writer does not specifically address the part¡cular details and development of French Canada's
liberal - non-liberal value mix. Although (in Quebec) there still remains the understandable appreciation and
emphasis respecting collectiv€ or group rights in matters relating to language and culture, that ntix has
changed considerably since the Quiet Revolution. The increasingly industrial, urban and secular or¡entat¡on
ofQuebea society has seen, over the past three decades, an infusion ofa liberal strain. This infusion sarv not
only a changing ofQuebec's traditional political and religious elites, it also culminated in the passing ofthe
province's own cha¡ter, while Quebec's preference for a ¡no¡e collectivist or group rights approach in
matters of language and culture has and will co¡rtinue to impact upon some of the issues discussed in this
thesis, a more nuanced description and interpretation of the changing and stable aspects of the separate value
mix need be the subject of a separate and ftll study.



proved so well served by the Canadian processes of conciliatio', 
"o-Oro,o,r" unJ

consensus. These processes were inlierently palt of the usually moderate, ideological

party positioning, which takes place in a liberal democracy where an elected parliament

is supreme and accountable.

A presupposition of this thesis is that two of tlie rnost important symbols or

cornerstones of canadian political culture have been, first, a distinctive canadian public

discourse, and second, an ideologically eclectic public policy emanating from federal

and provincial legislation. Both such cornerstones have traditionally reflected au

attitudinal tone, which in large part shaped what canadians thought and lelt about

politics. It is the position ofthis thesis that those attitudes were largely liberal yet often

tempered by Canada's tory and social democratic rudiments. The public discourse and

the legislation reflected attitudes of a canadian society which possessed a liberal

tendency to acknowledge and protect individuality and the individual. At the same

time, the discourse and legislation were flavoured with aspects which demonstrated a

continuing commitment to the organic, collectivist tenets of the other ideologies. It was

from the latter traits that one could trace what could be said was tlie canadian sense of

duty, comrnitment, comrnunity and even identity.8

* In hi, 1982 treatment ofwhat he called the,'Radical Tories',, Charles Taylor described one of his
subjects (W.L. Morton) using traits rvith rvhich many Canadians have traditionally and happily identified;
"a conservative-radical mix which is based on a sense of community and order, a feeling for the land, a

respect for human diversity and human rights, a concern for social justice, and a non-ideological approach
to the problems of political and economic organization." charles Taylor, Radical rories (Toronto: Anasi,
1982), 213.

Much of this thesis is inspired by the thoughtful attention given to Canadian political culture as
expressed through the Tory nationalism ofthe late Georgc Crant. While ¡nost ofGrant's rvriting came before
the Charter and while his most influential work implied a battle already lost ("the ¡nlpossiblity ofconservatism
in our era"), his insights and concems about a threatened culture take on a nel relevance in the era of the
Charter, In the context ofthe Canadian nationalism ofthe l96o's, Grant observed:
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In terms of the public discourse, it will be suggested that since l9g2 the public

or political discourse is now increasingly dominated by the language of "rights", which

in turn empl.rasizes a growing and narrow focus on tlie individual. sucli a shift in the

natule of our public discourse is signif,rcant in light of the role David J. Bell suggests

language can play:

The most important way in which political culture is
transmitted is through language. To understand how
political actors think, an observer must first learn their.
language. Assumptions about politics and the meanings
of institutions and practices are always present in
language, however hidden as language serves to express
and transmit, encode, and preserve culture... Those who
are untrained in examining language seem unaware that
their words contain and preserve culture, shaping their
outlook and even colouring their sentiments.e

The founders ofthe United States took their thought from the eighteenth-
century Enlightenment, Their rallying cry was "fieedom.,' There was no
place in their cry for the organic çonservatism that pre-dated the age of
progress, Indeed, the United States ¡s the only society on earth that has
no traditions íÌom befo¡e the age of progress. Their "righGrving,' and
"left-wing" arejust different species of liberalism, ,'Freedom,, was the
slogan of both Goldwater and Pr€sident Johnson,

Grant Íùrther asked:

IfLock¡an liberalism is the conservatism offhe English-speaking peoples,
what was there in Brit¡sh conservatism that rvas not present ¡n the
bourgeois thouglìt of Hamilton and Madison? Ifthere was nothing, then
the acts of the Loyalists are deprived ofall moral significance. Many of
the Anterican Tories rvere Anglicans and knerv rvell that in opposing the
revolution they were opposing Locke, They appealed to the older
political philsophy of Richard Hooker. They \vere not, as the liberal
Canadian historians have often described them, a mixture of selfìsh and
u¡tfortunate men rvho chose the rvrong side, If there rvas nothing
valuable in the founders of English-speaking Canada, rvhat makes it
valuable for Canadians to continue as a nat¡on today?

see: George Grant, Lament for aNation: the Defeat ofCanadian Nat¡onalisnì. (Toronto: Mcclelland and
Ste\Yart, 1965), 65-67.

9 David Bell, The Roots of Disuniw: A Study of Canad¡an political Culh¡re (Don Mills: Oxford
University Press, 1992), 2.
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The second impoÍant corrÌerstone of ca'adian political culture is the public

policy which had rnost typically emanated from legislation proposed by the federal and

provincial governments. Li that regard, the canadian experience had always seen the

legislative forurn, even where one party was dominant, as providing a certain

ideological openness and willingness to compromise. This openness and flexibility

usually produced legislation that reflected the main identifiable ideological strains. This

thesis suggests that there is now a new and ever-expanding set of constitutionally and

judicially formulated crite¡ia that the legislative branch must anticipate and meet. The

sometimes technical and legalistic nature of such criteria does not always mesh or

reconcile with the compromises that need regularly be made in the legislative forum

where an effort is made to accommodate the differing ideological positions.r0

Moreover, it is becoming increasingly difficult for the legislative branch in Canada to

anticipate the expansion of these criteria and the connected analytic or interpretive

approach adopted by the courts. Even if one accepts that since 1982 some legislation

was understandably struck down because of conflict with Charter protections, one need

still acknowledge tliat the more numerous, less precise and still expanding criteria by

l0 It is suggested in this thesis, that these parlia¡n€ntary processes tvhich produced ideological
compromise, are now seen by the Canadian citizenry as Iess legitimate when juxtaposed to perceived Charter
rights, It is suggested that the sometimes subtle political accommodation and cr€ative compromising that had
takel place in Canada on many of the hard issues, is norv being replaced by the polarizing potertial of
unambiguous principle. David Frum has suggest€d that Canadians had "always preferred to fudge hard issues,
not only because ofthe infamous blandness ofthe national character, but also because the country's stability
was too fragile. A clear ansler to questions like conscription, prohibition ofalcohol or the rights of linguistic
nlinorities could well lÌave torn Canada apart." D, Frun, "Who's Running this Country Anyway?" Saturdav
Nieht Masazine (October 1988): 66. See also: Janet Hiebert's discussion ¡espeating the position of those
who believe that governnÌents no longer possess the constitutional legitirnacy to pursue policies in conflict
with protected rights. J. Hiebert, "should Rights Be Paramount?", paper for the Department of political

Science, Queen's University, p. 4.
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towhich the legislation is now judged greatly increases the power of the courts

dirninish the potency of legislative supremacy.

Given the expanding nature of the criteria and the rnanne. in which that criteria

is expanded by the courts, the legislative branch faces the sometimes impossible task

of trying to produce the balanced legislation required to resolve controversies which

frequently involve the basic question of whether an individual's personal choice or

his/her civic responsibility to others ought to be given legislative priority.rr Sucli

uncertainty and the resulting institutional overlapping, seem at the very least to be

inconsistent with the nature of the political compromise of 1982 which validated and

entrenched the Charter only after specific qualification, the inclusion of which seemed

to expressly reassert legislative supremacy (s.1, s.33) in the area of policy-making.

Such a shift, however slight and incremental in the balance away from legislative

supremacy towards judicial review, would seem to threaten what Cluistian and

Campbell lauded as the ideologically adaptive and accommodating legislative and

political process. in their view it was a political process fit into a political context

which contained realities and diversities that required Canadian politicians to be, on the

whole, the sort Burke characterized as philosophers in action. These politicians

working within tlie parliamentary system were not disposed to ambitiously and

extensively outline their assumptions about the nature of man and his connection to the

physical and social world. The pragmatic nature of the traditional Canadian legislative

and political process, informed as it was by ideas and values that were both liberal and

II lan Greene, The Charter of Riehts (Toronto: J. Lorimer and Company, 1989),2.
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non-liberal, niade it diffìcult to colnpare the identifiable ideologies in Canada ivith their

often.more strongly and starkly articulated namesakes in Europe and the united States.

If this shifting of the balance toward judicial review and the institutional

overlapping continues to take place, the traditionally pragmatic and hybLid liber.al, non-

liberal value mix in canada will change. The result may be policies and attitudes

which view the notion of liberty in a way that is more consistent with the explicit

American ideological statements and doctrines; statements and doctrines whose origins

lie in the country's different historical traditions and needs. The rnoderating legislative

process admired by Christian and Campbell may become less and less effective:

... (ln Canada) What we have observed instead is a slow
and steady adaptation of the ideologies in response to a

. variety of circumstances: economic, electoral, social,
diplomatic, military and others. But in all cases there has
been an inescapable element of continuity, provided in the
case of liberalism, conservatism and socialism by tlte
institutional structures of major and electorally successful
political parties. However radical the leaders of these
parties might have wished, on occasion, to depart fr.om the
settled traditions of their predecessors, they have found
themselves restrained by the need to retain the support of
their colleagues, to encourage the enthusiasm oftheir party
activists, and to seek the broad support of a populous that
has never been united in the belief that major, radical
changes were needed. 12

The post-1982 relationship between the judicial and legislative branches

underscores how the judiciary is playing a more active and central role in a

phenomenon which is largely inteliational. In addition to the domestic and pragmatic

realities, the Charter's enactment in 1982 was in part said to be ,,a response to an

12 supra 5, 4.
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emerging international criterion of statehood linked to more expansive notions of

citizenship".13 This inpetus for the charter was seen as linked to international forces

rvhich were con¡ected to the developing international norms of statehood, that as

Cairn's stated, "put Parliamentary supremacy on the defensive, and increasingly

postulated a correlation betrveen statehood and Charters or Bills of zughts.', ¡4 With

the legitirnating support of an international phenomenon, the more activist judiciary has

caused anything but concern for a newly empowered and rights-conscious citizeru.y.

In fact, the expanded role of the judiciary seems welcome by most, even if the extent

and nature of the new power is not completely understood.rs

The post Charter years have seen the judiciary expand its role in ways so as to

cause what the writer characterizes as a new interaction with the legislative branch.

This newly expanded role in areas which had for the most part been left to the

legislatures, manifests itself in three principal ways.16 First, the judiciary now deals

in number and breadth, with vastly new issues and subjects. Subjects which wer.e often

13 
Alan C. Cairns, "The Charter: an Academic (Political Science) Perspective,,, paper presented at the

Conference on the impact ofthe Charter on public policy porvers (York University: November l5-16, l99l):
l.

'o Ibid,

l5 
Monahan suggests that the discussions and understanding ofthe Supreme Court ofCanada remain

largely "adhoa, episodic and impressionistic." Patrick Monahan, Politics and the Constitution: the Charter.
(Toronto; Carsrvell-Methunen, 1987), 4

I6 Generally th¡s expanded judicial power and role, horvever it ¡s expressed, has the effect of g¡ving the
jud¡ciary a part in the significant determination respecting the permiss¡ble scope of state power. As Monahan
observes: "A constitutional deçision has the potential to amend or even re$,rite the ground rules for the public
policy process in Canada. This is particularly the case since the €nactment of the ChaÍer in 1982, rvith the
court now pronouncing on issues as diverse and important as abortion, Sunday closing, and the right to strike.
The Court's rulings on these politically sensitive issues could force leg¡slators and the public to rethink
fundamentally their approaches to these qu€stions." lbid., 5.
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the exclusive domain of the legislative branch are now addressed by the courts. Section

52 and the expanded interpretations of what is 'Justiciable,', have all but assured that

broadened capacity. Second, the judiciary now has expanded policy-making power

arising from thsi¡ chosen interpretative approaches to the Charter. In that regard, the

Supreme Court of Canada has all but eliminated the presumption of constitutionality in

Charter cases, it relies on the doctrine of the living tree and it has chosen to interpret

Section 7 of the Charte¡ substantively as opposed to procedurally. Third, tlie judiciary

has permitted previously unrecognized parties to certain types of litigation to use the

Charter to gain access to the courts. Thus, these groups now have "standing" and

access to a new potentially active policy-making forum. It is the theme of this thesis

that if in these areas the new judicial power is not acted upon with the moderation

bef,rtting the 1982 compromise, then the potential will exist for the erosion of what has

been described as one of the legislative functions, the function of reflecting and

preserving the uniquely constituted Canadian political culture.rT

Despite the unifying and empowering potential of the Charter, without a proper

judicial/legislative equilibrium, the danger exists that the chief impact of the Charter

17 The writer agrees with Patrick Monahan that it would be a fundanlental error to assune that simply
because the Charter is framed in the rhetoric of individualism, it is necessarily the embodiment of liberal
individualism. In fact the political compromise of 1982 reflects the Canadian liberal and non-liberal value-
mix by simultaneously emphasizing liberal and communitaria¡r values. In this way, the 1982 compromise
reflects one ofthe fundamental differences behveen the Canadian and American traditions. That is, "Canadian
politics has alrvays placed part¡cular emphasis on the value ofthe community, ¡n contrast to the overriding
individualism ofthe American experience." Ibid., 13.

This rvriter's concern with the Charter rests largely rvith the Supreme Court's app¡oach to the
i¡rterpretation and application of the Charter. By using a non-interpretivist approach, the judiciary has
abandoned the premises and understanding ofthe 1982 compromise and it norv in its review of leg¡slation,
defines and resolves issues in a way that is less able (than the legislative branch) to reflect the liberal and
non-libe¡al value-mix so typical of traditional Canadian political culture.
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may be, as Peter Russell has pointed out, tl.rat it will 'judicialize politics and politicize

the judiciary".r8 Law and politics may truly become indistinguishable. re Russell's

connected concern was that social and political questions may become transformed into

questions which are so abstract and legally technical that the majority of the citizenry

will feel unable to participate in the public debate. This could obviously have

consequences for the Canadian political culture and its conduits. The tech¡ical and

abstract nature of a public discourse dominated by "rights" formulations which flow

prirnarily from judicial analysis will make the legislative branch and the attendant

participation in the political process less inviting and important. In the context of such

specific and abstract claims, the traditionally compromising and conciliatory nature of

party politics may prove to be a distant second choice for individuals who are impatient

with the trade-offs of politics.

In general, the entrenching of the Charter is causing a shift in societal

orientation. Arguably, canadian citizens now reflect a perceptively more individualistic

and litigious outlook in their apparent belief that the courts are best placed to vigilantly

safeguard their rights.20 It is noteworthy that the appellation "rights,' in this context is

l8 R, Sigurdson, "Left and Right Wing Charter phobia in Canada: A Critique of the Critics,,, paper
delivered at the annual meetings ofthe Canadian Political Science Association, (Utì¡v€rsity ofPrince Edrvard
Island, May 31, 1992): l.

tt Ibid., 15.

20 Janet Hiebert suggests that "Canadian Political Culture has in the not so distant past been
character¡zed by the deference accorded political institutions and by the people afÊeçted by them. For ntany,
this trust ¡s changing rapidly, encouraged in no snrall part by the Charter which invites scrutiny of legislative
decisions in terms ofhow they might impact on individual rights. The Charter and the language ofrights it
has encouraged, has contributed to a grow¡ng distrust of discret¡onary decision naking where government
decisions have the effect of conflicting rvith a perceived right." Hiebert goes on to suggest that this distrust
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sometimes extended to and/or confused with policy preferences, or. as Donald smiley

stated, "claims on the state".2r In this milieu, the canadian citizeru.y seems to have

become less amenable, both legally and ptiilosophically, to the legislative compromises

sometimes required to ensure the protection of collective and societal rights and

interests. It is suggested that this tendency towards a new litigious and legal rights-

dolninated absolutism, is in part a consequence of the new and sometimes

uncomfortable way the judiciary and legislative branches interact in the era of section

52 Charter supremacy.

The subject ofthe Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms has been examined

both generally and specifically in the legal and political literature. Much has been

written generally about the advantages and disadvantages of an entrenched set of

constitutional rights as compared to a system where legislative supremacy and the

coÍrmon law are dominant. The most focused discussion about entrenching or not

entrenching took place in the literature that came before 1982. Ten years with the

charter has now given rise to more specific work dealing with the perceived impact,

both legally and politically of the charter. while most writers acknowledge that there

has been a clear impact and even a change, few if any writers have specifically focused

of governments and preference for courts stems from one of the assumptions that underlies "the rights are
always paramount view of the Charter; namely, that judicial decisions are preferable to legislat¡ve ones
because they are nlore objective." See: J. H¡ebert, Supra lO, 2-4; See also Jeffrey Simpson, ',Rights Talk:
The Discourse ofthe 1990's", paper delivered to the conference, ',The Charter: Ten years Afìer,,, May 15,

1992; see also: Jeffrey Simpson's columns in the clobe and N4ail. (May 19,20, 21,22: 1992), A14.

2l Supra 9, 4; In the Anìer¡can context it was observed that in recent years, individuals, "ctaim rights
for themselves and leave responsiblities to governments".see also: Antitai Etzioni, The Spirit of the
ComnlunitY: R¡qhts Responsibilities. and the Comnlunitarian Agenda (New York: Cro\vn Publishers, 1993),
4.
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upon how the communitarian-collectivist flavour ofour political culture rnay have been

or will be transformed. writers like peter Russell and Alan cairns have written

extensively on the dramatic impact the charter has had on political consciousness in

canada. In this way, both Russell's and cairn's work have gone beyond the irnmediate

analysis of specihc rights disputes. Both have written about how the charter has

empowered the citizenry in a way so as to modify not only the public discourse but also

the citizeruy's expectations respecting legitimate political participation. cairns has been

particularly prolifìc in his work relating to the charle¡ and federalism and the impact

of the charter on constitutional politics. Russell, in addition to his continuing analysis

of the judiciary, has also specifically enumerated patterns and trends of supreme court

charter decisions and decision making. Yet even these two write¡s who have so

dominated many of the general themes in the literature, have spoken only indirectly

about the charter's effects on the canadian political culture. others like Monahan,

Manfredi, Hawkins and Gold have examined particular roles of the two branches and

their histo¡ic and current interaction. Still, the matter of political culture in such an

examination is usually mentioned only in passing. There are others as well, many of

whom have written more critically of the charter for one reason or another. some

oppose the general notion of an entrenched charter. others criticize the judicial manner

of interpreting the charter (as either too timid or too bold).22 still others are outraged

22 See: David M. Beatty, Talking Heads and the SuprenÌesr The Canadian Production of Constitutional
Rev¡ew. (Toronto: carswell, 1990); see also: M. Mandell, The charter of Rishts and the Lesal¡zation of
Politics. (Toronto: Wall and Thompso¡ì, 1989); Beatty and Mandell c¡iticize the current jud¡cial t¡midity in
comparison with what some saw as the early activist and broad approach to interpreting Charter rights (rvith
a vielv to regulating important issues of social justice), This wriler takes the view that having chosen to
dçpart from thç prenlises and comnÌon understandings ofthe 1982 compromise by using an essentially non-
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by specific judicial decisions. Again, none of these c'itics address directly, if at all, the

issue of a changing canadian political culture. Even the most fervent (and perhaps

ideological) critics of the cliarter liave been more limited in their focus. Morton and

Knopff bemoan the usurpation of the judiciary in the realm of policy-making and the

potentially relativistic and libertarian basis for much of this judicial policy-making by

the "court party".23 Yet the irrportance of the legislative branch in the þrotecting and

preserving of the ideologically eclectic Canadian political culture, usually goes

unexamined. This thesis seeks to fill the above mentioned gap by discussing what is

lost when the legislative branch is obliged to share some of its policy-making function

with a more activist judiciary. This thesis will examine what is lost or changed in the

canadian political culture when a more classically-liberal, American style of rights-

formulation becomes a regular basis for policy discussion and judicial interpretation.

This thesis will examine the long term impact on the public discourse and legislation,

if the legislative branch is not able to play its traditional role in maintaining tluough

legislation, a balanced respect for not only the dominant liberal strain in canadian

political culture, but also those important historic touches ofEuropean conservatism and

socialism.

The following five chapters will develop the theme discussed in tliis

interpretivist approach, any subsequent or recent deferençe by the courts ¡s largely rlìetorical. The Supreme
Court's early decisions still prov¡de it the interpretative and legal tools to shape public policy.

2l Supra 18, 14, the "cou¡t party" is a term used by Morton and Knopff to des¡gnate what they see is
a loosç collection of feminists, civil libertarians, €nv¡ronmentalists, and racial and ethnic minorities lvho seek
to use the Charter "to advance their orvn narrow (special) interests over and against the wishes ofthe majorify
and its duly elected servants."
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introduction. chapter 2 will provide more background to tlie general characterization

or definition of canadian political culture supported by the writer. In explaining how

and why canadian political culture can be so characterized, discussion will turn to how

Parliament and the legislative branch generally, has wor.ked to play a nurtur.ing ancl

creative role respecting the public discourse and legislation. It is this which in part both

shaped and reflected Canadian intellectual history.

Chapter 3 will examine the pre and post 1982 interaction or relationship

involving the traditional and legislative branches. The principle of constitutional

supremacy as outlined in Section 52 of the Charter, will be seen to have shifted the

balance somewhat away from the legislative supremacy in policy-making that was still

envisioned by the i982 compromise. The chapter wilt address the extent to which the

courts can now act in ways that the earlier relationship with the legislative branch (pre-

1982) did not permit them to act and in some cases, ways in which the players behind

the compromise of 1982, did not expect them to act.

Chapter 4 will discuss empirically through selected case examples and the

accompanying judicial decisions, analyses and reasoning, the expanded areas of activity

involving the judiciary since 1982. The cases and analysis will show how the courts

have expanded the breadth and variety of the subjects they examine, their policy-making

role, and their interpretation of standing and access. The discussion will reveal the real

and potential effects on the public discourse, legislation and wl.rat had been a politicat

culture tempered by collectivist and communitarian values.

Chapter 5 will briefly summarize the conclusions to be drawn from Cliapter 4's
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discussion of the cases. Discussion will then turn to tlÌe suggested balance that can and

must be struck between tlie legislative and judicial branches. Examination will turn to

wliat each branch need do to obtain this equilibrium. lt will be argued that even a

greater moderation will be required of the judiciary in the man¡er in which it uses its

potential new power, if it seeks to be true to the essence of the l9g2 cornpromise.

conversely, there will be an examination of what remedial steps the legislative brancli

need take to re-assert its function.

The thesis will close with some observations premised upon tlie view that in this

era when both, internationally and domestically, entrenched protections have become

a much valued safeguard for the guaranteeing of liberal-democratic freedoms, ajudicial-

legislative equilibrium can be found to ensure the ideal invoked by former Justice

Minister Kim Campbell:

The Charter is a unique and compelling document that not
only expresses what we are but also what we aspire to be.
The first ten years in the life of the Charter have I tliink,
left little doubt that its vision camot be fully realized
unless each institution recognizes and pursues its essential
function in bringing that vision to life.za

24 ò̂upfa J
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Chapter 2

A. POLITICAL CULTURE: IS IT WORTHY oF CONCDRN?

The terrn political culture can be a vague and malleable concept, one applied in

many fields of acadernic examination. Broadly speaking, political culture can be

defined as the attitudes and beliefs that people hold about the politicat systern.25

Political culture will often encompass the more ill-defined and implicit orientations of

the political actors in a polity. Most writers in the field of political culture

acknowledge that, like the notion of culture, political culture provides a perspective for

examining a society's approach to matters political. Normally, political culture includes

a coÍrmon stock of knowledge about appropriate and inappropriate behaviour.26

Political culture thus deals with a cedain set of beliefs and values relating to politics.

It deals with the predominant and the less dominant attitudes of the citizeruy to both

the political system and the general and specif,rc political issues which arise.

The utility of the concept of "political culture" lies with the potential insight it

can provide into the general attitudinal and value orientations of a polity, which in turn

can be used for purposes of description and comparison. For example, cross-national

comparisons can be done with other political systems and cultules.2t In that way, the

25 Ronald Landes, The canadian Politv: A co¡nparative Irtroduct¡on ('r'oronto: p¡entic€ Ha , r9g7),

26 Dav¡d Bell, "Political Culture in Canada,,, in , 3d, ed. lr4.S
Wh¡ttington and G. Will¡ams (Scarborough: Nelson, 1990), I37.

27 Mi"hael Whittington, "Political Culture: The Attitudinal Matrix ofPolities,', Approaches to Canadian
Politics ed. J. Redekop, (Scarborough: prentice Hall, l97g), 140.

217
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notion of political culture can be used to analyze canadian politics and the canadian

polity in comparison with the political cultures of international community.28 political

culture thus enables one to perceive hou, canada is different from other systems and

in which ways tlie canadian political characteristics ar.e unique, special and perhaps

worth preserving. At the same time, an examination of political culture will also perrnit

the observer to trace the origins of any changes which one may suspect are occurring

in the attitudes of citizens belonging to a particular polity. To the extent tllat those

attitudes may be changing, the study of political culture will often permit one to see

those changes reflected in institutional relationships.

Political culture can also be seen as the conglomeration of ideas and attitudes

which set the parameters in which the debate over policy justification takes place.2e

It shapes the perception of politically relevant problems and further affecfs what people

perceive are the appropriate areas of governmental and institutional action.3. In this

way political culture can both define and const.ain a governments' approach to

formulating a legislative solution for a politically relevant problem. Accordingly, tliis

formal legislative solution, usually legislatio', can be seen as both a product and

conduit of the political culture. For, while the legislation will reflect a polity's values

and beliefs, it will also in the process, depending on the manner in rvhich solutions are

formulated and defined, include, highlight, emphasize and reinforce a society,s

" rbid.

2e 
Supra 26, 138

'o Ibid,
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thepriorization of these values, attitudes and beliefs. For instance, depending o.

political culture, the legislation may reflect a varying emphasis and pr.iority with r.espect

to the predominance of liberal, conservative and social democratic values. The

particular emphasis or mix can result in the commensurate positioning of legislative

priorities that will emphasize a liberal individualism or a conservative and/or social

democratic communitarian-collectivism.

The priorities and mix of these values can also be seen in the language used by

the citizenry of a polity. Like legislation, a public discourse, can constitute a further

manifestation of the values and attitudes that make up political culture.3r The public

discourse as a transmitter of ideas and attitudes, plays a part in re-enforcing the

prevailing values that in turn perpetuate and maintain the political culture. In modern

western societies, the discourse and language is not exclusively a matter of words.

while words are indeed one type of symbol, public discourse will necessarily include

the messages of modern media and the images of television.32 A change in the tone

of the public discourse or political communication, and a change in the control of that

3l David Bell suggests that political culture greatly influences public discourse. This rvriter u,ould
suggest that the converse holds equally true. Th¡s is especially so if one uses Bell's language-speech
nletaphor. Bell says that "ln effect the political culture se.ves as the language-political discourse constitutes
speeclì." Bell goes on to quote fro¡n Jane Jenson rvho developed the notion of "the universe of political
discourse". Jenson rvrites: "What is the universe ofpolitical discourse? At its simplest it comprises beliefs
about tlle ways politics should be conducted, the boundaries ofpolitical discr¡ssion and the kinds ofconflicts
resolvable through political processes...The universe ofpolitical discourse functions at any single po¡nt in tiüe
by setting boundaries to political actiori and by limiting the range of actors that are accorded the status of
legitimate participants, the range of issues considered to be included in the realm of meaningful political
debate, the policy alternative feasible for inrplementation, and the alliance strategies available for achieving
them...within agiven universe ofpolitical discourse, only certain kinds ofcollective ident¡ties can be forged;
fo¡ more to be done, the universe itself must be challenged and changed,', Supra 26, l3g.

32 
Supra 9, 2.
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la'guage by different players and agencies of the political system, can reveal a great

deal about tlie distribution and nature of political influence in that political system.33

When discussing political culture, whether the focus is on the societal orientatio'

generally or the more specific areas of public discourse and legislation, what is

important is what the citizens feel, think and do politically. This in turn can usually be

tied to a culture's rich traditions and roots in a distant past.ra There is little meaning

to a political culture if it is considered outside the material circumstances of its birth

and its development in the social arrangements that keep it alive.

B. CANADIAN POLITICAL CULTURE: HoW IS IT To BE DESCRIBED?

The values, beliefs, and attitudes that have manifested themselves in the

canadian public discourse and legislation and which contribute to the phenomenon that

is characterized as canadian political culture, have been the subject of much

examination. while most acknowledge the more obvious and fundamental political

values held dear by canadians (like popular sovereignty and the rule of law), the

particular "value-mix" which constitutes canada's political culture is often the subject

of debate. Michael s. whittington described this debate as often being a conflict

between general liberal and non-liberal values.35 h.respective of the particular- value-

mix or degrees of liberal or non-liberal values present in canadian political culture, it

33 
Supra 25, 43.

34 
Supra 9, 4-9.

35 supra 27.
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is agreed that this conflict is fundamentally about the distinctions which separate the

differing traditions of the united states and the united Kingdom.36 In its most

extreme and sometimes undiluted description, liberalism in this discussion is seen as

standing for a commitment to individualism, to individual as opposed to collective or

gloup rights, the principles of privately owned property and to economic free enterprise

and capitalism.3T Socialism, by contrast is seen as standing for a commitment to

collectivism, economic equality, social and economic planning and a general

acquiescence to a larger role for government in the planning of the social and economic

pre-occupations of the citizenry.3s Ever-present as well in this discussion is the

inclusion of the tory element which has in the canadian context offered an emphasis

on the ordering and organic aspects of the community, that accepted to some extent the

notions of prescription, elitism, inequality, and hierarchy. The degree to which these

liberal, collectivist and communitarian values are seen by an observer to mix and

manifest themselves, to a large extent depends upon the marurer in which canadian

intellectual and ideological history is interpreted and characterized. There have been

theoretical approaches ranging from the concepts of "founding fragments,, to "formative

events". somewhere in between these approaches lies what the w¡iter believes is

coÍünon ground. This position provides a more measured and likely explar.ration for

what constitutes canadian political culture and why it remains so ideologically eclectic.

'u tbid., r43

37....lllld.

'* Ibid.
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The theorist Louis Hartz put forth an analysis using an explanatory technique

(the fragment theory) that helps explain tlie ideological background of new societies.

His approach was to analyze new societies founded by Europeans. Societies like

canada and the united States were studied as fiagments tl'rown off from Europe.3e

others like Gad Horowitz shared with Hartz this belief that to understand the

ideological development and intellectual history ofnew societies, it would be necessary

to examine the point of departure from Europe.a0 In this regard, the founders of the

new society are not seen as representatives of the mother country but rather as only a

fragment of that country. Hartz argued that these new societies develop a political

culture that reflects the values and beliefs of the groups that were dominant during that

"founding period". Hartz believed that these "founders" are able to dominate the

political culture ofthe new society by establishing institutions and myths that add to the

values and beliefs a certain nationalistic flavour which makes membership in the nation

contingent upon accepting the dominant ideology.{r Using the ',founding fragment,,

framework, Hartz and his Canadian surrogate Kenneth McRae would seem to

emphasize the American liberal strain as dominant in English canada, The rion-liberal

strains in the fragment were minimized as minor deviations from the American

tt L. H^rtt, (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1964); see also: Supra 26,
t47.

40 G. Hororvitz, "Notes on Conservatism, Liberalism and Socialism ¡n Canada,,' Canadian Journal of
Political Science. (June 1978), 383-99; see also: I. Stewart, "Pr¡tting Humpty Dunìpty Together: The Study
ofCanadian Political Culture" Canadian Politics: An Introduction to the Discipline eds. in A.G. Gagnon and
J. P. Bickerton, (Petersborough; Broadvierv Press, 1990),91-100; see also: Svpra 26, 147-152.

4l Supra 26, 147.
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experience.

Hartz was therefore saying that the ideological character of the founding

fragment, established the basic tint of the political culture. It could be said that the

individuals who settled the United States were liberal capitalists or amenable to such

a perspective and thus the political culture of that society has consistently reflected that

liberal capitalist outlook.

seymour Martin Lipset disagrees with Hartz's view that societies bear forever

the cultural marks of their birth. For Lipset, cultur.al inheritance is less significant than

the experiences that a society undergoes. Indeed, he suggests that one can identify

certain "formative events" in the history ofa country that help share or mould its values

and consequently impose a lasting impression upon its institutional practices. when

Lipset applies his formative events theory to canada, he finds that he shares with Hartz

an emphasis on the Loyalists. For Lipset the most important formative event il canada

was the "counter-revolution" and the subsequent migration north of the Loyalists, an

event that he believes was as important for canada as was the American Revolution in

the United States.a2

Both Hartz's "fragment theory" and Lipset's "formative events" theory focus

upon the Loyalist experience as a major source of English canada's political cultuie.

As a result, much of their discussion turns on the issue of defining the tory ideological

outlook of the Loyalists and tlìe extent to which they present an organic conservative

a2 s.M. Lipset, "Revolution and counter-reyorution: The unifed states and canada,,' iu o.M. Krr¡hrak,
R Shult and S.l. Pobihushchy (eds.) The Canadian Political Process: A Reader (Toronto: Holr, Rinehart and
W¡nston), l3-38; see also: S.M. Lipsett, Continental Divide: the Values and lnstitutions ofthe United States
and Canada. (l'lerv York: Rautledge, Chapman and Hall, l99t), l0-13,
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world view as an alternative to the view of the liberals and the revolutionaries in the

newly independent united states.a3 For his part, Gad Horowitz observed the canadian

political culture to be predominantly liberal but with a signifìcant tory touch. He also

saw a strain of socialism which he said emerged from the dialectical interactio¡

between liberalism and toryism. Horowitz believed that the ideological strains have to

some extent all been manifested in the ideologies of canada's major three political

parties.

Horowitz like Hartz and Lipset perceived canada as being a more elitist,

prescriptive and collectivist country than the united states. Horowitz talks specifically

of this "Tory Touch" which implies that canada has adopted from European

conservatism a system which permits or tolerates a certain amount of intervention by

the state in many aspects of societal life. As a consequence, Horowitz went on to

suggest that our executive dominated system has blended well within a certain

"deferential hierarchy" with which canadians had traditionally felt ver.y much at

ease-

Adopting portions from both Hartz and Horowitz, william ch¡istian and colin

campbell provide an interpretation and characterization of canadian political culture

to which the writer largely subscribes. It is a view which accounts for many of the

elements discussed by the other theorists, and at the same time addresses what seems

a3 
Supra 26, 147-t48.

44 stervart, supra 40, 97; see also: G.T, ste\yart, The oriq¡ns of canadian politics: A comparative
Approach (Vancouver; University of British Columbia press, l9g6), 23.
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to be a uniquely Canadian ideological openness. It is their argument that

...Contemporary Canadian ideologies cannot be properly
understood without considering their European origins.
Two facts stand out. First, the Canadian ideological
structure contains the same elements as tlle European, but
the balance among liberalism, toryism and socìalism is
strongly in favour of liberalism in this country. Most of
the immigration to Canada from Britain took place after
liberal ideas had risen to considerable prominénce there.
However, the pattern of immigration in the 19th century
helped to re-enforce the ideological structure that haã
early been established in Canada. On balance, those who
were inclined more towards toryism found a more
congenial atmosphere in Canada, although those more
liberal preferred the United States. Nonetheless. most
immigrants who came to Canada in the late t Sti, un¿ t gtn
centuries accepted important elements of liberalism.
Second, although Canada is the product of a European
culture, the ideas brought back by the settlers were
modified in the course of their encounter with their new
conditions.a5

As was mentioned in the introduction, there has been a continuity in the

balancing and mixing of these riberal and non-riberar ideologies rendered possible by

the institutional stÌuctures and the electo¡ally successful political parties. Moreover,

cluistian and campbell suggest that the important restraining ideologies of European

conservatism and socialism, in part explain the sympathy for group interests in canada.

wiile ch¡istian and canpbell agreed with Harlz fhar it was characteristic of fragment

societies to be intolerant of other ideologies, christian and campbell could not accept

that Canada was a fragment society Rather they thought Canada exlibited the

ideological diversity of European societies but with a more liberal cast. They believed

a5 
Supra 5, 281.
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that q'ith diversity can con1e tolerance. This tolerance and openness was required of

a citizewy and government that realized that such diverse peoples needed to live rvith

and listen to "the other voices in the ideological conversation". a6 In this regard the

political process had political parties that were seen to provide an ongoing flexibility

enabling them to adapt to and accept the modifìcations required of their ideologies. For

example, canadian liberalism in the wake of the 1919 convention, adapted itself to a

new form of liberalism suggested in Britain by Hobhouse and Green; a move which

ushered in the 20th century form of welfare liberalism. For its part, the conservative

party building upon certain loyalist influences, accepted the direction followed by the

British conservative party and Benjamin Disraeli in the 19th century. That conservatism

later faded to represent a brand of business liberalism that was later and further

influenced by the new conservatism ofRonald Reagan and George Bush. The socialists

for their paú were required to remain receptive to influences which flowed from

religious, Marxist, central European and British sources. That socialism in turn

developed over time to emphasize certain populist and then social democratic strains.

Cluistian and Campbell suggested that the ideological diversity and the apparent

adaptability ofthe political parties, represented a continuing and central theme symbolic

of much of Canadian history. The theme was "the assertion and survival of a

distinctíve Canadian identity in North America".aT

This thesis follows the view held by Christian and Campbell thar one of the

rbid., 283.

rbid., 287.
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important marks of distinction delimiting the Canadian identity in North A¡rerica, is the

manner in which the influence of the liberal individualism of American society was

lestrained and tempered in this ideologically open and eclectic mix. This occur.¡ed as

a result of a particularly canadian emphasis on an "over-arching social order". In this

regald, canada's political culture included a political discourse and legislation which

sponsored:

An order imposed and achieved through the collectivity,
and an order based on an explicit recognition of the value
of the whole, whether nation, region or community. In
toryism, this concept of order took a more traditional and
hierarchial form; in socialism, an egalitarian cast; in
nationalism, it looked to a linguistic or ethnic basis. in all
three cases, ther.e existed a division of a society or.dered
by imperatives beyond the sum of the desires of its
individual members. a8

while this peculiarly canadian appreciation for the communitarian and

collectivist values can be accounted for in part by reference to both the tory and

socialist folces of canadian history, it is the Burkean conservative orientation (as

initially found in Loyalist settlement) that is most instructive in explaining why, pr.ior

to 1982, an entrenched chafer had such t¡ouble in taking hold. Again, it is the loyalist

settlement which provides some clues and explanation. It was a settlement whose

approach to rights protection flowed more naturally from Burke than Locke. As R.l.

Cheffins noted:

Canada has a much more distinctly European flavour than
the United States. Its thinking goes much more to the
great philosopher, Edmund Burke then to another great

a8 rbid., z|z.
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philosoplter, John Locke. Locke emphasized tlie
individual, Burke eniphasized the community. ae

By examining and understanding the canadian fragment of Burkea. conservatism, one

is better able to understand why there was such a delay even a reluctance, in the

adoption of an entrenched charter. Perhaps more importantly, such an examination

offers an insight into why the 1982 compromise necessarily included safeguards and

guarantees for the continued supremacy of the legislative brancll as a chief policy-

maker.

C. THE CANA,DIAN F'RAGMENT OF BURKEÄN CONSERVATISM

The loyalist seftlement possessed characteristics and beliefs which did indeed

reflect a tory inclination and a particular Burkean world view. It cannot however be

proven, nor is it contended that there was strictly and only the presence of tory beliefs

amongst the Loyalists or even that this tory streak sur.vived undisturbed.50

Nonetheless, whether one views the Loyalists as primarily a bourgeois fragment only

tinged with toryism or a settlement rather more heavily informed by the "tory touch',,

the Burkean perspective that was present would seem to explain some of the attitudes

ae R.l. ch"ffin, and Johnson, p.4., The Revised canadian constitution: politics and the Law. (Toronto;
McGrarv-Hill Ryerson, 1986), l5l; Pete¡ Russell suggests that this view to a large extent carried ov€r to the
"Fathers of confederation" who Russell says "had they been asked to narne a philosophical patron saint ¡t
rvould surely have been Ednunde Burke not John Locke" ln the context ofour most recent co¡lstitut¡onal
crisis, Russell goes on to suggest "Canadians norv are basically Lockean, not Burkean, ¡n the¡r constitutional
aspirations...lronically, having become one ofthe rvorld's oldest constitutional democracies largely on Burkean
ternls, Canadians must now find out whether they are capable ofre-establishing their country on the basis of
the Lockean social contract." P. Russell, Constitutional Odvssey: Can Canadians be a Sovereiqn people?
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992), t0, ll.

50 
Stervart, Supra 40, 98.
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reflected in the important political institutiorrs and the resulting approach of these

institutions to rights protectiori. 5l

In even a brief description of Burkean conservatism. it is necessary to understand

that Edmund Burke wrote largely in response to the excesses of rationalism. The

¡ationalists coming out of the enlighterunent were a diverse group indeed, but generally

and in common, they believed that the essential laws governing both human affairs and

natural sciences were few, simple, clear and verifiable by reason or science. Their,s

was an absolute faith in reason and man's supreme ability to exercise it in obtaining

truth in all areas of human knowledge. These rationalists linked this liberated reason

to a method for creating rational principles which were seen as a means to material and

scientific progress. Reason and speculation became the accepted guarantees by which

a new perfected reality might be obtained. Not surprisingly, such optimism respecting

the limitless potential of man and reason led to a rise in reformist and revolutionary

political theory based upon abstract principres of science, reason and philosophy. This

inevitably led to a situation where liberal rationalists utilized these abstract principles

to criticize otherwise traditional social orders, whose roots and historical background

were neither scientific nor rational.52

Jt 
Reginald wh¡taker, "rrnages ofthe state in cânada", in The canadian state: pol¡tical Economy and

Political Power. ed. Leo Panitch (Toronto; U¡iversity ofToronto press, 1977), 32-3g.

t2 J",r,", L. Wiser, Political philosoÞhv: A Historv of the Search for Order. (Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall, 1983) 273-287; Michaer curtis, ed., The creat por¡tical Theories v. 2 (New york: Avon
Bools, 1981), 48-75; Appr€ciat¡on is owed to I. Resta| BA, I-le, ecl loxon¡, îo,n ,uho.n an eraboration
of the Burkean theme was d¡awn; see also: Edmunde Burke, "Reflections on the Frençh Revorution andA Letter to a Noble Lord", The Harvard classics. ed., charles w. Eliot (Danbury: Grolier Enterprise
Corporation, 1980), I4t-420.
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Edmund Burke wrote largely to refute this enlightenment rationalism. The basis

of much of his perspective was theological. Burke believed that a higher moral order

was to be the foundation and framework for society and its politics. The content ofthat

moral order was revealed by the scriptures and man's nature (which was forrned by

God). Burke believed that the essential principles upon which man's nature was based

were secreted tfuougliout history. His was a more subtle conception of the application

of metaphysical laws or principles to society. He realized that there was a necessity for

mediating even the higher moral o¡der with a concrete reality when making political

judgments. Burke was clearly aware not only ofthe importance of moral necessity and

principle in human existence, but also of the requirement for acknowledging a vast area

of contingency and mutability in that experience. Burke recognized the value of unique

and circumstantial adjustments to general natural laws. In contrast to the ¡ationalist

affirmation of universal principles, he emphasized the value of the circumstantial,

historical and idiographic.

Burke had a definite vision of an ordered society. He believed that the leaders

of a society should be the natural aristocracy. That is, those by birth and breeding who

possessed sufficient wisdom and virtue, would act for the comrnon good and according

to their natural moral inclinations and reason. This aristocracy would be able to

perceive the circumstantial means ofrealizing the moral order in society. Although the

natural aristocracy was to employ its reason to direct society, Burke had a far different

concept of the role of reason than that of the rationalists. For Burke, Íeason was not

to be employed for wholesale societal renovation according to single principles. Rather,
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reason was to be applied cautiously in view of various factors including the moral

order, as revealed by history and tradition and with an appreciation of the cornplexity

of the palticular society. Burke had a great distrust in man's capacity to reason. Ile

conceded that it was an imperfect but passable instrument for the interpretation of the

moral order. However, unlike enlightenment rationalists, he believed reason was not

to be used to create universal principles for a homogenous new moral order, but simply

to interpret the divinely created one which could be perceived from man's natural moral

inclinations, history and traditions.53

Consequently, Burke's view of civil liberties and entrenched rights seems to be

consistent with his general perspective.sa He was sceptical of man's ability to discern

"rights" accurately through the faculty ofreason. Further, he was ofthe view that rights

are incapable of a generic definition because they do not exist independently of

circumstances. what may be a right on one occasion and for one man may be unjust

folly for another man at a different time. Burke's opposition to rationalist rights was

further crystallized due to the consequences he saw for the community, the security of

which in his view, had as much importance as the rights of any individual.

Burke, sought and valued constitutional arrangements which would harmonize

with the social structure of a country. lt was in that harmony that the "hidden wisdom"

of the forefathers would be brought to full consciousness though the nation's social and

53 
Russell, Supra 49, 10.

54 
"Burke believed in the real rights and obligations rvhich grorv out of the social conventions and

understandirgs that hold society together.,' Supra 49, lO.
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political institutions. such harrnony was the surest manner of protecting both

community and individual rights. For Burke, the important rights and liberties would

best be protected within the framework of a country's inheritance:

We wished at the Revolutior.r and do now wish, to derive
all we possess as an inheritance from our forefathers.
Upon that body and stock of inheritance we have taken
care not to inoculate any scion alien to the nature of tlle
original plant. All the reformations we have proceeded
upon the principle of reverence to antiquity; and I hope
nay I am persuaded, that will be carefully formed upon
analogical precedent, authority, and example.ss

Burke's preference was for a framework ofrights and liberties bound to experience and

tradition. He was skeptical of man's ability to fashion rights through the use of his

unaided intellect, unbound by his nation's paÍicular history.

Thus, one can perceive in the Burkean perspective ce¡tain elements that can be

contrasted to liberal rationalism. There are five key elements in Burke's philosophy:

l) a respect for order and hierarchical structures in society; 2) a profound appreciation

of the role of tradition, history and religion in society; 3) a sense of societal caution;

4) a concern for the health of the community over individual liberties (though it should

be indicated tliat Burke was nevertheless a whig commercialist); 5) an antipathy to

universal rights with a corresponding respect for the circumstantial and idiographic.

Burkean perspective must be remembered when considering the Loyalists. They

retained a belief in societal orde¡ and property. Tliey were apprehensive of the

implications of republican democracy. Many of these Loyalists wanted to retain tl.reir

55 
Supra 52, 53. See Curt¡s quoting from Burke,s "Reflections on the Revolution in France',
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uniqueness and traditional lifestyle in a new rand. consequently, they were sceptical

of and demonstrated caution about with respect to enliglitenment ¡ationalisur and

Lockean principles of individual equality. They feared doctr.ines which would leave

their communities open to majoritarian aggression and other homogenizing influences.

In fact, many of these Loyalists had a deep sense of history and they therefore rrad a

faith in the historic institution of parliament and its inherent right to supremacy.

William Ch¡istian and Colin Campbell suggested that;

Unlike the British immigrants to the United States in the
l6th and the 17th centuries, those who settled in British
North America were not a persecuted and dissenting
liberal minority. They reflected more fully the powerful
Tory or conservative strain in British political culture.
Many were catholic Scotts and Irish, bearing a faith that
was fundamentally hostile to liberal individualism.56

such a Burkean tory perspective still seemed present in canada until 19g2, even

if so in greater or lesser degrees. In fact, the constitutional Act of 1g67 itself asserted

the values of "peace, order and good government" as opposed to the liberal guarantees

of "life, liberty and pursuit of happiness". In a similar vein, that lg67 constirution

acknowledged and endorsed a constitutional monarchy, a propertied upper house, and

a set of protections for minority religions.5T It is the position of this thesis that, mor.e

recently, the compromise which was the constitutional Act. l9g2 embodied provisions

which recognized the role of the legislative branch as the fìnal arbiter in allocating

56 
Supra 45, 282.

57 
Kathy Brock, "Porishing The Halls of Justice: A politicar Analysis ofsections 24(2) and 8 ofthe

Cirarter of Rights," National Joumal of Constitutional La\y 2, no. 3 (March, lgg3\, Z7g.
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liberal and communitarian riglrts and values.s8 such a view, even witli its new

constitutioual constraints, Iiarkened to a Burkean preference for legislative suprelnacy.

In summary, the Burkean perspective, which was present in the Loyalist

settlement and which seemed to remain at play in many of canada's constitutional and

institutíonal arrangements, did not subscribe to the liberal view of rights protection

which envisioned a society tlìat was more atomistic than collective or organic. similarly

it was a perspective and political culture which did not accept the belief that a charter

of enumerated rights was required to give expression to a "distrust of government by

lemoving areas from its sphere of action and influence". 5e such a distrust of

government in Cânada (as will be shown), was quite simply never the norm.

D. THE TRADITIONAL CANADIAN POLITICA.L CULTURE. ITS
LEGISLATION AND PUBLIC DISCOURSE

Thus far, the chapter has briefly examined the general concept of political

culture, and some of the historical explanations which account for canada's unique and

ideologically open political culture. it was a political culture which up to 19g2, saw

this ideological openness sufficiently well protected and preserved by an approach to

rights protection which was decidedty non-rationalist and certainly less obsessed with

"individual rights" than was the focus in the united States. one can conclude that the

Supra 15, 19.

Supra 57, 18.

58

59
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way in which the predominantly Iiberal values mixed with the historically rooted

conservative and socialist values, resulted in canada developing a distinctive

appreciation foÌ collective rights. while this political culture in no way caused

canadians to casually devalue individual liberty or common norions of democratic

freedom, such a history and political culture did produce a reluctance to protect those

rights in a more typically American maffier; that is, through the liberal-rationalist

approach of entrenching certain and specified rights. Instead, up to l9g2 such a liberal

regime with the corresponding increased role of the judiciary was not fully accepted,

partly because of what the writer suggests was a Burkean conse¡vative fragment wliich

was reflected in our systemic and cultural approach to rights protection. up to l9g2

that fragment continued to ensure the preference for the maintenance and nurturing of

these individual and collective rights under the auspices ofa legislative branch that was

supreme. The legislation that was produced and the language that was used in the

political processr was such so as to perpetuate the important balancing of collective and

individual rights. It kept alive and affirmed many of the cultural traits of the canadian

political culture that distinguished Canada from the U.S.60

The role of the state in canada had always been more activist than that of the

united states. The States' legitimacy to act in ways that may have impi'ged on or

restricted certain fieedoms, led to a comparatively more deferential posture on the part

of the citizenry torvards legislation than was the case in the united States. In tliat

uo supr" 15, r3. Repeating Mo¡rahan's description, it was l€gislation that acknoryredged that state
intçrvention çan often serve as a means ofenhancing individual f¡eedom.
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respect, canadians developed over time a more palpable deference towa¡d the tegislative

branch and, by extension, a gÍeater respect for the legislative product. Guy Rocher

suggests that there is "some ground to assert that law can be regarded as both a

reflection of and an active agent in the structure and evolution of a societv and its

culture".ól

He goes on to suggest that there is a fundamental difference between the sociological

function of law in Canada and the United States:

Tluoughout the history of the United States, the corrmon
law and the courts have been perceived and used as a
check on the power of the state. American jurisprudence
reflects a concern for liberating governmental corrosion of
her individuals. In Canada, the courts have been closely
identified with the State, and perceived as the arm of the
State.62

Seymour Lipset also sees these differences as being linked to the differing

liistorical emphasis placed in canada on the rights and obligations of the community

in comparison to that of the united states..r Traditionally, the canadian governnent

had used the legitimate power of the state in law and legislation, more than had the

American. whether this legal power was for the purposes of a noble public welfar.e

objective or merely for the purposes of crime control, the legislative branch in canada

had traditionally been more willing and mo¡e able to use its law-making power and its

supremacy over the judiciary, to shape a society that was unique from the one south of

ór 
Continental Divide. Supra 42,92

62 tbid., 93.

63 tbid., 93.
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the border..a until 1982, canadians did not experience to the sarne degree of what

Seymour Lipset acknowledged rvere the "rights dominated" legal challenges present in

the united states, an inherent part of a system "in which egalitarism is strongly valued

and diffuse elitism is lacking."65

In the canadian experience, legislation can on the one hand be seen as a product

of the political process. It is in that sense, the practical exercise of power by differing

ideological parties, trying to produce or broker differing ideological positions by

representative legislative debate and compromise. on the other hand, legislation in the

canadian context can also be seen to have been a tool of a legitimated and active state.

In this sense, while the legislation was ideologically representative and reflective ofthe

varying strains, it also had the uplifting effect of nurturing, bolstering and altering

habits, dispositions and values on a broad scale.ó6 Such legislation held out the

prospect of realizing the expressive function of the law which involves the expression,

instruction and reaffirmation of certain values and ideas.

The values that have been traditionally maintained, nurtured and preserved

through canadian legislation, were not only the predominate liberal values but also

those collectivist and communitarian values that tempered liberal individualism. such

laws necessarily contemplated the tech¡ical and sometimes not so technical

infringement of individual liberty in the pursuit of a commitment to a larger community.

oo Ibid,, 94.

ut tbid., 94.

66 
Se" the discussion of "public philosophy" and the connected role olthe state in G.F. Will, Statecraft

as Soulcraft: What Covernment Does. (New York: Simon and Schuster, l9g3), 19.
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This legislation worked to perpetuate the indigenous canadian concern for the

corr'runity. It also had the effect of causing the citizens to perceive problems alo'g

political li'es. That is, they saw problems that could be resolved tluough political

compromise and consensus. Such a political conception of the issues, inevitably

considered the element of "community", which in turn was anticipated to be part of any

possible legislative solution. This community concern was typically presented in

legislative solutions which offered a commensurate balancing of rights and

responsibilities. Monahan provides an explanation that seems to approximate the

Canadian experience:

Within collectivism, individuals are constituted bv a
rnembership in an organic community. Society is
primarily a community ofhierarchialy organized classes or
groups, rather than an association of antecedently free
individuals. The good of the individual is not conceivable

. apart from some regard for the good of the whole. Thus,
restraints on individuals are natural rather than contractual,
pulling from the very duties and rights which are implicit
in membership in a larger community.6T

while the legislation of this traditional canadiarr political culture ensured the

formal legal expression of the less dominant tory and socialist strains, the language,

rhetoric and discourse of the canadian citizenry remained similarly imbued with this

same value-mix. Patrick Macklem was addressing this point \a,hen he observed:

It is common place to see Canadian social and political
life as being informed by competing ideologies. Tor.yism,
liberalism, and socialism are familiar names in the history
of Canadian political thought. Each generates a
descriptive and prescriptive picture of social and political

67 
Supra 15, 92.
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life and each can be said to offer different ways of
reconciling individuality and comrnunity. These pictures
of reconciliation are painted by language and their.
complex relation gives meaning to our social and political
institutions as well as our. daily interaction with others.
Through the rhetoric of each, we make sense of our
surroundings and enter into a universe of common
discourse.6s

The language and rhetoric of the traditional Canadian political culture had

reconciled individuality and community with a discourse that reflected tlie deference

towards a state which acknowledged through its legislation the need to occasionally

place a greater emphasis on collective rather tl.ran individual rights. The tone of the

discourse was consequently more restrained and respectful, in keeping perhaps with the

language and posture used to deal with a legitimate goverrunent whose laws when

necessary, asserted the right of the community to restrain individual rights and freedoms

in the name of the common good. Although there was equal rhetorical attention paid

to the individual and his freedoms, that discourse was nonetheless not dominated bv an

individual "rights talk".6e

In the post-1982 period, the perspective is that "rights must be paramount',. This

view seems to be an underlying assumption in the citizens' discourse and in their views

68 
P. Macklem "Constitutional ldeologies," Ottawa La\v Review 20, no.l (1988): 122.

un Hi"b"rt, Supra 10, 2-4; see also: M. Gold, "The Rhetoric of Rights: The Supreme Court and The
Charter," Osqoode Hall Law Journal 25 no. 2 (198'1)i 398, "The Court clearly has based its jur¡sprudence
on the proposition that the irterpretation that best promotes rights is the one to be preferred. Informing this
jurisprudence is a highly individualistic, almost classical liberal vision ofthe Charter and Canadian society."
This vision has nrost recently been personified in the roles played by Nervfoundland Premier, Clyde Wells
and Manitoba L¡beral Parfy Leader, Sharon Carstairs, iü their respective oppos¡tion to constitutional proposals
entrenching chosen colleçtive rights."
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of canadian politics and constitutional litigation.T. The'e is an accompanying sense

of ernpowerment on the part of many citizens who, while perhaps not consciously

complaining about an activist and ideologically open govelllment, nonetheless norv by

viltue of their rights-driven legal challenges, invite and validate the courts to deal with

matters previously left to the politically-rooted legislative branch. As will be seen at

tlre conclusion of this chapter and in chapters 3 anð, 4, this new activist judiciary is

using an interpretive approach which provides it increasing power to dehne political

issues in a narrowly legalistic way. This thereby changes the parameters of the public

debate and in the process, the judiciary reshapes the ways citizens perceive political

problems. The technical and abstract nature of these rights and the mamer in whiclr

the challenges and ultimately the "rights" are formulated, flow primarily from judicial

analyses which make the legislative branch and the attendant participation in the

political process, less inviting and important. As was mentioned at the beginning of

this chapter, this in turn can affect what the citizens of a political culture perceive are

the appropriate areas of governmental and institutional action.

E, WHAT IS POTENTIALLY LOST OR CHANGED IN THE
TRÁDITIONAL CANADIAN POLITICAL CULTURE WITH THE POST-
1982 JUDICIAL.LEGISL,4,TTVE RELATIONSHIP?

Leaving aside the question that will be addressed in Chapter 3 (whether the

70 
Supra 3, "To some degree, I think these fears have been realized, and that sonle ofthe sanÌe trends

seem to be nanifesting themselves in this country. we, too, have become an increasingly lit¡gious and
confrontational society and I fear that some of our cit¡zcns have begun to look to courts - rather than to
Parliament and legislatures - as agents ofpolitical and social change.,'
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political compromise of 1982 contemplated, anticipated arÌd even allowed for the

number of rights-driven challenges to legislation and the accompanying expa'sion by

the judiciary of their judicial sphere of influence), the changes that are currently being

occasioned by this new judicial-legislative institutional interaction do indeed pose a

threat to the traditional canadian political culture. In a canadian parliamentary system

with a less potent legislative branch, the ideological openness and the tempering

communitarian-collectivist influences may come to be increasingly less visible and less

prominent in the legislative and political outcomes. Instead, these outcomes will be

more regularly produced by a sharing of the policy-shaping power between the

legislative and judicial branches regulated by members of the citizenry who will have

adopted a rights-driven public discourse and vision.

It can be argued that much of the ideological openness and diversity in canada

was fostered via the political conduit tliat is the Parliamerfary system. It was a forum,

notwithstanding its imperfections, which pennitted the less dominant ideological strains

to remain influential in the formulation of public policy. The national political parties

participated in this system and they remained adaptive to and representative of their

foundation ideologies and their particular connections to the Canadian past.

...in all cases there has been an inescapable element of
continuity, provided in the case of liberalism, conservatism
and socialism by the institutional structures of major and
electorally successful political parties. However radical
the leaders of these parties might have wished, on
occasion, to depart from the settled traditions of their
predecessors, they have found themselves restrained by the
need to ¡etain the suppof oftheir colleagues, to encourage
the enthusiasm of their party activist, and to seek the
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broad support of a populous that has never been united in
the belief that niajor, radical changes were needed.?l

The organized and channelled expression ofdifferent but representative political

views within the context of party and legislative debate encouraged the process of

compromise that often car¡ied over to and resulted in the canadian legislation ear.lier

described. The nature of the political and legislative solutions allowed for a more

subtle inclusion and expression of both the liberal and non-liberal values. In this era

ofthe charter, there are concerns that the self-perpetuating language of "rights,' and the

increased judicial power to review legislation and make policy will discourage such

subtlety and instead "encourage confrontations of black and white, subordinating the

shades of grey in between,"72 The shades of gray or voices that may be less

considered or lost in such confrontations, are those communitarian-collectivist elements

which had been best protected and considered by elected legislatures.

As the principal policy-making institution, the legislative bra'ch had offered a

forum in which its elected participants utilized key political instruments and tools with

a view to broadening and retaining support. At the same time, they were faithfully

acting pursuant to settled national and cultural traditions. The tools and instruments

which facilitated this legislative function, were in many respects the stock and trade of

the political process. These were the tools of negotiation, persuasion, bargaining and

compromise; tools that are now seldom accessible to litigants disputing charter riglits.

7l supra 5, 4.

'2 F.L. Morton and R, Knopff, Charter politics (Scarborough: Nelson, t992), 221.
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These tools are similarly unavailable to a judge, whose diffìcult process of justifying

his legal decision by reference to reason, will often demonstrate in that stark result, tliat

legal adjudication is not always appropriate for problems that are better resolved by

accommodation. These legislative results and b¡okered solutions are usually premised

upon the types of compromises that are excluded from the more black and white

process of rights litigation. 73

Peter Russell has stated that increased judicial review and judicial policy-making

could lead to litigation the sort of which will exacerbate the tendency to rely on strictly

legal or legally reasoned solutions to social and political problems. In addition to

institutional unbalance, this type ofjudicial policy-making if not moderate, can lead to

a predominant legal absolutism where "the issues are narrow, simplified and framed as

73 
The inadequacy of the foundation upon rvhich judicial determinations are made respecting conrplex

political and social problems, relat€s to the necessarily subjective and individualistic manner with rvhich trial
cou¡rsel and the trialjudge at first instance, adduce or allorv some evidence over other evidence. Factual and
legal findings may be made based upon evidence rvhich is as much the produçt of trial strategy as a
substantiYe search for broad based information. Conversely tlÌe more general and rvide ranging historical
sociological and/or political information that is increasingly being accepted by the appellate courts, may b"
similarly unreliable, Either rvay the judiciary cannot be sa¡d to be provided the type of infonnation
experience, characteristic ofthe legislative committee. see M.L. pilkington ',Equipping courts To Handle
constitutional Issues: The Adequacy of rhe Adversary system And Its Techniques of proof,', paper
presented to the spccial lectures ofthe La\y society ofupper canada (ottawa, onlario: september t99l¡.
RespeÇting the Brandeis Briel Pilkington says, "Judges cannot be expected to evaluate, or have the expe¡1¡se
to evaluate, without assistance, the validity of research methods used or inferences drawn there frorl on a
broad range ofsocial policy issues. When they are prese¡rted rvith voluminous "Brandeis briefs,, consisting
of government reports, studies undertaken by various advocacy groups, and articles in academic anã
professional journals, when such briefs are separately filed by various parties who provide little assessment
of each othe¡'s material, the court is essentially provided rvith lnaterial lÌom lvhich it can pick and choose
to support a particular position, but rvhich does not necessarily assist the court to choose behveen competing
positions A Brandeis Brief may be sufficicnt if the issue to be determined is whether there is a rationai basis
for a legislative choice, but if the choice itself and its inìpact Ìr'rust be assessed, such brief may be of l¡mited
assistance." Pifkington goes on to quote Justice Estey in & v Mercure [1988] I s.c.R. 234 at 32lt "TlÊ
courts, and particularly those at the second level ofappeal, are ne¡ther qualified nor authorized to conduct a
trial of historical issues. Texts and essays on local history do not allays agree. Some *,ill be factual, some
speculative and even designedly co¡rttoversial. There is rarely unanimity. Migratory history and demographic
material concerning these fìontier times are ¡n my view, even if properly admissible at this stage, seldom
pr€cise. Without the admission of this material through the conventio¡ral p¡ocesses ofjustice, the reliability
ofsuch material is not demonstrated."
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polar opposites, so that in a classic zero-sum fashion, what one side lvins the other side

loses. "7a

Ifthe judiciary, (by virtue of an increased poricy-making power, drawn from trre

charte¡'s supremacy and the judiciary's own interpretative teclinique), more regular.ly

defines the paranÌeters of public debate, there may indeed be an understandable flight

from what will then, the less potent and influential processes of politics. such a fliglit

from the consensus engendering political process may be an acknowledgement of the

power that Patrick Monahan now sees as resting with the Supreme court. Despite what

Monahan sees as attempts by the supreme court of canada to maintain the legitimacy

of its reviewing function by trying to divorce a legal analysis from the political, he

nonetheless concludes:

The Supreme Court is inevitably called upon to make
some assessment of the wisdom of legislation in order to
resolve the constitutional disputes which come before it.
The values embodied in the constitutional text are simply
too general and indeterminate to dictate uniquely correct
answers in the constitutional cases which reach our highest
court. Thus, the act of interpreting constitutional values
inevitably requires the court to redefine and to create the
very values which are the subject of the interpretation. ?5

with such apparent power respecting the interpretation of some of these values, is it

surprising that such power-sharing has left the legislative branch less potent and

influential? Is it surprising that the function it performed in preserving the political

culture is now less clear and certain? Is it surprising that Russell's initial prediction

Supß '72, 222

Supra 15, 8.
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respecting the flight from politics is perhaps coming to pass?

Russell predicted this shift from politics, one that wourd arso come from a

deepening disillusionnent with the procedures of "representative government by

discussion", as a means of resolving fundamental questions of political justice.T6 It is

this flight frorn politics and the seemi'gly less used tools of compromise and

negotiation, that causes christoplier Manfredi to worry that this new reliance on the

private processes of litigation, is tlueatening to both exacerbate social conflict and

enervate the public discussion of important political questions. TT

Manfredi highlights in his argument the concern of comnunitarians, who see the

current interpretation and application of the charter as embodying ,,an antiquated and

morally bankrupt political theory of individualism that ignores the reality that society

comprises a thick web of interdependent relations." It would seem that the trend on the

part of the judiciary "to fail to find any coherent political theory in the charter at all"

or tlÌe tendency to "argue that whatever theory it does contain provides inadequate

answers to contemporary social problems", simply justifies and perpetuates an active

departure from the clearly explained and accessible prernises and common

understandings of the 1982 compromise.?8

76 P. Russell, "The Effect ofa Charter on The poliay-Making Role ofCanadian Courts,,, çg!3{U4f
Public Adninistration 25, no. t (1982)r 15, 32.

?7 
C. Manfredi, Judicial Power and the Charter (Toronto: Mcclelland and Stewart, 1993), II.

tt lbid., 10. Manfredi describes those who passionately support constitutional revierv of legislatiou by
the courts They see such revierv as providing a means for attaining social and specific policy change for
those who have trad¡tionally not had much influence. Dale Gibson argues that ,'the shifting rvi¡ids ofsocial,
political and technological change" can create an important need and demand for legal anã political reform.
In Gibson's view, the task of finding coherence ¡n the Charter and "the demanding task of putting legal meat
on the chart€r's bones, is the sole responsibility ofjudicial law makers.', Gibson's vierv is the ,,results
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In this en'ironment, tlle nìost apparent concern for group or collective interests,

comes in the form of self-interested pressure group, who are mobilized by shared goals

relating not to the "thick web of interdepe'dent relations", but rather by what smilev

called "claims on the state." Mallory has also observed:

...the Charter is opening up the political system to new
political strategies by interest groups, particularly through
the strengthened role of advocacy public interest groups,
which are in many cases assisted by public finding. The
political clirnate has already experienced a change in both
rhetoric and vocabulary. Before 1945, the vocabularv of
rights was still largely in terms of the essentially n.gãtiu"
individual rights. Today it is more common to talk of
groups -----native peoples, the handicapped, linguistic
groups et al....?e

It has bee' argued that a more prudent and restrained approach on the part of

the judiciary could have left the matter ofpolicy to the legislators and permitted, under

a federal system, a variety of laws "representing different kinds of social consensus in

orientated Yiew of the jud¡aial soç¡al engineering school". It is a yiew rvhich sees the Charter requir¡ng
socially meaningfr¡l develop¡nent As ManÍÌedi quotes cibson, it is a vierv that sees legislators as iravirr-g
"only a limited capacity to meet this denland because of time constraints, the absence ofaãequate incentivei
and a lack of legal expet¡se."

79 
J. Mullory "The Courts As Arbiters ofsocial Values" in Fede¡alism and political Communitv: Essavsir Honour of Donatd smiley. eds. D. Shugarman and n, whitatäþÃrborough, B.ãui"*äI, t9ã{

291. See also; A C. Cairns, Disruptions: Constitutional Struggles From the ðharter to Meech Lake. eá.
D.E Williams (Toronto: Mcclelland and stewart, l99l), 20. This mobilization and atomiration of
collectivities and groups (around their orvn specific causes as opposed to any mobilization around the more
general understanding of "community") is evidenced ¡n the contemporary debate respecting ,,inclusion" and
"exclt¡sion". under the charter, caims notes: "a positive serf-consciousness developeã among various
formerly marginalized groups, epitomized by the phrase 'coming out' that gays and resbians employid as they
left their closets, and this self-consciousness insisted on respict for their ,difference., 'coìring out,' or
perhaps more appropriately 'becoming visibre,' can arso be appried to women, aboriginars, the disabied, racial
minorities, and others. Forrnerly peripherar, isolated, and ilnored groups came out ofthe background and
replaced their former deference and quiescence with a demanding, *r"ìi.", shrill behaviour surlgestive of
the insecurities that accompanied the transition from passivity to a more public posture,',
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different jurisdictions" to arise.80 unfortunately for the future of traditional canadian

political culture, the function of tlie law appears to have been niisapprehended in the

charter era. Instead of seeing the function of the law as preserving and protecting, it

is seen as a tool to achieve policy goals.sr The function of politicians and legislators

to by "trial and error, evolve new policies which might involve new values,', has been

correspondingly eloded. 82 As a result, the canadian polity risks having its national

discourse, and its political parameters, defined by the judiciary.s3

If the social and political questions troubling canadian society are thus to be

defined within parameters set by the courts, and if the liberal and non-liberal ideological

mix is less pronounced because ofa perceived sliift in power (causing a flight from the

political process), is it un¡easonable to ask what conduits remain for the pursuit of tlie

traditional canadian commitment to the notion of a larger community? The continuing

development of charter law and this necessarily abstract judicial reasoning has and will

give rise to additional legal formulations, definitions and tests the sort of which now

routinely characterize charter litigation. The acceptance of these formulations in the

public discourse, could perpetuate the shift from the potitical sphere to the legal sphere.

The impact may become apparent in the long term attitudes and responses of both the

to Mullory, tbid.,3o2.

t' Ibid., 302.

tt Ibid., 302.

83 supra 26, 138. see also: M. Gold Supra 69, 399, "Through the co¡rstant affinnation ofthe virtues
and values of individual rights, the court not only adds to the persuasive force of its opin¡ons, it also
elaourages us to see ourselves as rightsltolders, thereby transfoml¡ng the language ofpolitical discourse in
Canada."
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citizeffy and fhe law makers.

To the conte'rporary citizenry, the non-liberal values tliat wele part of canadia.

traditional political culture may find little room to flourisli. This is especially so to a

citizenry that now nay realize and fulhl its interests not with reference to the

consensus-inspired solutions norrnally required for complex social or political questions,

but ratl.rer in relation to "rights" formulations which are more legal, tech¡ical and

abstract. Russell rightly suggested that something would be lost if the bulk of the

citizenry felt incompetent to participate in such a public debate so dominated by sterile

narrow legal abstractions. 8a

For the law makers and legislators, there is a danger that a 
'ew 

timidity may set

in. whether in the practical area of brokering legislative solutions or in the area of

legislating with the more bold and uplifting purpose ofnurturing and preserving societal

habits and dispositions, the tendency may be for the legislators to step aside from the

earlier described legislative functions. The legislative functions of trying to broker

reasonable solutions or the attempts to preserve, nurture and cultivate habits and values

on a broad scale, may seem a dash too ambitious and bold for legislators who could

become increasingly comfortable deferring to the parameters set by the courts. The

danger posed by a more active judiciary and a more timid legislative branch brouglit

a strong response from Douglas A. Schrneiser when he wr.ote:

A legislator should be concerned primarily with the
rightness of his legislation, not with its constitutionality,

84 
P. Russell "The Political Purposes ofthe Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,', Canadian Bar

Review, 6l (March 19, 1983): 52-
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and the people should have a similar concern. In a
democracy, decisions should be made through a process of
reasonable debate, co-operation and compromise. The
general legal goal should be a system where individual
conflict is minimized, and where resort to the courts is
reduced. Under judicial review the parameter of
legislative wisdom becomes its constitutionality, and the
legislator is distracted from his proper goal.85

Schmeiser's concern for the community, highlights additionat concerns

respecting both legislators and the citizeffy. The broad based community interests for

example, normally expressed in legislation, may not always be compatible with the

narrow and abstract formulations which outline what is constitutional. In such a blurred

legal-political climate, the citizens may lose the habit of contemplating the public or

community interest. The citizens like their legislators, may become obsessed with

grounding their own interests and rationalizing their own behaviour on the basis of what

is constitutional. ln this regard, Schmeiser stated:

Citizens rnay succumb to a similar pre-occupation with
constitutionality, and choose an adversarial proceeding to
enforce their views on others, regarding themselves as
champions of liberty in the process. Again, they may
assume that constitutionality is wisdom, and if their
conduct is constitutional it is good, and if the conduct of
othe¡s is unconstitutional, it is bad.86

such a narrow vision and understanding of community interest caused by an

obsession with constitutionality, will lead to a continuing confusion between

"constitutionality" and the merits of a particular broad based public policy. In the

85 D.A. schneiser, "Thc case Against Entrenchment of a canadìan Bill of Rights,,' Darhousie Larv
Journal Volume l5 (1973), 18.

86 rbid.
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context of such a confusion, the traditional role of the legislative branch of ensuring a

representative and ideologically reflective public policy, seems increasingl), more

challenging. The uncertainty and confusion in the post-19g2 judicial-legislative

relationship would seem to guarantee what cheffins and Johnson predicted:

The Charter of fughts and Freedoms will bring an
essentially co unter-revo lutionary, non_rationalist
communitarian society into direct collision with
individual-focused legal rights based upon Charter
arguments.sT

The future for what was the traditional canadian poriticar culture in such a

polity, would seem to promise no certainties but drift and unanticipated change.

87 Ch"ffin, and Johnson, Supra 49, 152,
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CHAPTER 3

The central interest of this thesis is the cha'ge which may ensue over the long_

term to the traditional Canadian political culture where the interaction betwee' the

judicial and legislative branches involves a more equal sharing of policy-n.raking power.

while it has been suggested that the canadian polity's ideological ope'ness and its

appreciation and representation of the less dominant tory and socialist strains were in

part a consequence of the nurturing and sustaining role of the supreme legislative

branch, it is certainly not suggested that the pre-19g2 judicial-legislative relationship

involved no judicial review.88 Nor is it suggested that the entrenchment of the charter

envisioned a smaller role for the coufis. Indeed there has always been in canada, pre

and post confederation, a reviewing role for the courts. In fact, there is no question but

that the entrenchment of the charter created understandable expectations for a

comparatively rnore active judiciary than was the case when the courts were interpreting

and applying the canadian Bill ofRiehts. Notwithstanding the specific pre-charter role

played by the judiciary and the international trend which fuelled the rights expectations

under the charter, it is important to understand that the constitution Act 19g2 was truly

a political compronise. It is the position of this thesis that, by any interpretation, the

compromise brokered certain com¡ron understandings which amongst other things, were

able to assuage the interests of those who worried about the potential loss of legislative

supremacy. By its nature, the compromise of rgg2 envisioned tl'.ough its included

88 
P. Russell, The Judiciary in canada: The Third Branch of Government. (Toro¡rto: McGraw-Hi¡

Ryerson, 1987), 3.
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balancing mechanisms and terminology, a r.rore nuanced and subtle relationship for the

institutions. The w'iter asserts that part of the tl, eat to the canadian poìitical culture

under the charter comes from the extent to which the courts and in some cases the

politicians have forgotten or ignored the nature and background of the l9g2

cornp.omise; the essence of which was to maintain the potency of regislative

supremacy and avoid what was perceived to be "the worst problems or negative effects

arising under the united states Bill of Rights".se To properly understand the extent to

which the political ¡ealities and compromises of l9g2 have been disregarded or

forgotten (and the extent of the current shift and institutional emphasis), one need

examine the pre-1982 relationship, the compromises of l9g2 and the post-19g2

development of charter law based on the judiciary's approach to charter interpretation

and application.

P

while the canadian judges have for sometime exercised influence by virtue of

their decisions on the common law, their interpretation of statutes, and their arbitrating

of the federal division of powers, the potentiar extent and breadtrr of judicial policy-

making only now comes under close scruti.ry.e0 The traditional conception ofjudicial

review includes two basic types of review. The first type relates to full judicial review

(interpretations of constitutionality) and the second encompasses a more limited judicial

Supra 2, 347, 351.

rbid.

89

90
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review (decisions regarding the allocation of powers in a federal polity).er under

eifher type ofjudicial review, the judiciary can approach the question of interpretation

and application of a constitution in a activist or restrained way.e2

Judicial activisrn displays a willingness on the part of the judiciary to use their

powers boldly and interpret the provisions of the constitution expansively. under such

an activist approach, a judiciary may if it feels it is required, interpret the law broadly

to give it the broadest possible reading and to in effect adapt the law to changing

circumstances, particularly if the legislative branch appears to have been reluctant to do

so.e3 Following a perspective ofjudicial restraint, the courts take a more narrow view

oftheir role and their respective powers of interpretation. under this pattern ofjudicial

review, the courts are more likely to approach the matters of constitutional interpretation

and application more narrowly. In fact, under such a restrained approach, the judiciary

will take a more modest view of its own powers and ensure interpretation less likely

to make obvious policy. Judicial restraint sees judges attempting to interpret the

literally intended or commonly understood meaning of the initial constitution. The

judges under judicial restraint are decidedly unwilling to see their role as including the

responsibility to adapt tlie law to changing circumstances. ea Ary changes or

adjustments are seen by supporters ofjudicial restraint as requiring the authority of the

9l 
Supra 25, 193.

n' 
Ibid.

lDral-

-- rbid.
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executive or legislative branches. Into the framework of that debate, cheffins once

asserted that law is "that part of the overall process of political decision-rnaking which

has achieved a somewhat more technical, more obvious and more clearly defined set

of ground rules than other aspects of politics". e5 Traditionally, judges by virtue of

their experience and training were cognizant of the teclinical nature ofthe legal process

and the limitations imposed upon them, The principle historical limitations placed upon

the judiciary were: 1) iudges were not to enter areas regarded the exclusive domain of

the elected legislatures and, 2) iudges were not to do any more than necessary in

disposing of the cases before them. e6 These two restraints essentiallv reflected the

doctrines of Parliamentary supremacy and stare decisis.eT Canadians, as citizens

who inhabited a portion of British territory, accepted early in their collective life the

notion of Parliamentary supremacy as it came from tsngland after the Glorious

Revolution.e* canadians further accepted (unlike the Americans) that statutes enacted

i'the united Kingdom would be supreme everywhere in the Britisli territories. As B.L.

strayer stated, "That supremacy was accepted in canada without serious question down

to 1982 when it was expressly abandoned by westminster in the canada Act of

1982."ee Yet, that judicial-legislative interaction in the year.s before 19g2, even

95 
J. No"l Lyon and R. Atkey, ed., canadian constitutionar Law in a Modern perspective (Toronto:

University of Toronto Press, 1970), 291.

e6 tbid.

et 
rbid,

98 
Supra 2, 347.

ee rbid., ¡q8.
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where parliarnent was supreme, saw the legislative branch as being subject to limitations

which were both explicit and implicit. These limitations were imposed by the judiciary. r00

These lirnitations were to provide the source for rnuch ofthejudicial review that would

take place before 1982.

There was always a fundame'tal principre in the British system which

acknowledged that colonial govelnments and legislatures were bodies of liniited

power.¡0r It was similarly accepted that these limitations could be enforced by the

courts. These limitations included those in the constitution Act of 1g67. u,hich as

British law extended fo canada. had supremacy over the laws of the parliament of

canada and the provincial legislatures. r02 This Act imposed restrictions and

limitations to the extent that it delineated jurisdictional spheres of influence for the new

federalism. As well, the Act provided some additional guarantees or group rights with

respect to language and religion.r.3 Those limitations were to be imposed by the

judicia'y. Though the courts did comparatively little to enforce the language

guarantees, the canadian courts had frequently and regularly (along with the privy

council up to 1950) assessed and evaluated the validity of various provincial and

'oo Ibid.

lol Ibid., 349.

l02 Ibid.

lo3 s"", section 133 and later the Manitoba Act 1870, 33 Vict.; c3
(Canada) s. 23, this Canadian Act being confirmed by 34-35 Vict.; c28 (UK).
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federal legislation in the context of the division of powers.r0a str.ayer rightly points

out that the courts in holding laws to be invalid even in the context of umpiring

disputes of federalism, rronetheless de facto "thwar.ted the will of duly elected

legislatures." ln this sense legislative supremacy has never. been an absolute principle

of canadian government."r05 it is worth pointing out that this kind ofjudicial review

was not without the potential for some policy-making. The doctrine of the ,,living tree"

(to be discussed in more detail later in this chapter) was used in tlìe context of disputes

of sections 9\ and 92 of the constitution Act of 1867. yet even the most expansive

interpretation and application of Sections 91 or 92 along the lines of the "living tree',

doctrine, did not see the high courts in the canadian context creating or reading in new

rights.

Despite similarities, there is no question but that the judicial-legislative roles and

relationship in canada differed somewhat from the roles and the relationship in Britain.

canadian courts were clearly more accustomed to the striking down of some laws in

some circumstances. Yet the pre-1982 judicial-legislative relationship in canada shared

irnportant similarities with that same institutional relationship in Britain. Most

importantly, the judicial traditions in both canada and Britain were very much typical

l0o tbid.; ,"" also: Supra l, l4-15; p.W. Hogg, Constitutional Law in Canada. (Toronto: Carswell,
1977), 42-48i P Monahan Politics and the Constitution: The Charter. Federal¡sn and the Suþreme Court.
(Toronto: carswell-Methunen, 1987), r49-t59i E. N4cwhinney "Legal rheory una etritorophy i,r cun.oau-
Civil Larv and Commo¡ì La\v in Canada," Canadian Jurisorudence. 4-33.

lot rbid.
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of the positivist tradition.106 The canadian courts pre-19g2, even when relying on the

living tree doctrine to umpire federal disputes, looked to and applied rnan-made sources

of constitutional law. This tende'cy to a very large extent pre-determined the

judiciary's approach to the canadian Bill of fughts. The canadian judiciary's approach

made it quite clear to would-be litigants that the Bill of Rights would not be used as

an instrument for challenging federal statutes.¡07 In com¡enting upon this positivist

judicial tradition in Canada, Strayer observes:

Unlike the participants at the Philidetphia convention of
7787, ot¡r fathers of confederation did not indulge in the
conceit that their words embodied, or were at least
inspired by, the laws of god or the laws of nature. As a
result, unlike their American counterparts, Canadian courts
have not in the past been tempted to look for the true
meaning of the constitution in natural law or in some
similarly mystical source.ro8

It will be suggested later that a similar modest positivism was at the root of the

106 
"Positivism" or "PositiYe Law" has been defined as "la\v actually and specifically enacted or adopted

by proper authority for the government ofan organized jural society. A lawinthesense in tvhich that iernr
is employed in jurisprudence, is enforced by a sovereign political authority. It is thus distinguished not only
from all rules which, like the principles of morality and the so-called larv of, honour and fashion, are enforceã
by an indeterminate authority which is either, on the one hand, superrrunran, or, on the other hand, poritica y
subordinate." HoLL JUR. 37 in H.c. campbell Black, Black's Larv Dictionarv. 4th ed, (st. É*r, rv"rt
Publishing, 1968),1324; s€e also: H.L.A. Hart The concept ofLaw loxford: clar"ndon ri"ìs, tesz¡,p. tar-
182, "The first is question which may still be illuminatingl¡, described as the issue behveen natural lårv and
legal positivisnl, though each of these titles has came to be used for a range of different theses about larv and
nìorals Here we shall take Legal Positiv¡sm to nrean the single contention that it is in no sense a neaessary
truth that laws reproduce or satisfi certain demands of morarity, though ¡n fact they have done so...', For Hai
the other classical theory against which Positivism is usually juxtaposed ¡s Natural Law. Natural Law implies
"that there are certain principles of huntan conduct, a\vaiting discovery by human r€ason, until rvhich inan-
made law must conform if it is to be val¡d." Former u.s, supreme court nominee Robert Bork believes
"Natural Larv and filnda¡nental rights not stated in the const¡tut¡on are not th€ business ofjudges,', ,'The
Advocates: Point and Counterpo¡nt", Esqu¡re Mapaz¡ne. (October, 1990), 97_9g.

t07 ò̂upra //, JJ.

lo8 
Supra 2, 350.
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foundation cemented by those involved in the 19g2 political compromise that led to the

constitution Act 1982 and the canadian charter of Riehts and Freedoms. with respect

to the entrer.rched charter, while there was undoubtedly the expectation that there would

be some judicial development respecting some of the vague terrninology, it was

nonetheless "no invitation to the courts to look to natural law (by whatever label they

might call it) to prescribe the rights which, to the judicial mind, should be

protected".loe

To conclude the pre-1982 discussion of the judicial-legislative relationship in

canada, it is important to remember that, while limitations pr.eviously existed on

Parliamentary supremacy, they remained largely confined to division ofpower disputes.

Furthermore, such review was usually rooted in an essentially positivist interpretation

and application of the constitution. The shift from such a limited form of judicial

review to a more fully activist and expansionist review carried out under the aegis of

the canadian charter of Riehts and F¡eedoms. represents a departure not only from the

more positivist canadian tradition, but a departure from the more modest vision that

rests at the foundation of the 1982 compromise.

II. THE CONSTITUTION ACT 1982: Ä LEGAL AND POLITICAL
COMPROMISE

The repatriation of the constitution and the ultimate entrenching ofa charter of

Rights. had been for some time prior to 1982 a goal of the federal government. The

'ot Ibid., 352.
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nrost intense and concerted efforts occurred during two prolonged periods (196g-1971,

1978-1981) during which time a number of federal and pro'incial conferences took

place on that subject. The goal of entrenching a charter of fughts was seen as a key

ingredient in the federal government's natio' building strategy during the period of

1967-1982. The immediate goals in that regard were tluee fold. Fìrst, it was hoped

that the entrenching of the charter would create the conditions that would encourage

a stronger national identity to counteract what the central government saw as

excessively strong forces of provincialism; second, it was hoped that the entire process

would lead to the patriation of the constitution and at the same time provide for an

entirely canadian amending procedure; third, it was hoped that language rights and

new "mobility rights" would be created and extended so that the average canadian

would feel more free to move and reside anywhere in canada. "o By the very nature

of these somewhat political goals, it would seem clear that some compromising and

trading-off would have been seen as required in order to to win over what had for a

long time been, the strong provincial government opposition.

During the period from 1968-1981, most provincial governments to greater or

lesser degrees, opposed the adoption of the sort of charter that the federal goverrunent

wanted as the cenfre piece of any patriation package. "' some of their opposition to

a large extent was based on hesitation which arose from an intense loyalty to what was

perceived as canada's British Parliamentary traditions. The charter was seen by these

llo 
Supra tl, 38

IIt ..., --lDro., J/.
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opponents as an instrument which was irreconcilable with the concept of legislative

supremacy.r12 Apart from the conceptual diff,rculties, these opponents were also

mindful of some of the developrnents that occurred during the development of

American constitutional law wherein an entrenched Bill of fughts had created an

extremely potent judiciary.r13 These premiers and provincial officials were extremely

concerned by what they had recently seen in the united states in terms of the manner

ofjudicial interpretation and innovation which often served to circumvent the power of

the elected representatives. In addition to the conceptual purists, and those who feared

the sort of judicial innovation personified by the judges of the American supreme

court, there were still othe¡s who felt that duly elected legislatures were better

positioned than appointed judges when it came to the matter of protecting individual

and community rights. l14

With the momentum of a successful euebec referendum campaign, the newly

returned Prime Minister, Pierre Elliott Trudeau, began in 19g0/g1 another new

constitutional initiative. This one was seen as responsive to his earlier promise for a

renewed federalism, which he proposed to the Province of euebec during the 19g0

ll2 supra 2,351;see also: M. Gold, Supra 69,379. Resp€cting those \yho held strong to their co¡ìcerns
in the face ofpublic indifference cold said: "A number ofprovincial premiers, notably premier Lyon ofthe
Manitoba alìd Blakeney of Saskatchervan, expressed their opposition to the idea ofan entrench€d Citarter, but
they proved unable to influence the debate significant¡y. By ridiculing them as politicians ¡epresenting nar¡ow
and parochial interests, \Yho rvere prepared to trade individual rights for fish, Prime Minister Trudear¡ and his
colleagues succeeded in delegitimating their principled arguments against the Charter. As a result, the public
bought the idea of entrenchntent without worrying very rnuch about the question ofthe enhanced porvers of
the court."

ll3 Ibid.

lla rhi,r.
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referendum campaign. Everr beyond the promises made during the referendum

campaign, there were other imperatives. canada like most western industrial

democracies, had since the second world war experienced rernarkable growth in

govelnment. This growth had occur¡ed at both the federal and provirlcial levels,

transforming and creating governmental institutions, depaúments, agencies and the

service side of the civil service. The expansion had brought with it a much discussed

and underlying justihcation. It was thought that such widened scope would necessarily

cause effective and efficient social progress and comfort for all citizens in an

increasingly modern and complex society. while much of this comfort (and even

progress) has been secu¡ed, there had been nonetheless, a corresponding cost both

politically and socially. By the early 1970's the disagreeable flip-side of huge

goverrìment became increasingly appatent to Canadian citizens who were now

wondering if government, with its various and seemingly endless number of

departments and agencies, was not now nrore prone to stymie and obstruct rather than

provide the citizenry and the community with the fulfilment of their respective wants

and needs. while canadians still exhibited an appreciation for community interests, big

government and the accompanying detachment ofan increasingly smaller political elite,

were now causing the citizeru.y to feel more vulnerable than ',looked after" or

"protected". citizens began to more regularly voice their frustlations at the perceived

inertia, unfairness and non-responsiveness of an excessively large bureaucracy. In a

general sense, for the average citizen governmental and administrative decisions and

policy were now seen as more threatening not only because the decisions were
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sonìetimes inherently unpopular, but also because these decisions were seell as too

irnpossibly far removed from the possibility of appeal and change.r15 It was dr:ri'g

this period that the international trend encouraging the entrenchment of charters and

Bills of Rights, found fertile ground in Canada.

It was into this context that the government of canada attempted in tl-re early

1980's to propose a package which would successfully lead to the patriation of

Canada's constitution and simultaneously lead to a new amending formula and a new

entrenched charter of Rights. It was a context and background in which the traditional

liberal and non-liberal value mix continued to exist, but against which there was also

on the one hand, provincial governments opposed to the adoption of an entrenched

Charter, and on the other hand a citizenry increasingly frustrated with the remote and

distant government apparatus.

Despite the rancorous political argument and the eventual high court

constitutional challenges, the Prime Minister in November of 1981 was able to converge

ll5While 
the government apparatus or the "state" still remained i¡nportant to Canadians, its size and non-

responsiveness norv see¡ned to cry out for checks on a Parliamentary system that seented unable to check
itself. See also; A.C. Cairns, "The Charter; An Academic (political Science) perspective," apaper prepared
for lhe Round Table Conference on the Impact ofthe Charter on the Public Policy Process, November l5-16,
l99l York university. J.M. Bumsted, The PeoÞles of canada A Post-confederation Historv (Don Mills;
Oxford University Press, 1993),310-311. Bumsted describes the burgeoning size ofthe provincial and federal
bureaucracies in the post rvar period, see also: R. Bothwell, et al., carìada since 1945: power. politics and
Provincialism. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984), 458, "The rise of living standards was
accompanied by increased organization, larger corporations, Iarger cities and th€ir attendant problems, and
larger government. Most Canadians had nrore comfort and security than ever before, but they were dependent
for these things on distant and irnpersonal institutions both private and public. The rvish fo¡ nerv and
expensive services creat€d certain tensions and unhappiness rvhich may or ¡nay not be regarded as ¡nevitable.
People distrusted bureaucracy, feared large co¡porations, and resented the porver of larger labour unions and
other special interest groups. By 1980 some parts ofCanadian public life rvere visibly nralfunctioning, such
as the schools, the post oflice, and the Canadian system of labour relations, Attimes during the late l9?0's,
one might have thought that the national mood might best be sumffed up as a long and ear-splitting whine.,';
See also: Supra 72, 197-233.
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his philosophic and national objectives with the interests of enough First Ministers. The

compromise was a negotiated text which ultimately gained the acceptance of the

government and Parliament of canada, and the governments of nine provinces.r16 The

November 4, l98l agreement amounted to a compromise which saw both the federal

goverrunent and the provincial governments give and take. prime Minister Trudeau

preferred the previously proposed but rejected Victoria charter anending formula.

Trudeau ultimately agreed to a modifred version of that formula. In return, the eight

provinces agreed to a constitutional charter of fughts, but on the condition that it

contained a clause which would permit both the federal and provincial goverrunents to

enact statutes that could override the entrenched charter. For his part, prime Minister

Trudeau agreed to the override clause on the condition that when it was specifically

used it would necessarily expire after 5 years and the clause would require re-

application. Moreover, the clause was not to apply to the democratic rights, mobility

rights, language rights and minority language education rights.rrT

The compromises that were struck in order to obtain the entrenched charter

confirm that there was an attempt to obtain a consensus which would assuage all

concerned parties. In 1981, B.L. strayer was the Assistant Deputy Minister of Justice

in the Public Law Section of the Federal government. He indicated:

For those of us who were replesenting the Goverrunent of
Canada in these negotiations, acting as advocates for the
Charter, we sought structure and terminology which would

ttu 
"ogg, 

Supra 104, 43.

l17 Supra 2, 351.
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make the Charter effective while making it as acceptable
as possible for the legislative supremacists. To the later
end, we tried through choice of language to avoid what we
perceived to be the worst problems and negative effects
arising under the United States Bill of Riglìts.u8

Participants such as strayer, in looking back at the events of 19g1, ack_nowledge

that the public debate over the charter provides an important information base for both

the interpretation of the charter and the understanding of its nature. rre W]ren one

examines the nature of the negotiations and the trade-offs, it should be clear that the

patriation package constitutes a tough political compromise. It was a tough political

compromise which nonetheless succeeded in mirroring much of the liberal and non-

liberal value mix that had made up canadian political culture. strayer takes pains to

stress that "this consensus was premised on positivism, and the language of the charter

so painfully arrived at by elective representatives, was to dehne the rights being

guaranteed by ;1".tzo Far from inviting courts to interpret these specifically

enumerated riglrts on the basis of an inspired natural law interpretation, the drafters or

framers wanted the courts to be mindful of which rights were specifically prescribed

and which were excluded. I2r while the framers of the charter were realistic enough

lo realize that the charter did contain many open ended provisions with vague

terminology (which would eventually have to be particularized by the courts), the public

II8 lbid.,35l.

¡19 Ibid.; Purt oftlt.t important infornration base includes the Special Joint Contmittee oft¡ìe Se¡ìate and
House of Com¡rons on the Constitution (1980-81).

tzo 
Supra 2,352.

t2t.,.,
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debate of the day and the specific and limited number. of purposely included riglits,

were thought to provide sufficient guide posts for a future judicial moderation. Ther.e

were in sumrnary, only a limited number of individual and group rights chosen to be

protected, ald there was certainly no presumption that every social or political ill ivould

find an appropriate remedy in the Charter.r22

The traditional canadian concern for communitarian interests was expressed in

sections I and 33, which sought to find an acceptable balance between individual rights

and majoritarian democracy.'2' As a participant, Strayer offers the following

significant observation:

Thus, an important measure of legislative freedom to
qualify individual rights is preserved, although the onus is
on those relying on such qualifications, to justify them
before the court if necessary...courts were not given a
roving mandate - a kind of ',search and destroy" - to
ensure that all our laws are suitable for a free and
democratic country. l2a

Section 1 (the general limitation clause), reads as follorvs:

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guararìtees
the rights and freedoms set out in it subject only to such
reasonable limits prescribed by law and as can be
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.

The inclusion ofsection 1 recognized that the rights outlined i'the charter were

not absolute. The limitation clause envisioned limits that could be placed on the

charter rights, as long as the legislative bodies (federal or provincial) accepted

122 -...
I brcl

Ibid., see also: P. Monahan Supra 2, 13.
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lesponsibility for prescribing such limits. Moreover, those lirnits have to be limits that

could be considered "reasonable and demonstrably justified in a free and democratic

society.l25

Section 33 (the notwithstanding clause), ¡eads as follou,s:

Parliament or the legislature of a province may expressly
declare in an Act of Parliament or of the legislature, as the
case may be, that the Act or a provision thereof shall
operate notwithstanding a provision included in section 2
or sections 7 to 15 of this Charter.

while it was understood that section 33 would be used rarely and with caution, its

inclusion was not generally seen as an encouragement for the court to give the most

expansive scope possible to charter guärantees and the narrowest possible scope to the

power of limitation (such as under section 1). That is, the judiciary was not given carte

blanche to make policy via the charter guarantees knowing that legislatures would be

forced to invoke Section 33 on a more regular basis if they intended to defend the

collective interest. I2ó

The essential elements of the I982 political compromise permitted a common

understanding on the part of the political players which in turn led to a formal

agreenent and the adoption of the constitution Act 1992. The essence of tl.rat

compromise and those conrmon understandings can be summarized as follows:

1) Concessions were made to both the communitarian and liberal elements
as they found expression in both the individual riglrts guarantees and
those provisions guaranteeing group rights.

ltt Ibid.

126 ,. ..
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There was an underlying premise of positivism based on a consensus as
to the necessarily limited number of specifically enumerated individual
and group rights; the Charter was not seen to offer remedies for all
societal problems and accordingly natural law rvas not to be seen as the
interpretative guiding inspiration.

The inclusion of Section 1 expressly recognized that individual rights
will sometimes yield to collective rights.

The inclusion of Section 33 was not understood as permitting the courts
the freedom to give the most expansiveness scope to Charter rights
knowing that the legislatures could always invoke Section 33 in defence
of collective interests.

5) The negotiated definition of the individual rights to be protected and the
inclusion of some qualified legislative powers such as under Section I
and 33, were meant to pÍeserve important elements of legislative
supremacy.

These elements of the 1982 compromise, while signifying a certain caution with

respect to individual rights, nonetheiess created a charter which was understood to be

ushering in a new and meaningful instrument by which individual freedoms could be

protected. At the same time, the elements of the compromise re-asserted and preser.ved

the traditional role played by the canadian state in looking after the community interest.

The essence of the charter was not inconsistent with the canadian tr.adition of allowing

for both state regulation and individual freedom.r2T The delicate balance supporting

this agreement was to call for vigilance on the part of both tlie judiciat and the

legislative branches. The two branches would have to ensure that each branch did not

upset the equilibrium through action that was unjustihable, intrusive or expansive, vis-a-

vis the designated and somewhat neu'ly defined institutional roles.

2)

3)

4)

127 P. Monahan, Supra 15, 13
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Much of the rest of this thesis rvill be spent discussir.rg how the delicate bala¡ce

risks being upset by the j udicial-legislative interactiorr that has developed since I9g2.

Much of the shift in that interactior has seen the judiciary act in a way that has not

been completely faithful to the underlying elements and common understandings of the

1982 package. The expansive interpretive approach adopted by the judiciary and its

resulting potential to make policy, have given the judiciary an unanticipated potency in

its relationship with the legislative branch. It is a potency which exaggerates the

powers provided via the 1982 agreement and it risks altering the sort of judicial-

legislative relationship that was anticipated; a relationship which would have been more

consistent with our legal traditions and our political culture.

III. THE POST-1982 JUDICIAL-LEGISL.4,TIYE RELATIONSHIP

The post charter years have seen the judiciary expand its role in ways that ar.e

not consistent with the commonly understood essence of the i 9g2 compromise

agreement. The man¡er in which this role was expanded, in turn causes a new

interaction between the judicial and legislative branches. It is this interaction which this

thesis argues reduces some of the potency of the legislative b¡anch and which risks

changing the political culture. This newly expanded role, in areas which had for the

most part been left to the legislatures, manifests itself in tlu'ee principle ways. First, the

judiciary now deals in number and breadth with vastly new issues and subjects. These

were subjects which were often left to the exclusive domain of the legislative branch.
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This expanded breadth relates directly to the broad scope of "justiciability". r28

second, the judiciary now has a new policy-making power arising fron.r tl.reir chosen

interpretative approaches to charter sections. In that regard, the Supreme court of

canada has all but eliminated the presu¡rption of constitutionality in charter cases. It

now relies on the doctrine of the living tree and it has chosen to interpret section 7 of

the charter substantively as opposed to procedurally. Third, the judiciary has permitted

previously uruecognized parties to certain types of litigation to use the charter to gain

access to the courts. Thus, these groups now have ,'standing and access to a new

potentially active policy-making forum". In these areas, the judiciary is not acting with

the moderation befìtting the 1982 compromise and consequently the potential exists for

the erosion of what has been described as one of the legislative functions, the function

of reflecting and preserving the uniquely constituted canadian political culture. For the

remainder of this chapter, the theoretical foundations of this expanded judicial power

will be discussed. The discussion will specifically deal with the tlu.ee specific ways in

which the judiciary has expanded its policy-making power.

JUSTICIABILITY: THE EXPANDING BREAÐTH oF ISSUES AND
SUBJECTS DEALT WITH BY THE COURTS

Section 52 of the Constitution Act I982 provides:

The Constitution of Canada is the Supreme Law of
Canada, and any law that is inconsistent with the

128 A .,ratter is 'lusticiable" if it is a subject which can properly be examined by a Çourt ofjustice
H.C. Black, Supra 106, 1004.

A)
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provisions of the Constitution is, to the extent of the
inconsistency, of no force or effect.

in the context of tlie quarified provisions reasserting and preserving the

legislative policy-making power', section 52 nonetheless provides the underpinning for

judicial review based on the notion that the constitution is supreme. while the courts

could have properly understood this to be a mandate for the expected judicial review

ensuring the limited number of enumerated rights, section 52 along with section 24(1)

has more generously provided the courts with a basis to seemingly expand both the

breadth of its examination and its sphere of influence. Section 24(1) reads:

Aryone whose rights or freedoms, as guaranteed by this
Charter have been infringed or denied may apply to a
court of competent jurisdiction to obtain such remedies as
the court considers appropriate and just in the
circumstances.

Notwithstanding the supremacy of the Constitution and Sections 52 and 24(1)

respectively, one of the traditional means for restricting constitutional judicial review

has always been the requirement of justiciability. I2e Given the spirit of the 19g2

compromise, it would not be un¡easonable to suggest that this doctrine of justiciability

was expected to have been applied by the judiciary in a more modest way than has been

the case since 1982. In this regard, it is useful to note that the American practice had

been to determine that "political questions", tliose questions that are assigned by the

constitution to the political judgernent of the elective branches of government, were not

129 
Supra 2,364
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of

ca'ada previously rejected the "political questions" doctrine. I3r The highest cour.ts

now seem to be willing to review the propriety of what would otherwise have been

considered to be political matters and political decisions.r32 The court has rejected

the notion that certain acts of the executive (for exarnple in the freld of foreign and

defence policy), are beyond the purview of judicial review. cliief Justice Dickson

indicated that cabinet decisions "are therefore reviewable in the courts and subject to

judicial scrutiny for cornpatibility with the Constitution." r33

B. THE EXPANSIVE INTERPRETATIVE APPROACHES AND A NEW
JUDICIAL POLICY-MA.KING POWER: THE ELIMINATION oF THE
PRESUMPTION OFCONSTITUTIONALITY¡ THEDOCTRINE oFTHE
LIVING TREE: SECTION 7 AND ''F.UNDAMENTAL F.AIRNESS''

An important constraint that had previously been observed by the canadia'

courts was the presumption of constitutionality. r3a This presumption required the

person attacking the validity of the law to demonstrate that the law was indeed

constitutionally invalid. The presumption may still indeed govern division of power

issues, but in charter cases the Supreme court has determined that that presumption

"o Ibid.

t'' Ibid., See also: OÞeration Dismantle Inc. v. The eueen Il9gg] I S.C.R. 441.

132 
tb¡d.

'" Ibid., 3065.
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ought not to apply.r35 It has been suggested the rationale for this position is similar.

to the rationale justifying the generally expansive approach taken by the judges. That

is, it cannot be assumed that the legislature intended to obey the cl.rarter because the

charter is necessarily in a state ol constant evolution and change and no law maker can

possibly be expected to have known in advance ofjudicial interpretation, the meaning

of the charter. This denial of the presumption of constitutionality is a clear

demonstration of tlie court's unwillingness to defer to the legislatures with respect to

what may be a specifically intended piece of legislation.136

The living tree doctrine or approach, which emphasizes a progressive and liberal

interpretation of charter provisions while allotting a secondary importance to the notion

of original intent, has come to be associated with most current charter jurisprudence.

under the doctrine, it is an article of faith that judges must keep the law from becoming

frozen in time. It is an approach to charler interpretation initially used by Justice

Estey, who specif,rcally invoked the metaphor first made famous by Lord Sankey.

Justice Estey states, "that a naüow and tech¡ical interpretation, if not rnodulated by a

sense ofthe unknowns of the future, can stunt the growth ofthe law and the community

it serves."r37 The growth mentioned by Justice Estey was presumably to be attained

tllough a large and generous interpretation of Charter provisions.

The living tree approach to constitutional interpretation was initially used in the

Ibid.; see also: A.c, Manitoba v. MetroÞolitar Stores (M.T.S.) Ltd. [1987] I S.C.R. l l0.

Ibid.

135

v. Skapinka [984] I S.C.R. 357 at366.



more specific law of fede¡alism

t5

That doniain required resolution of questions

respecting the distribution of powers involving central and provincial governments.ris

In that regard, the approach was properly praised as a method of avoiding a rigid

constitutional measurement that would preclude new and irnportant governmental policy

initiatives as a result of a narrow ruling on the even narrower issue of division of

powers. As Morton and Knopff suggest:

The original purpose of the living tree doctrine in the
BNA Act jurisprudence was to expand enumerated
legislative powers. In plain terms, it encouraged judges to
accommodate the new policy initiatives of Canadian
political leaders though a "flexible" interpretation of the
BNA Act, especially the enumerated grants of power in
sections 91 and 92 of the Act. The practical effect of the
living tree doctrine was thus to enhance majoritarian or
democratic influence in Canadian government.¡le

Having acknowledged the peculiarly important need for a modernizing approach in

interpreting the constitutional law of federalism, serious questions must be asked as to

why the doctrine was so easily accepted and applied in the context of Charter

jurisprudence?

As seen in the earlier explanation, when judges were liberally and largely

interpreting a constitutional text (relating to the division of powers) they were doing so

to support the policies and initiatives proposed by various governments of the day.rao

Conversely, applied in cases of Charter interpretation, which are concerned primarily

138 F. L. Mo.ton and R, Knopff "Perntanence and Change in A Written Constitutiotr: The ',Living Tr.ee,,
Doctrine And the Charter of Rights,"

I3e Ibid., 538.
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with civil rights, courts do not support but rather usurp the legislative function. The

legislative power is reduced as the courts use their progressive and generous analysis

to correct what they see as legislative error. In so doing, the delicate and balanced

compromises emanating from a legislature are often struck down.

Why was the doctrine of the living tree so quickly adopted by the Canadian

courts? lt is submitted that it could not have been adopted for the reason for which it

was seen as justified in the cases involving issues of division of power. That is, even

if one accepts the doctrine's rationale, since the chafter's enactment in 19g2 no such

remarkable or obvious changes have occurred that require the courts to scrutinize

legislation through such a liberal or progressive analysis. As Morton and Knopff

pointed out: "No one can seriously argue that Canadian society has so changed since

1982 that the 'original meaning' of the Charter needs to be updated by the judges.,'ra'

Given the fact that the original meaning and understanding of the Charter

provisions were and are still readily available and discernable, it is suggested that the

reason the doctrine was so readily adopted, related to the lingering disappointment over

the 1960 Canadian Bill of fughts. It was a profound disappointment relating to the

timid man¡er in which the admittedly unentrenched 1960 legislation was interpreted

and applied. The disappointment was repeatedly expressed in various law journals. In

the posG1982 period, the interpretive approach to the new Charter was to be determined

by tlie pervasive academic and intellectual view that a "frozen concepts', approach

lalrbid
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would inhibit eventual Charter developnent. r42

So the Supreme Court did indeed accept the mo¡e progressive doctrine.rar yet

even in the early years ol applying that doctrine warnings were sounded by judges like

Justice Mclntyre, "the charter should not be regarded as an empty vessel to be filled

with whatever mea'ing we might wish fror¡ time to time."raa There were others both

before and after Justice Mclntyre who expressed similar concerns, by warning that it

was not the court's responsibility to discover ,'implied rights,,.rai Nonetheless, such

warnings were often ignored when it came to section 7 and other provisions. Indeed

the charte¡ interpretation generally, has all too often given credence to the somewhat

extreme proposition: "that the judicial creation of new rights or new limits on what

governnent can do, is more properly seen as a self-anointed progressive minority

forcing "reform" on an unwilling majority."Ia6

The adoption of the living tree approach permitted the Supreme Court to

coÍunence their search for new rights; a sea¡ch which would assist in the finding of

"substantive" rights to section 7. Predictably, Section 7 now th¡eatens to become the

empty vessel Justice Mclntyre feared.

'o' fbid., 534.

143 supra 138.

I44 Reference re: Public Service Emplovee Relations Act Alta. [ 198 7] I S,C.R. 3 13 at 394.

la'Ib¡d.

146 R Harvk¡ns "lnterpretivisln and Section 7 and 15 ofthe Canadian Charter ofRights and Freedonrs,,,
otta\va Law Review (1990), 27 5-316; see also: Robert L. Bork, The Temptine of America: The political
Seduct¡on ofthe Law (New York: Free Press, 1990), l30.
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Section 7 of the Charter reads:

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the
person and the right not to be deprived ther.eof except ir.r

accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.

With the combined assistance of some disappointing sophistry and the

metaphorical interpretive instrument that is the living tree, the supreme court of canada

has approached Section 7 interpretation, in a way that is seriously at odds with the

interpretivist or original meaning approach to constitutional interpretation. Having

ignored the original meaning or even the common understandings, the court found

substantive rights as opposed to procedural rights in the phrase fundamental justice. In

so doing, encouragement was provided to those individuals and groups who continue

to treat "fundamental justice' as an empty vessel.

The interpretivist or original meaning approach is mostly associated with the

former United States Supreme Court nominee, Robert Bork, whose nomination was

ultimately rejected by the American senate. Bork suggested that the interpretivist

theory of constitutional interpretation is neither conservative nor liberal, but rather is

neutral as it is founded solely upon what is thought to be the coÍrmon understanding

(or meaning) of the constitution, held by members of the "infor'red" public at the time

it was adopted.'ot The importance for Bork resided in the fact that it provided a

method of interpretation which would accommodate the need to protect important

individual liberties and the citizen's freedom to govern as part of a majority.r4s With

Harvkins, Ibid., 277.

Bork, Supra 146, 78.
148
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adequate reliance on the original dictionary definitions of the rvords contained in the

text, the meaning of the words as commonly understood, as well as on secondary

materials (such as the political debate in Parliament, Palliamentary committee hearings,

public discussion at the time, journal and newspaper articles, etc.), it would be possible

to obtaín the original meaning of the words and the way in which they were understood

at adoption.rae Also where possible, attention should be paid to precedents from the

time of ratification, since presumably judges of the time were aware of the original

meaning of the words. For RobeÍ Bork, it is critical to avoid the temptation to create

rights by ignoring to original meaning, despite the noble results sought:

It is no answer to say that we like the results, no matter
how divorced from the intentions of the lawgivers, for that
is to say that we prefer an authoritarian regime with which
we agree to a democracy with which we do not.lso

To avoid the couÍ assuming a legislative posture, the court must apply the law as those

who made tlie law understood it would be applied.r5r

Despite warnings about an empty vessel and the lip service paid to the purposive

approach, the Supreme Court of Canada took an incongruously creative approach to

charter interpretation. The dichotomy between their words and practice is best

observed in Chief Justice Dickson's judgement in R. v. Big M Drue Mart Ltd.:

The interpretation sliould be, as the judgernent in Southam
emphasizes, a generous rather than a legislative one, aimed
at fulfrlling the purpose of the guarantee and securing for

Ibid.

rbid.,279.

rbid.

¡50

l5t
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individuals the full benefit of Charter protection. At the
same time it is important not to overslìoot the actual
purpose of tlie right or freedom in question, but to l.ecall
that the Charter was not enacted in a vacuum.r52

The discrepancy between the Supreme Court's fìdelity to parliamentary purpose

(usually approxirnating the clauses' original meaning) and its desire to modernize and

thaw freezing concepts, was never more apparent or consequential than in its early

decisions involving Section 7. Those decisions, despite the intentions of the

parliamentarians and the original understanding of the text, proceeded to transform a

clause dealing with process or procedure into a clause mandating substance. since the

section was so open'ended and vague, the "discovered', substantive mandate now

provides adventurous arguments, which writers like Mofton and Knopff suggest are

often ideological, libefarian and relativistic in nature.r53

The disturbing potential for such a section with such substantive flexibilify,

brings to mind Robert Bork's comments respecting a similarly vague and open-minded

section found by the U.S. Supreme Court to mandate substance, ,,The clause now means

an1'thing that can attract 5 votes on the Court." l5a

In reference re Section 94(2) of the Motor Vehicle Act (8.C.) the Supreme Court

of Canada after determining that "fundamental justice" included a substantive element,

implicity indicated that even where not specif,rcally enumerated elsewhere in the

Charter, a court can use Section 7 to mandate a new substantive right which may be

'" 3.r, glC V OnUc MAnt LtO [t9S5] I S.C.R. 295 at p.344.

153 Supra 138, 541.

l5a Bork, Supra I46, 283.
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used to strike down a perceived bad law. In so doing, it is suggested that the court

invaded the democratic and Parliamentary sphere. wLiting the judgement of the court,

Mr. Justice Lamerlas of the vierv that the pluase "principles of fundamental justice,'

was not limited to protection against procedural injustice. It was held that the phrase

does not describe a protected right itself but ratlier qualifies the protected right not to

be deprived of "life, liberty and security of the person". The meaning of "the principles

of fundamental justice" was to be determined according to Justice Lamer, having regard

to the purpose of this section and its context in the charter. Thus sections 8 and 14

of the Charter address specific deprivations of the "right,, to life, liberty and security

of the person in breacli of the principles of frmdamental justice, and as such violations

of Section 7. They are designed to protect in a specific manner, and setting, the right

to life, liberty and security of the person set forth in Section 7.rs5 The Court

indicated that while many of the principles of fundamental justice are procedural in

nature, they are not limited solely to procedural guarantees. Whether any given

principle may be said to be a principle of fundamental justice within the meaning of

section 7 would rest upon an analysis ofthe nature, sources, rationale and essential role

of that principle within the judicial process and in our legal system as it evolves.

In a subsequent affìrmation of the breadth to be given to Section 7, Mr. Justice

Lamer, ostensibly applying a purposive approach, attempted to deal \'/ith all issues -

jurisdictional, remedial and substantive - from the perspective of ensuring that the

155 The Canadian Charter of Rights and Annotated Volume 2 (Sections 7 to 10) (Toronto: Carsrvell),
7 70030.
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courts cor.rsider and appreciate the fundamental values and special interests which the

charter was intended to protect and then provide the means of guaranteeing those

p'otections. In regard to the narrow section 1l(d) issue before the court i'Mills v. R..

Mr. Justice Lamer explained that:

In my view, the fundamental purpose of s. 1 l (b) is to
secure, within a specific framework, the more extensive
right to liberty and security of the person of which no one
may be deprived except in accordance with the principles
of fundamental justice. The purpose of s. ll(b) can, in
other words, be ascertained by reference to s. 7 of the
Charter. Section 1l(b) is designed to protect, in a specihc
marurer and setting, the rights set forth in s. 7, though, of
course, the scope of s.7 extends beyond those
manifestations of the rights to liberty and security of the
person which are found in s. 11. Hence, the focus for the
anafysis and proper understanding ofs. 1l(b) must be the
individual, his or her interests and the limitations or
infringement of those interests. 15ó

Following along with the expansive and substantive interpretation of the

mentioned cases, the supreme court held in R. v. Morsentale¡ that certain sections in

the criminal code were in violation of a woman's rights not to be deprived of security

of the person except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.rs?

Writing for the majority Chief Justice Dickson held:

I conclude that the procedures created in s. 251 of the
Criminal Code for obtaining a therapeutic abo¡tion do not
comport with the principles of fundamental justice. It is
not necessary to determine wltether s. 7 also contains a

substantive content leading to the conclusion that in sonre

'tu MjI! u The Oueen [1986] I S.C.R. 863.

l5t g u MoRcENt¡Len [1988] l s.c.R. 30.
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circuntstances at last, the deprivation of a pregnant
woman's right to security ofthe person can never comport
with fundar.nental justice. Simply put, assuming
Parliament can act, it nust do so properly.r5s

wl.rile concurri.g witli the majority, Madam Justice wilson expanded the

grounds. She expanded lrÁ. Justice Lamer's doctrines of substantive fundamental

fairness in saying:

While Lamer J. draws mainly upon Sections 8 and 14 of
the Charter to give substantive content to the principles of
fundamental justice, he does not preclude, but seems
rather to encourage, the idea that recourse may be had to
other rights guaranteed by the Charter for the same
purpose.lse

using the above rationale, Justice wilson concludes by suggesting that the legislation

preventing women from seeking an abortion violates freedom of conscience and by

extension can¡ot accord with the principles of fundamental justice as found in Section

7 .t60

The approach taken by Madam Justice Wilson is open to obvious criticism. By

using the logic that she employed, she avoided the necessity of relying specifically on

subsection 2(a) of the charter (freedom of conscious) to substantively attack the

legislation. Her use of Section 7 seems to add nothing to the logic of her rationale and

by taking that approach she seems simply to have expanded tremendously the

"t lbid., 73.

'tt lbid., 175.

l60 Hawkins, SuVa 146,2g2.
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substantive content of "fundamental justice".rór critics like Richard Hawkins

characterize this as pure judicial legislation. 162 Tlie approach taken to justify the

conclusion she reached, seems to clearly run counter to the original understanding of

the text of the charter. That is, the common understanding shared by most of the

participants and which can be gleaned from examining the public debate during the

ratifìcation period circa 1981. During that period, there was ample discussion

respecting the impact of the charter on the power of government to legislate in such

areas as capital punishment and abortion. In fact those were topics expressly

raised and debated in the Parliamentary joint committee set up to examine the

charter.r63 The members of the committee who heard concerns about the legislative

supremacy in these areas, wonied themselves about these two issues (capital

punishment and abortion) being determined pre-emptively by the judiciary as was the

case in the United States.r6a As Richard Hawkins reported:

Prior to the Charter's ratification, and in an effort to
reassure all sides, the federal government formally adopted
the following position: "the governnent agrees that such
matters as abortion and capital punishment should be left
to be dealt with from time to time by the dernocratically

t6t rbid., 292-293.

162.,..
I DrO.

163 Ibid, S"" alsot the comments of B.L. Strayer, then Ass¡stant Deputy Minister, public Larv,
Departnl€nt ofJustice, speaking before the Special Joint Co¡¡rmittee ofthe Senate and House ofCommons
on January 27, 1981, "However, it ('fundamental just¡ce') does not cover the concept of what is called
substantive due process, rvltich rvould ¡mpose substantive requirements as to the pol¡cy of the law in question"
canada, 32 Parl. sess l, special Joint conmittee on the constitution of canada, proceedings No. 46 at 32
(1980-81) cit€d also in P. Monahan, Supra 15,76.

'60 Supr" 146,2g2-2g3.
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elected representatives in Parliament as evolving social
and moral issues." The Minister underscored this position
in his testimony before the joint committee: ',if you write
down the words, due process of law here [Section 7] the
advice that I arn receiving is that the court could go
behind our decision and say that their [parliament's]
decision on abortion was not the right one...and that it is
a danger, according to the legal advice that I am receiving,
that it will very muclì limit the scope of legislation by the
parliament who did not want that; and that is why we do
not want the words "due process of law',. 165

Hawkins concludes that because of the transcendent nature of the capital punishment

and abortion issues at the time the charter was being ratified, it is unlikely that the

charter would have continued to enjoy broad based popular support if both the

proponents and opponents ofthose issues, understood that the courts could predetermine

the substantive outcome of the respective debates.r66

So "fundamental justice" can be seen to have come a long way since it was

initially commented upon by the Assistant Deputy Minister of Justice, B.L. strayer,

when he specifically indicated that "fundamental justice does not go beyond the

procedural requirements of fairness."16? As can be seen, instead of simply providing

procedural safeguards in situations where the right to the administrative concept of

natural justice was not available, the court has now determined that section 7 has tlie

potential to open the dool to the mandating of new rights for the purpose of striking

down what could be perceived as bad Ìaw.

rbid.

rbid.

Supra 146, 287
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while it may be t.ue that recent challenges involving specific section 7 clair¡s

l.rave not always been successful, the broad breadth previously given this section rvill

continue to inspire adventurous arguments. I68 In concluding the discussion of Section

7, the following questions need be asked: why did parliament bother to enumerate arìy

specific rights at all if new rights were to be discovered in such an effortless mamrer?

Moreover, if section 1 is seen by some as the consistent corrective the courts can use

to temper the affects of the more frivolous Section 7 violations they rnay find, why did

Parliament entrench any right other than Section l?

C. THE EXPANSION OF STANDING AND ACCESS TO THE COURTS

It is suggested that in the era of the Charter, the courts (particularly the Supreme

court of canada) have significantly relaxed the rules which perrnit the participation of

non-government interveners in charter legislation. At a time when the issues being

litigated are increasingly political, organized groups are now given a means by which

they can more easily circumvent the political process in pursuit of what is often a self-

interested policy agenda. As F.L. Morton and Rainer Knopff suggest:

...Canadian interest groups are quickly learning to play the
new game of Charter politics, and can be counted on to
challenge -either directly or as intervenors - any new

tut F.L. Morton, P.H. Russell and M.J. Wh¡they ,,The Supreme Cou¡t,s First 100 Charter of Rights
Decisions: A Quantative Analysis" p. 12. While the authors describe specific sectiotì 7 argume¡tts to be
comparatively, a¡llongst those with the lowest success rate, the¡r quantitative findings ought not to minimize
the effect ofthose cases that were won using a non-interpretivist approach. The significance ofthose cases
rests \Yith the manner in rvhich sintilar challenges will be mounted in the future which could further perpetuate
ajudicial "discovery" or "creation" ofnot specifically mentioned legal rights,
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policy initiative that is not to their liking.r6e

To the extent that these self-serving interventions amount not to the desire for

protection from the unjustified intrusion or expansion of state activity, but rather a

desire to expand state activity "by extracting additional goods a'd services", this

expanded scope for intervention or "standing" results in a false symmetry respecting

Parliament's and the courts' right to make policy.rT0 The notion of empowering some

interested and potentially affected party who may seek redress and protection fronì state

encroachment (orthodox liberal constitutionalism), has now given way to a systern,

where a legally sophisticated citizenry or interest groupr can use the courts to sometimes

gain that which had been accessible only through legislative committee.r?r The

traditional doctrine of standing which had limited unjustif,red participation in litigation

by individuals who were not directly affected by a law but wished a second chance at

the issue (having already lost the political and legislative battle), has now been

drarnatically loosened. As a result the courts have demonstrated their willingness to

confront Parliament with decisions that sometimes supersede the enacted will of the

elected representatives.

Traditionally, "status", "standing", or "locus standi", required an alleged injury

to a recognizable and justifiable legal interest which could be adjudicated by the courts.

169 F.L. Morton and R. Knopff "The Supreme Court as the Vanguard ofthe Intelligents¡a: The Charter
Movement as Post Materialist Politics" Paper prepared for conference o¡r "Two Hundred Years ofCanadian
Consfitutionalism" (Ottawa, Nov€mber l-2, l99l), 4-5.

'to Ibid., 5.

l7l Ibid., lo.
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Moreover it was required that the party seeking to intervene be tlie injured par.ty.r72

The movement away fiom those old rules has been occurring tluoughout the l9g0,s.

The case of R. v. Big M Drue Mart represents just one of many of those cases. In the

face of an argument that Big M Limited. (a corporation without a soul and assured of

eternal life by the Alberta Business Corporations Act) could not make application using

the freedom of religion provision to strike down tlie Lord's Day Act, the Suprene

Court of Canada skillfully deflected what would have been a limitation on standing.

Dickson C.J.C. held:

Section 24(1) sets out a remedy for individuals (whether
real persons or artificial ones such as corporations) whose
rights under the Charter have been infringed. It is not,
however, the only recourse in the face of constitutional
legislation. Where, as here, the challenge is based on the
unconstitutionality of the legislation, recourse to s. 24 is
u tecessary and the particular effect on the challenging
party is irrelevant. r?3

Tlie Court went on to use Section 52 of the Constitution Act 1982 and ultimately held

that the Lord's Day Act was inconsistent with the Constitution "and therefore of no

force and effect". With respect to standing specifically, Dickson C.I.C. indicated that,

"lt is the nature of tl.re law, not tlle status of the accused, that is in issue."rTa

Tlie court has now involved itself in revising the procedural law that had earlier.

been used to appropriately avoid dealing with cases which did not involve a person

tt2 W.l.C. Binnie Q.C. "standing In Charter Cases" paper delivered at Canadian Bar Association Annr¡al
Meet¡ng (Toronto: October, 1986).

rt' ¡ u. gtc v onuc vnnt [1985] l s.c.R, 2g5 at p.3r4.

l7a tbid., 314.
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directll' aniong the injured. In Borowski v. Minister of Justice et al, tl.re Supreme courl

of canada virtually broke free form the old established rules of standing. The court

permitted Borowski to directly challenge the abortior.r law although he was not directly

affected by it. In that case, Borowski sought a declaration that pursuant to the equality

rights section, Section 15, the fetus is entitled to full protection of the charter. Along

with such an evolution in standing came a corresponding evolution in procedure.r?5

For example, The Attorney General of Canada v. Law Society of British Columbia

enlarged the scope of the declaratory action and as earlier discussed in Operation

Disn'rantle v. The Oueenl76, the Supreme Court of Canada broadened the notion of

"justiciable controversy". As these cases indicate, the Supreme Court gave themselves

and litigious citizens and groups, the procedural tools to get involved in interesting or

impofiant matters of government.rTT In the same vein but more recently, Singh v.

M.E.l. I7E further expanded standing, this time ignoring citizenship in favour of

geography. By ruling that "everyone" also means all individuals pliysically present in

Canada and thereby subject to our laws, the Supreme Court further increased its own

power over heretofore legislative responsibility (immigration) and reduced further the

required connection between the litigant and the legitimacy of the "public inquiry,, in

question.

I75 Bororvski v. Minister of Justice et al [1989] 1 S.C.R. 342

176 The Attornev General of Canada v.
Operation Dismantle v THE QUEEN.

I77 supra 85.

178 Sinsh v. M.E.t. [1985] I S.C.R, 177.

U9821 2 S.C.R. 307
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The situation has evolved to where the courts can on occasion, seek to act like

the legislative equal of Parliament. Having relaxed the rules respecting standing, the

courts have almost created their own form of constitutional reference.lte Such

reference was once the exclusive power of the provincial and federal goverruì1ents.

With the assistance of citizen activists and plaintiffs, the court can now pose to itself

questions the government may have already answered or perhaps preferred not to ask.

W. ian C. Binnie, Q.C. suggests:

As the Canadian Courts began to see themselves
increasingly as active shapers of society, it became a
handicap to have to wait for the vagaries of the court
docket to produce the questions to which the judges wish
to supply answers. Now, under the new rules governing
status, the court can, by the exercise of its discretion, pick
and choose the public policy issues it feels are ripe for
judicial determination. A ready supply of plaintiffs is
encouraged by a low th¡eshold test of qualification. There
will be few serious activists who fail to meet the test laid
down in Borowski v. The Minister of Finance et al (1981)
2 S.C.R. 575. In effect the only people who do not
qualifu as potential plaintiffs are those who demonstrably
lack a "serious interest" in the matter in dispute (and
therefore, presumably, would not have bothered to mount
a Charter attack in the first place) or actions launched in
relation to issues that the court feels can be tested in a
more "reasonable and effective" manner bv other
litigants."rso

In summary, whether it be with respect to "justiciability", an expansive and

substantive interpretation of Section 7, or through a newly expanded definition of

"standing", the non-interpretivist's view of constitutional interpretation expands the

l7e supra l7l.

l8o supra 172, 7
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judicial policy-making potential. This position assumes that social problems can be

resolved tlxough constitutional adjudication and that tlle courts are at least as well

placed as the legislatures, to determine "democratic" values derived from "changing

societal needs".'t' The judiciary seems unconcerned that such an approach may not

reflect the compromise of 1982, which sought to preserve a policy-making role for the

legislative branch to maintain the liberal-communitarian balance found in traditionat

Canadian political culture.

l8l supra lo7, 62.
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CHAPTER 4

The theoretical choices and interpretive approaches adopted by the Canadian

courts since tlie entrenchment of the cliarter in 1982 have significaritly reshaped the

judicial-legislative relationship. These choices and approaches were discussed in the

previous chapter. This was done with reference to the core premises and common

understandings of the political and bureaucratic participants who helped fashion the

compromise in 1982, which in its essentials, attempted to include and preserve

safeguards that would in the Canadian tradition, continue to reconcile individual and

community interests.

This chapter will more specifically deal with selected cases which are

representative of the development of the earlier discussed trends towards increased

judicial policy-making and the more complicated judicial-legislative interaction. By

virtue of the legal results and the judicial reasons offered in support, these cases

constitute empirical evidence for the proposition that tlie Courts have chosen to apply

and interpret the Charter in a way that could potentially undermine the aspects of the

Charter and the 1982 compromise designed to preserve the supremacy ofthe legislative

function: a function which the writer submits played a key role in preser.ving and

maintaining the traditional Canadian political culture.

The cases selected are included because they most starkly signify the judicial

tlends discussed in this thesis. These cases have been selected in part because they

represent one or more of the tkee ways in which the judiciary is expanding its role and
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thus shaping a nerv interaction with the legislative branch.rs2 The examination of

these selected cases will necessarily involve some mention and analysis of the court,s

reasons for judgment. These are the reasons which form part of the written record

explaining tlie judicial fomrulation of the issue and the judges' sometinies varying

approaches in reaching a conclusion. It is in the reasons for judgment in these cases

that one finds the judicial analysis which can provide insight into how the judge got

from point A to point B. Significantly, even where a litigant's constitutional cause of

action was unsuccessful, an examination of the Court's reasons will often reveal a

judicial analysis that could constitute the basis for a future and perhaps successful

challenge to a piece of legislation. For, in addition to being the judicial decisions'

prime basis for moral authority, the judges' reasons provide insight into the judges'

premises and assumptions.rs3 Those assumptions and premises may form the basis

for justifying future challenges even if the future cases are founded on different facts.

It is for this reason that the judges' analyses, even if writing a dissenting or slightly

more subtle concurring opinion, often amount to a judicial invitation for a new or

renewed challenge.rsa With the constantly developing and expansive corpus of

tt' Th"r" ar€ the expanded breadth of rvhat is justiciable; the substantiv€ and expansive approach to
rights interpretaion and r¡ghts creat¡on; and the expansion of standing and access; See Chapter 3 for a
discussion of the theoretical background to the interpretive approaches and doctrinal ahoices resp€cting
Charter interp¡etafion since 1982.

l8l See: Chapter 3 of this thesis and the section eDtitled, "The Legal and Political Cornpromise of
1982'.

184 Chapter 3, Supra 1, 26-27i see also: P. lr,fcCormack and L Greeue, Judges and Judging (Toronto:
J. Lorimer and Company, 1990), 29. "The decision ofthe court's majority on the law can be divided into hvo
parts: that rvhich rvas required for the determ¡¡ratio¡r ofthe case before the court (the ratio); and the "words
in passing (or obiter dicta) statements about the law that are not essential to the court's decision. The ratio
fo¡ a decision is a nlore authorative statement of law than obiter dicta, because the law is considered to be
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Charter law, these invitations often hold the prospect of having a significant effect on

public policy.rs5 It is from a predictive and anticipatory posture, then, that a reader

of the reasons for judgement (both majority and minority, concurring and dissenting)

can attempt to observe trends and patterns in order to foretell not only future legal

results but also the parameters and defrnitions for future public debate. It is an

argument in this thesis that these expanding and developing legal formulations,

definitions, and tests may allow the individual-focused legal rights culture to smother

the counter-revolutionary, non-rationalist and communitarian aspects of Canadian

society.

1) OPERATION DISMANTLE INC. v. THE OUEEN llgssj I S.C.R. 441

The Supreme Court of Canada in Oneration Dismantle. was asked to address

whether cabinet decisions are subject to the Charter notwithstanding that there may be

no statutes involved. Furthermore, the Court was faced with deciding whether such

issues as the federal government's defence policy, were in fact legal questions which

could be considered "justiciable".

The case arose as a result of the coming together of a group of organizations

established by the decisions about concrete cases and not simply by statements ofjudge's opinions. A lorver
court rvill feel relatively free to disregard a statement if it was made in obiter. It is up to the judges
themselves in future cases to dist¡nguish between ratio and obiter, because the two aspects are not always
clear from the text ofthe opinions."

185 Chapte, 2, Supra 48, 98. Morton and Knopff stress that the courts can "have a direct impact on
public policy whenever they invalidate an existing policy, legitimate one by upholding it, or impose a nerv
one. The extent to rvhich this occurs, of course, depends on horv judges approach the task of l€gal
interpretation." Morton and Knopff go on to suggest that: "the political impact of the Charter thus depends
on whether judges undertake their interpretive task in an activist or restrained frame of mind, and on the
theories of constitutional interpretation they employ."
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who were rnobilized during 1983, by their mutual opposition to the testing of the U.S.

cruise missile in canada. These organizations joined forces to mount a constitutional

challenge to stop the tests.rE6 The groups worried that once the tests were to begin,

the potential tlueat ofa nuclear war would have increased. They believed that ttre legal

corollary of this increased likelihood of nuclear war was that all Canadians were

deprived of their security of the person and that such deprivation was contrary to the

guarantees of life and security of the person in Section 7 of the Charler. Counsel for

the Government of Canada argued that the federal and provincial cabinets derive their

authority essentially from two sources: legislative and the prerogative power. Wtile

prerogative power may be limited or abolished through legislation, Parliament did not

in this case choose to do so and accordingly cabinet was acting pursuant to their

prerogative powers when making such a decision respecting Cruise testing. It was the

position of the government that the Charter should not apply to the prerogative powers

of the cabinet.

The majority decision written by Chief Justice Dickson, determined that there

was no basis for the Operation Dismantle Statement of Clailn because the arguments

raised by the coalition of opposition groups, wete based on nTere speculation. It would

seem that the decision with respect to the question being asked of the Court, was

decided based on what the Supreme Court of Canada determined was a paucity of

verif,rable and convincing information respecting the claims of Operation Dismantle and

the effects of the Cruise testing.

186 chapter 1, Supra ll, 136
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The essence of the government's position was that such matters as defence

policy were matters of a more or less political nature and as such were not justiciable.

operation Dismantle was an early charter decision and accordingly the gover^ment

urged the Supreme Court to determine the question of justiciability on the basis of the

test used by the U.S. Supreme Court when dealing with the U.S. Bill of Rights. The

U.S. Supreme Court attempted to draw a clear line between cases which dealt with

"legal" issues and those that dealt with "political" issues. The Supreme Court of the

United States determined that the "political" issues so characterized were notjusticiable,

whereas those cases that gave rise to legal issues would be justiciable. The distinction

was based upon the rather obvious and important assumption that one branch of

goverrunent ought not to encroach on the responsibilities and jurisdiction of another

branch.lsT

The Supreme Court of Canada, in deciding Operation Dismantle. rejected the

"political questions" doctrine. In so doing, the Court appears to have demonstrated

early, its willingness to review decisions and matters which could be considered

political in nature. In writing a concurring opinion to Chief Justice Dickson's majority

opinion, Madam Justice Wilson made an effort to find a number of exceptions to the

political questions doctrine, which she suggested was a doctrine derived fror¡ the notion

of separation of powers. In fact, her concurring reasons provide the basis lor the

Court's rejection of the doctrine. Wilson, suggesting that the Courts not be too quick

to give up their power to review judicially important matters of state, appears to have

187 tbid., 137.
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been choosing between two different interpretations of the application of the political

questions doctrine. The trvo interpretations were represented by American Justices

Felix Frankfurter and William Brennan respectively. rss Wilson rejected Frankfurter,s

preference for judicial self-restraint in matters where Frankfurter thought the legislative

and executive branches ought to be given wider discretion in the making of policies in

a¡eas outside the realm of judicial training, experience and expertise.r8e By accepting

the wider Breman approach for interpretation, Wilson opted for an approach which was

more non-interpretivist in nature.

The decision in Ooeration Dismantle has particular significance when considered

with the Section 7 substantive review cases. In so dismissing the political questions

doctrine and in so interpreting Section 7 (as discussed in Chapter 3 and below), the

Supreme Court of Canada chose to accept and ultimately extend the non-interpretivist's

position now so often adopted by the U.S. Supreme Court.reo It is an approach that

the U.S. Supreme Court has used in most of the celebrated decisions which have

dominated the American political scene in the modern era of judicial review.rer Its

adoption in Canada provides a fundamental foundation by which the Canadian Courts

can shape a strong and creative role for itself in the dehning of unenumerated rights

and values which they may wish to fìnd in the Charter's more vague provisions.

tbid.

tbid.

Chapter 2, Supra 53,56.

rb¡d.
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Operation Disnlantle along with B.C. Motor Vehicle Reference and Vaillancourt

v. The Oueen. (discussed below), give rise to an important concern surrounding this

non-interpretivist approach to unenumerated rights and values. The type of expansive

interpretation (of a larger breadth of subject matter) used by the Courts in these cases

potentially allows them to "discover the fundamental values of the polity by deerning

these rights to have been protected in the sometimes vague terminology used in the

Charter's provisions."re2 With Operation Dismantle having been decided as it was,

it is clear that such expansive interpretations can take place in almost all areas of

societal concern. Manfredi highlights the problem with such an interpretive approach

applied to such a wide breadth of subject:

In the hands of modern judges, each of the available
alternatives - natural law, reason, tradition, consensus and
neutral principles - can easily collapse into some version
of judicial policy preference. What makes this
problematic is that personal policy preferences is not
sufficient to legitimate the decisions of such electorally
unaccountable institutions as Courts.re3

The adoption ofthe rationale used in Operation Dismantle and later used in other'

cases, demonstrates the ease with which the judiciary may determine and define the

basic tenets and values which lie beneath our polity, notwithstanding the fact that the

judiciary may be less well placed than the elected legislative branch in terms of

determining what those values and tenets are. By expanding the breadth ofthe subjects

and issues which the Courts may review, the Court in Operation Dismantle explicitly

't' Ibid.

I9l ,..,
tDlo.
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attempted to expand the legitimacy ofjudicial review and in so doing, further enhanced

the potency ofjudicial policy-making. In opening up the Courts to new subjects and

issues, the Supreme Court in Operation Dismantle took a signihcant step in presenting

itself as an alternative forum for the resolution of problems respecting differing political

values and points of view.

2) REFERXNCE RE: SECTION 94(2) OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE ACT
ß.c.) [1985] 2 S.C.R. 1123

The Supreme Court of Canada was asked to determine whether Section 7, in

asserting that everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of a person unless

deprived thereof pursuant to the principles of fundamental justice, allowed for the type

of punishment contained in a piece of legislation emanating from the British Columbia

legislature. More precisely, the question was whether or not the phrase "fundamental

justice" included mens rea (the mental element of intent in criminal cases).

In 1982 British Columbia legislature created an absolute liability offence for

those found to be driving without a valid driver's licence. On first conviction the

mandatory minimum hne for the offence was $300.00 with a mandatory minimum jail

sentence of 7 days. For any subsequent convictions, the minimum jail sentence would

become 14 days. In addition to the severe nature of the penalty, the offence was made

out upon the Crown showing that a person was driving without a valid licence

irrespective of whether he intended to do so or knew of his status. Such liability is

called "absolute liability". A¡ absolute liability offence is an offence where irrespective
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of the rnental element, guilt is established immediately upon proof of the guilty act.

The legislation arose as a result of diffrculties the Province of Blitish colurnbia had

been experiencing with respect to serious Motor Veliicle accidents which were alcohol

related and which involved individuals who were driving while suspended, often after

earlier imposed drinking and driving convictions.

In deciding whether or not mens rea was to be included in the pluase

"fundamental justice", the Court was determined to look at the nature of the penalty as

it related to the deprivation defined to have been protected against in Section 7. Mr.

Justice Lamer concluded that the combination of a mandatory prison term (which can

be seen to deprive a person of liberty) and the absolute nature of the offence, violated

fundamental justice.

The Court was Ieft to decide whether or not Section 7 ought to be given a

substantive or procedural interpretation. A brief examination of that particular debate

was outlined in Chapter 3. If the Court was going to give Section 7 a procedural

interpretation, it would mean that the legislature could enact a law that would deprive

people of their life, "liberty and security," on the condition that correct procedures of

fundamental justice were adhered to (a hearing before an impartial and independent

judge, adequate notice and the right to counsel, etc.).'e4 If the Court were to give it

a substantive interpretation, it would mean that even if the correct procedures were

followed, there would be instances where the legislature sirnply could not (irrespective

l9a lbid., 5?; see also: chapter l, Supra ll, 145,
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of the legislation) deprive a person of his life, liberty or security.rej

As was seen in the Chapter 3 discussion of this issue, the Court gave

"fundamental justice" a substantive interpretation notwithstanding the intent ol the

framers of the Charter. The Courts seemed to disregald that the pluase ,,fundamental

justice" was specifically chosen instead of "due process" in order to avoid the veiy

substantive interpretation that the Suprerne Court ultimately accorded Section 7.

Reference Re: Section 94 12) of the Motor Vehicle Act (British Columbia) was one of

the first cases which confronted the Court with the question of whether or not (and if

so how) the evidence and information which was part of the public record (during the

approval process leading up to the entrenchment of the Charter) could be used by the

Court. With respect to the issue relating to the substantive versus procedural

interpretation to be given the ptuase fundamental justice, the Court determined that it

would accept the evidence from the legislative committee in its effot to choose the

appropriate interpretative approach. However, having accepted the evidence which was

paft ofthe public record, the Court assigned the evidence minimal weight. That meant

that notwithstanding the clear intention of the framers that Section 7 be interpreted

procedurally rathel than substantively, the Suprerne Court opted for the later

approach.leó

The Suprerne Court's preference (as demonstrated in Operation Dismantle) for

a non-interpretivist approach to judicial review, was given its hrst meaningful

lnt Ibid.

le6 chapte, 2, Supra 53, 57.
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application in terms of substantive review, in B.C. Motor Vehicle Reference. By

finding as he did, Justice Lamer found that the British columbia legislation violated a

substantive principle of fundamental justice and that section 7 provides the court the

power to strike down provincial legislation on such substantive grounds. Wlrile there

were some minor distinctions in the reasoning of the justices, everyone on the Court

agreed with Lamer's view that the principles of fundamental justice permitted

substantive judicial review.reT

The Federal Department of Justice had specifically determined and then advised

in the 1981-82 Committee process, that the "principles of fundamental justice" were to

be purely procedural in nature. The Supreme Court of Canada's decision in B.C. Motor

Vehicle Reference illustrates how by virtue of a chosen interpretive approach, the

judges may now shape the principles they deem necessary to reach an intended

result.le8 As Manfredi indicates:

The Court's power to declare absolute liability offences
contrary to substantive fundamental justice and violations
of the Charte¡ (where such offences are enforced by
imprisonment or probation) had no source other than
judicial will.ree

One camot conclude but that the Court in tliis decision knowingly if not

defiantly moved to enlarge its policy-making capacity. By using Section 7 to mandate

new substantive rights, the Courl has provided itself the potential to define or "discover"

rb¡d.,57

rbid.,60

rbid.,60
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all manner of new riglrts. Not only does this defy the specific intentions of the framers

with respect to Section 7 and the pll'ase principles of fundamental justice, it also defies

the positivist assurnptions underlying the Charter. With such an openly substantive

section as Section 7, the Supreme Court seems prepared to ignore the obvious fact that

the framers chose to include some rights and exclude others.

Many argue convincingly that this decision, involving the impugned B.C.

legislation, may represent a judgment by this Court that the particular type of

punishment was too severe given the relatively trivial nature of the offence. Even if

that is the case, it would still seem clear that the decision further represents an

opportunity for Courts in the future to second guess legislators respecting the severity

of penalties.200 B.C. Motor Vehicle Act Reference provides to all judges the

opportunity to review any penalty provided by a legislature, in order to see whether or.

not it accords with the principles of fundamental justice.2or That quite simply is a

substantive power.

The B.C. Motor Vehicle Reference case was no passing abberation. This is

evident in the case of Vaillancourt v. The Oueen202, where building upon its decision

in the B.C. Motor Vehicle Reference. the Supreme Court affirmed that it had used

Section 7 as a basis for reviewing the substance of legislation. It further indicated that

in the exercise of this power, the Courts have the duty to review the definition of an1,

2oo chupt", l, Supra 2, 364, 368.

to' 
Ibid,, 363.

202 Vaillancourt y. The Queen [1987] 2 S.C.R. 636.
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particular crime enacted by Parliarnent and ensure it accords to the principles of

fundamental justice. In Vaillancourt. the Supreme Court held that Parliament can¡ot

label a crime as "murder" unless the statute stipulates that as an element of the offence,

the accused need have foreseen or ouglit to have foreseen the probability of death

resulting.2o3 This decision essentially vitiated the notion of "constructive murder"; a

criminal law concept that dates far back into Legal history. "Constructive murder" had

permitted a conviction for murder in cases where a death had ensued during the course

of a robbery, and where the accused used a weapon or had a weapon on his person.

Using the B.C. Motor Vehicle Act Reference for its basis, the Court in Vaillancourt

suggested that Section 7 could be used to ensure that the narnes chosen by Parliament

for offences do not unduly "stigmatise" the offender.20a Yet, B.L. Strayer suggests:

It seems clear from the decision that if Parliament had
chosen to impose the same penalty for an offence called
"manslaughter" for "robbery by weapon" or "trespass

. resulting in death through misadventure," it would have
been free to do so.2o5

The decisions in both B.C. Motor Vehicle Reference and Vaillancourt represent

approaches to the interpretation of Section 7 which have and may continue to

substantially restrict legislative power and enhance the judiciary's own power. This is

so both in fhe area of penal law and in the broader area of public law which is usually

presented to address serious and complicated social problems. With a broad approach

203 Chapter l, supra 2, 363.

'oa Ibid,, 364.

2ot rbid.
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taken to the question of justiciability and a seemingly endless number of rights to be

found through Section 7, the judiciary can now be considered to be a formidable rival

to the legislative branch in terms of its capacity to make public policy. This type of

judicial potency has Cluistopher Manfredi asking:

whether the adoption of an American-inspired non-
interpretivist review will lead the Canadian Coult to define
these democratic values in a manner consistent witli the
philosophic assumptions of the U.S. constitutional
jurisprudence, or whether non-interpretism will acquire a

uniquely Canadian character?" 20ó

3) Moreentaler. Smoling & Scott v. The Oueen [1988] I S.C.R. 30

In 1985, Dr. Henry Morgentaler and two other doctors were convicted of

procuring abortions contrary to Section 251 ofthe Criminal Code. The parties appealed

to the Supreme Court of Canada on the grounds that Section 251 of the Canadian

Crirninal Code, violated the rights of pregnant women to liberty and security of the

person contrary to the principles of fundamental justice found in Section 7 of the

Charter.2ot

The section of the Criminal Code that was being challenged was a section which

precluded abortions except in cases where they were performed by qualified medical

practitioners and in hospitals that were approved for such abortious. Fufthermore, the

section required that the procedure had to be sanctioned by the majority of the members

Chapter 2, Supra 53,57.

Morscntaler. Smolins and Scoft y. The Oueen [1988] I S.C.R. 30,

206

201
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of the hospital's abortion committee, based on the recommendation that the particular

abortion was necessary to safe-guard a women's "life or health".2o8 The approved

hospitals were hospitals that were so designated by the Provincial Ministers of Health.

It should be pointed out that the Provincial Ministers of Health were under no

obligation to approve any hospitals. The persons sitting on the abortion committee

necessarily included tkee doctors who were not to be performing abortions themselves.

In Morgentaler. the Supreme Court of Canada received evidence that as a result

of the various restrictions outlined above, only 40Vo of the Canadian hospitals were

eligible to provide abortions.2oe Only a proportion of those hospitals actually had

aborlion committees. The Court was told that in the end, women were able to obtain

abortions in only about 200/o of the Canadian hospitals.2r0

Seven judges heard the case and they produced four separate opinions, three

writing for the majority and one in dissent. Chief Justice Dickson wrote the leading

majority opinion, Mr. Justice Beetz wrote the second opinion, Madam Justice Wilson

wrote the third majority opinion. The fourlh opinion was Mr. Justice Mclntyre writing

iri dissent.

Mr. Chief Justice Dickson began by indicating that a substantive review of tl.re

issue was not necessary, because the case could be decided on procedural grounds

alone. Ruling that Section 251 did violate the security to the person, Dickson J. did

Chpater l, Supra ll, 153.

Supra 207; see also; Supra ll, 153,

tbid.

208

209

2to
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ltot llowever exclude the possibility of a substantive revielv of this issue in the future.

Mr. Justice Beetz in his concurring opinion, agreed with Chief Justice Dickson that the

requirements of fundanental justice were not met in the legislation. Madam Justice

wilson while similarly invalidating the section, went even furthel in her inquiry into

the state's right to regulate abortions at any point in the second trimester'2ìr

chief Justice Dickson's opinion suggests that the administrative scheme that rvas

set up to implement the abortions permitted in section 251, had the effect of denying

many women who would otherwise have wanted an abofiion, tlle opportunity of having

them. Dickson therefore concluded that Section 251 failed to meet the procedural

standards required for fundamental justice. In his decision, chief Justice enumerated

the impractical and often cumbersome procedure as well as the vague definition of

',health", which prevented him from concluding that the procedural requirements of

fundamental justice had been met. In dealing with the section 1 test, while Dickson

accepted the statement of purpose in the abortion law itself, he nonetheless found that

Section 251 could not meet the three prongs of the second part of the Oakes test. He

found that the adrninistrative scheme was rationally connected with the objective of the

section, but it infringed upon the women's rights excessively, and the negative effects

wele disproportionate to the benefits.

Mr. Justice Beetz came to the same conclusion as Chief Justice Dickson but

Justice Beetz was ,Jareful to stress the legitimacy of Parliament's desire to protect the

fetus. While f hief Justice Dickson had been much more straight folwald in his

2ll Supra 207
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enÌphasis respecting the rights of women, Justice Beetz implied tltat new and corrected

law could perhapS pass the test respecting what is acceptable under Section l.

As was discussed in the last Chapter, while Chief Justice Dickson showed little

tirnidity in utilizing the purposive approach under section 7, it was Madam Justice

Wilson who truly sought to tackle the subject of abortion head on. She did so by

attempting to find such a corurected "right" in subsection 2(a) of the Charter, which

provides for the "freedom of conscience." Madam Justice Wilson found that Section

251 violated the right to "liberty and security of the person." She further went on to

determine whether or not such a violation of Section 7 could be considered in

accordance with fundamental justice. It was her view that Section 251 violated the

guarantee of freedom of conscience. That is, the decision of whether to have an

abortion was a matter of conscience for the woman and as such no procedures could

justify the infringement of that freedom. Madam Justice Wilson found that Section 251

failed to meet any of the th¡ee prongs of the second part of the Oakes test.

With the earlier Section 7 decisions "on the books" and while Chief Justice

Dickson indicated that the decision was made on procedural grounds, it can be

suggested that Dickson's concerns were nonetheless as substantive as Madam Justice

Wilson. Christopher Manfredi suggested that:

"Justice Wilson's reasons for judgment were at least
candid enough to confront the substantive issue
directly."2r2

212 Chapter 2, Supra 53, l19
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Manfredi further suggests that:

Perhaps the most imporlant lesson in Morgentaler,
Smoling and Scott, then, is that it is unnecessary for the
Court to engage in explicit substantive review, or to attaclì
particularly extravagant meanings to liberty and security
of a person, to have a significant impact on public policy
wlien deciding cases under Section 7. The broad and open
ended nature of Section 7 means that the Court can
examine complex questions of substantive policy even in
the course of deciding seemingly narrow issues of criminal
procedure.2ll

It was Manfredi's view that Parliament had intended to liberalize access to legal

abortions in 1969. Yet at the same time, it was clear that it was not parliament's

intention to remove its legal barriers all together from the procedure.2ra Manfredi also

suggests that the regulation of individual conduct by any system of government

regulation is inevitably going to produce some delays and perhaps prohibit that conduct.

That is after all, why that conduct may be the subject of regulation. Manfredi points

out that by failing to define health and by leaving it open for the provinces not to

require the establishment of therapeutic abortion committees in all hospitats, parliament

was leaving enforcement of section 251 largely within the realm of provincial control

of administration of justice. So, while Parliament was providing sorÌ1e access to

abortions in the various provinces, given the social divisiveness of the subject, it was

also trying to permit pragmatic solutions reflecting local conditions in the provinces.

2r5 Tlying to split the decision to regulate from the method of regulation, the Court

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid,
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was able to make policy with the charter without being seen to deal rvith the object of

the legislation. In response to chief Justice Dickson's declaration in Morgentaler that

the court is "now charged with the crucial obligation of ensuring that the legislative

initiatives ofour Parliarnent and legislatures conform to the democratic values expressed

in the Canadian Charter of Freedoms," Manfredi points to the oddity which now sees

the Court both defining and enforcing those "democratic values".216

Notwithstanding the developments and interpretations which permitted the

supreme court of canada to decide as it did in Morsentaler. it is perhaps well to recall

a point of some significance. Irrespective of ones' position on the excessively diffìcult

substantive issue, abortion like capital punishment was undeniably one of the two

subjects mentioned in the discussion before the Parliamentary committee about which

it was assured that such substantive outcomes would be left to parliament.2r? In point

of fact, the current policy of no policy respecting abortion, has been in part, shaped by

the judicial formulations of that issue in Morsentaler.

4) Schacter v. Canada Í19921 2 S.C.R. 679

Haie and Birch v. Canada et al (1992) 51 O,A.C, 2i2

CHRC in Canada v. Mossop (currently unreported decision of Supreme
Courf of Canada, February 25, 1993)

These three cases need necessarily be discussed together since they repr.esetìt

rbid.

Chapter 3,

2t6
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what may be in some respect, a logical and an inevitable extension of the broad

potential judicial power. These decisions contributed to the eventual application of a

"reading in" doctline which essentially perrnits the courts in some cases to amend

pieces of legislation. It is easiest to understand tl.re development of this approach by

leviewing chronologically the development of tlie cases.

In Schacter. the Court was asked to rule on provisions of the Unemplovment

Insurance Act that provided natural parents with less extensive parental leave benefits

tlian those available to adoptive parents. The Act allowed for 15 weeks of maternity

benefits to natural mothers or in the event of a mother's disability or death, those

benefits could be transferred to the natural father. In the case of adoptive parents of

either sex, they were able to claim 15 weeks similar leave as long as the claimant can

demonstrate that it was reasonable for that claimant to remain at home. Mr. Schacter

argued that these provisions of the Act denied him equal benefit of the law as

guaranteed under Section 15, He argued that the Act created a distinction behveen

natural fathers and natural mothers in the assumption that women should be

unconditionally entitled to matetnity benefits. As well, he argued that the Act created

a distinction that was discriminatory to the extent that adoptive parents of both sexes

claim parental leave benefits much easier than natural fathers.

At first instance in the trial division of the federal Court, the Court agreed with

Schacter that this claim did constitute discrimination on the basis of Section 15. Having

so found a violation of Section 15, the federal Court then faced the task of dealing with

the impugned legislation. The trial judge decided not to proceed with a remedy
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pursuant to section 52 of the constitution Act which would have declared the entire

Unemnlovment Insurance Act invalid. Instead, the Court grounded its remedy pursuant

to section 24(1) and concluded that the appropriate and just remedy would consist in

this case of extending to the natural parents the same benefits enjoyed by the adoptive

parents, at least until Parliament had an opportunity to amend the Act. The Federal

Court of Appeal upheld the trial judges' decision.

The Supreme Court of Canada, in its decision in Schacter.. provided the Courts

in Canada the power to repair unconstitutional law by "reading in" the necessary and

required portions of the provision. The Supreme Court of Canada set out guidelines for

remedying "under inclusive" legislation which would otherwise violate the Charler by

granting benefìts to some groups, but not to others. While the Court recognized that

it did have the power to read in, it held that in Schacter's case, the facts were not clear

enough and the Court instead called for the extension remedy used by the trial judge.

In Haig and Birch v. Canada. the Ontario Court of Appeal cited Schacter in

support of its authority to essentially rewrite unconstitutional laws. In Haiq. the Ontario

Court of Appeal was dealing with a challenge to the Canadian Human Rights Act, by

a gay activist and former Air Force Captain who argued that he was forced out of the

Almed Forces because of his homosexuality. Mr. Birch sought to complain to the

Canadian Human Rights Commission but could not because the relevant section

(Section 3) of that Act did not include sexual orientation as a listed prescribed ground

of discrimination. The Federal Department of Justice conceded in the Ontario Court

of Appeal, that Section 15 does not list sexual orientation as a basis for discrimination
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against which constitutional protection is gualanteed, and that sexual orientation is

"analogous" to the grounds listed in Section 15 and thus should be carried by its

provisions. But the crown nonetheless argued that Section 3 of the canadian Human

Riehts Act did not violate Section l5(1) because tlie failure to include sexual orientation

as a prohibited ground for discrimination in the Act, did not have a discriminatory

effect. The Court rejected that argument. The Crown in Hais did not attempt to argue

that the infringement could bejustified under Section L Accordingly, having found the

violation and given the Crown's concession, the Court of Appeal had to chose the

appropriate remedy in a case where. there was a "benefifl' deemed to be found in an

"under inclusive" law. In referring to the guidelines set out in Schacter. Mr. Justice

Krever of the Ontario Court of Appeal faced two possibilities: striking down Section

3(1) of the Act yet suspending the declaration of invalidity until such time as

Parliament was able to amend the section; or reading in "sexual orientation" as an

additional ground of discrimination. The Court determined that it would be preferable

to "read in" given that the Court had determined that the crite¡ia set out in Schacter had

been satisfied. The Court of Appeal suggested that given a choice, Parliament would

have extended the Act to protect gays and lesbians rather than choosing the only other

constitutional permissable option, not to protect anyone. They made this assumption

based upon earlier commitments from successive Federal Justice Ministers who they say

suggested that such protections were soon to come. Justice K¡ever indicated that

enlightened human rights legislation is now an "intricate part of our social fabric".

It is clear that Haie goes further than Schacter by actually using Section 52(1)
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to read in and extend protection that would seen to have been excluded from listed

forms of discrimination. It is interesting to note that while the Ontario Court of Appeal

presuÌued what Parliament would do if given a choice, the amendment that had in fact

been discussed by the Conservative government during the later portion of the I980,s,

was still lying stagnant due to opposition within the party caucus and as a result of

opposition in military circles. It wasn't until Haig was decided that Parliament was

forced to act. It is reasonable to question just how voluntary and how willing the

elected Parliament was in initiating a policy that was effectively made by the Ontario

Court of Appeal.

By the time the Supreme Court of Canada was asked to decide the Mossop case,

the Onfario Court of Appeal had relied upon the earlier Supreme Court of Canada

decision in Schacter. to read in the rights to be protected in cases of discrimination

based on sexual orientation (IIêtÐ. Moreover, by the time Mossop got to the Supreme

Court, the then Federal Justice Minister Kim Campbell had already introduced a Bill

into the House of Commons, which was to stipulate that sexual orientation was a right

to be protected in the Canadian Human Rights Act. The amendment was to stipulate

however, that "family" was to be defined so as to include only heterosexual couples.

Such an amendment with the accompanying stipulated definition of family, was seen

as a subtle compromise to a difficult issue that provoked serious debate not only within

the Conservative caucus but across the country generally.2rs While there had been

218 Th" gou"rnn,"ntal bill introduced in the House of Commons (Bill C-108) is currently in a holding
pattern at first reading. A similar bill (Bill S-15) was introduced in the Senate by Conservative Senator
Kinsella, That bill is cuüently in a Senate Committec.
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vague promises by previous Federal Ministers of Justice, there had been prior to the

decision in Haie. no clear or definitive action taken. Rightly or wrongly, Parliament

was cautious in providing what many sa\\¡ as an expected negative fieedon that would

apply to homosexuals. Yet for many opponents, the real concerns were the broader and

longer term claims which might arise with such an entrenched right, particularly in the

area of spousal benefits and child adoption. The Court in Haig defined the speed with

which Parliament would have to move. Minister Campbell's proposal was meant to

address both the basic protection and the still unresolved concern respecting benefits.

What is concerning about the MossoÞ decision, is the fact that notwithstanding what

was perhaps a slow but pragmatic attempt by the Parliament of Canada to address a

difficult and divisive social issue, the Supreme Court by its invitation for arguments

under Section 7 and 15, appeared willing to confront the very issue about which

Minister Campbell tried to shape a compromise.

In Mossop. the complainant was a federal government employee who took a day

off work to attend the funeral of the father of the man Mossop described as his lover.

The two men had known each other for over 10 years and resided together in a jointly

owned and maintained home. The collective agreement between the Treasury Board

and the complainant's union covering terms of employment provided up to four days

leave upon the death of a member of an employee's "immediate family", a term that

was defined as including a common-law spouse. The defìnition of "common-law

spouse" was restricted to a person of the opposite sex. The day after the funeral, the

complainant applied for bereavement leave pursuant to a collective agreement but his
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application was refused. The grievancy hle was rejected on the basis that the denial of

his application was in accordance with the collective agreement. The complainant then

filed cornplaints with the Canadian Human Rights Cornmission against his employer,

Treasury Board and his union. The Hurnan Rights Tribunal concluded that a

discriminatory practice had been committed contrary to the Human Rights Act, which

prohibited discrirnination on the basis of "family status". It ordered that the day ofthe

funeral be designated as the day of bereavement leave and that the collective agreement

be amended so that the definition of common-law spouse include persons of the same

sex who would meet the definition in its other respects. Tlie Federal Court of Appeal

set aside the tribunal's decision. An appeal was then launched to the Supreme Court

of Canada to determine whether the Federal Court of Appeal erred in holding that any

error of law by a human rights tribunal is reviewable under a Section 28 application

under the Federal Court Act. Also to be determined was the Federal Court of Appeal's

holding that the term "family status" in the Canadian Human fughts Act did not include

a homosexual relationship. Importantly, no Charter issues were raised.

On the essential issue, the Supreme Court ruled that the Canadian Humans

Rights Act did not prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation at the tirne

the complainant was denied bereavement leave. The Court indicated that when

Parliament added the phrase "family status" to the Act in 1983, it refused at the time

to add sexual orientation to the list of prohibited gror.rnds of discrimination. The Courts

said that absent a Charter challenge of its constitutionality, when Parliamentary intent

is clear, Courts and administrative tribunals are not enpowered to do an)'thing else but
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apply the law.

Mossop is an instructive example of how the Supreme Court of Canada will

often rhetorically defer to Parliament yet act in a way which sends precisely the

opposite message. That is, the Supreme Court of Canada in Mossoþ clearly implied

that had a constitutional challenge been brought against the Canadian Human Rights

Act. irrespective of the Parliamentary intention and the difficutty of the issue, the

Supreme Court's formulation and resolution of the issue might have been quite

different. In Mossop the Supreme Court was limited by the nature of an appeal which

turned on an issue of statutory interpretation rather than constitutionality.

It is important to keep in mind that when Chief Justice Lamer delivered his

reasons, there was before the House of Commons the proposed compromise Bill C-108.

The specific intention of that Bill was to provide guidelines that would otherwise have

excluded Mr. Mossop's type of request. Notwithstanding the government's clear

intention in Bill C-i08 and its attempt at a compromise, the Court seemed especially

anxious to deal with the constitutional challenge that would have pre-empted the results

of Parliament's consideration. Chief Justice Lamer said:

The question before this Court was thus strictly one of
statutory interpretation...since then, as a result of two
important decisions of Canadian Courts, the situation in
this country has evolved with respect to the question at
issue in this appeal. On luly 9, 1992, this Court handed
down its decision in Schacter v. Canada. confirming that,
in a limited number of circumstances, the Courts may add
to the text legislative provisions so that they conform to
the requirements of the constitution. On August 6, 1992,
the Ontario Court of Appeal, relying on the principals set
forth in Schacter. added sexual orientation to the list of
prohibited grounds of discrimination contained in Section
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3 of the Canadian Human Riehts Act, as it was of the
view that witliout this addition, the provision was contrary
to Section 16 of the Charter. The case in question was
Hais v. Canada on November 9, 1992, Minister of Justice,
Kirn Campbell, arutounced her attention not to appeal that
decision. As a result of these developments, the Court
invited the parties to this appeal to submit new al.gurnents.
Relying on the reasons ofthe Court of Appeal in Haie, the
appellant could then have challenged the constitutionality
of Section 3 of the Act, on the basis of the absence of
sexual orientation from the list of prohibited grounds of
discrimination. This would have enabled this Cour.t to
address the fundamental questions argued in the Ontario
Court of Appeal in Haie. It would then have been
possible to give a much more complete and lasting
solution to the present problem.2le

While seemingly deferring to Parliament with respect to the more narrow issue

of statutory interpretation, the Supreme Court of Canada was simultaneously urging the

appellant to bring before it an issue which was at the time, the subject matter of some

difficult and emotional Parliamentary debate. In addition to potentially pre-emptirig the

legislative result in Bill C- l 08, the Supreme Court of Canada was also coming very

close to disregarding one of the historical limitations placed on it; that judges were not

to do any more than necessary in disposing of the case before them. 220 By inviting

a challenge to the Act's constitutionality, the Court was essentially indicating its

willingness to consider a matter currently before Parliament in first reading.

All three decisions (Schacter. Haie and Mossop), have beeu duly noted for the

interpretive approach adopted. As Jeffrey Simpson has observed:

CHRC v. Mossop pp. l6-17.

Chapter 3, Supra 8,291.
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The "reading in" represents yet another example of Courts
slou4y moving beyond protecting rights into expanding
them.22l

Simpson sees these sorts of decisions as representing changes that could have

implications beyond the abstract issue of increased judicial pou'er. This is so,

particularly in the grey areas of spending. Simpson questions the approach taken by

the Courts in the above tluee case and such cases as Sinqh, whereby the Courts may

have opened the way for obligations and requirements respecting government

spending,222 It was Madam Justice Wilson who said in the Sineh case that:

"administrative convenience should not stand in the way of proper interpretation of

equal rights." In so ruling, the decision tlrew the refugee determination system into

chaos at the cost of tens of millions of dollars.223

Commentators like Simpson are hardly consoled by Chief Justice Lamer

comments in Schacter:

In determining whether "reading in" is appropriate then,
the question is not whether CouÍs can make decisions that

221 See: J. S¡mpson, "How the Courts Expand Rights and Whittle Away at Govemment", The Clobe
and Mail. (July 14, 1992): A-18, The expansive spirit ofdre court rvas never better represented than in Chief
Justicç Laner's nrost recent public intewierv. See: Canadian Larwer. (April 1993): 11. ln cotnmenting
upon the "revolutionary changes" brought on by the 1982 ofthe Clìarter, Lamer stated: "lt was a historical
event, like the discovery ofpenicillin. ltwas like the d¡scoveries of Pasteur. We conìpletely revolutionized
our legal system. The legal equations are no longer the same. Fron'ì a legal standpoint, Canada was put on

the map by the Charter. Our courts didn't assassinate itattheoutset. Those first judgments were extre¡nely
important -- because that's where the debate took place. And because rve breathed some life into the Charter,
today in the international conrmunity Canada is a counlry that's looked up to in terms ofhuman rights, and

is sought out for consultation...,. 1982 changed ourjob description."

222 rbid.

22' Ibid.
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inipact upon the public budgetary policy; it is to what
degree they can appropriately do so. 2to

Simpson concludes that Mr. Justice Lamer now seems to be saying that the Courts can

"read in" when additional spending is small, but should not do so when it is large and

tliereby change the basic nature of the program.225 Wlratever the degree, tlìe Courts

in Schacter. Haiq and Mossop have expanded rights and have further intr.uded into areas

which had been previously the domain of the legislative branch.

s) KINDLER v. CANADA (1992) 6 C.R.R. (2d) 193

The appellant in this case was an accused convicted in the State of

Pennsylavania offirst degree murder, conspiracy to commit murder and kidnapping, all

in the State of Pennsylavania. The jury which convicted ltad recommended the

imposition of the death penalty. Before he was sentenced, the appellant escaped from

prison and fled to Canada where he was subsequently arrested and committed for

extradition. A¡ticle 6 of the Extradition Treaty between Canada and the United States

provides that the country from which extradition of a fugitive has been requested, may

seek assurances from the arresting country that the death penalty riot be imposed. The

offences in the Kindler case carried the possibility of capital punislunent. Tlie Minister

of Justice in this case ordered final extradition pursuant to Section 25 of the Extradition

Act. without any requests for such assurances. An application to review the Minister's

&!q9l9r v. Canada [992] 2 S.C.R. 679.

Supra 40.

224

22s
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decision was disrnissed by the Federal Court, Trial Division, and an appeal from tl.rat

dismissal to the Federal Court of Appeal was also dismissed. The appellant appealed

to the Supreme Court of Canada rvhere the constitùtional questions before the Court

were two-fold; 1) whether Section 25 of the Extraditiou Act, to the extent that it

permits the Minister of Justice to order the surrender of a fugitive without first seeking

assurances that the death penalty will not be imposed, infringes Section 7 or Section 12

of the Canadian Charter of fughts and Freedoms; 2) if so, whether Section 25 of the

Act is a reasonable limit on the rights of a fugitive under Section 1 of the Charter. A

majority of the justices dismissed the appeal. Writing for the majority (L'hereux-Dube

and Gauthier) Justice Laforest ruled that the Minister's action did not constitute cruel

and unusual punishment but that Section 7 of the Charter was the appropriate provision

by which the actions of the Minister would have to be assessed. The majority ruled

that extradition must be refused only where such a surrender of the prisoner would

place the fugitive in a place so unacceptable as to shock the public conscience. The

surrender of a fugitive who may ultimately face the death penalty, would not at in all

cases shock the conscience of Canadians. The Court looked particularly at the brutal

nature of the offences committed by the accused and the substantial protections

provided to the accused during the trial process in the United States. Tliey also looked

at the danger that would be proposed by a contrary ruling, in terms of Canada becoming

a destination for American fugitives. In summary, the majority concluded that the

surrendering of the appellant unconditionally would not violate the principles of

filndamental justice under Section 7.
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By the time Kindler rvas before the Supreme Court of Canada, it should not have

been surprising that tlie Court was considering the constitutionality of provisions found

in a international extradition treaty duly passed by legislative branches. What is more

surprising however, is the reasons offered in dissent by the three dissenting judges.

Signifìcantly, the Kindler decision was ultimately decided by a close margin of four to

three, rvith Justices Sopinka, Lamer, and Cory writing in dissent.

Justice Sopinka in dissent stated, "while capital punishment per say constitutes

cruel and unusual punishment, it is unnecessary to decide whether Section 12 of the

Charter applies to the extradition process as Section 7 is the appropriate provision for

the determination of the appeal." He went on to find that it offends the principles of

fundamental justice not to seek assurances against the imposition of what would be a

violation of Section 12 were it car¡ied out in Canada. In writing a second dissenting

opinion, Justice Cory added that the death penalty constitutes cruel and unusual

punishment contrary to Section 12 of the Charter. If the appellant had committed his

crimes in Canada said Cory, the provisions of Section 12 would prevent his execution.

What is interesting and significant about Kindler, is that the dissenting judges

yet again demonstrated the Court's willingness to address issues not directly before it

and which need not have been decided or commented upon. But in so commenting,

Justices Sopinka, Cory and Chief Justice Lamer, clearly provided their opinions with

respect to any future laws sanctioning capital punishment. The dissenting justices

clearly indicated that such punislment would be corÌtrary to Section 12. By so

deciding, the dissent defines for the future, the parameters that will surround any
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canadian debate about capital punishment. For it is now clear that there are at least

three Justices for whom capital punislunent represents a violation of Section 12.

As was mentioned in Chapter 4 and in the context of the discussion of

Morgentaler, the information base from the 1980-81 period, clearly indicates that capital

punishment was one ofthe subjects along with abortion, not to be predeterrnined by the

Courts. In the case of each of these subjects, the contrary seems to have occurred.

"u In any future decisions with respect to the capital punishment issue in Canada,

it would seem clear that the Supreme Court given their strong comments in Kindler,

will be unlikely to rule in the government's favour in terms of the Section I question.

Accordingly, in order for Parliament to pass death penalty legislation, they would likely

have to invoke the notwithstanding clause. While such action on the part of the

government is not necessarily a bad thing for proponents of that clause (see Chapter 5),

it nonetheless causes some concern given the early common understanding respecting

how and when Section 33 would be used. As was discussed in Chapter 3, the inclusion

of Section 33 was not understood as an invitation to the Courts to give the most

expansive scope possible to Charter rights, knowing that the legislatures would be

fo¡ced to invoke Section 33 in defence of collectivist intelests.227

In his expansive reasons for dissent in Kindler. Justice Cory examines the

international tlends as well as the pre and post Charter conditions respecting capital

punishment. Disregarding the common understanding surrounding the 1982

Chapter 3, Supn 59,292-293.

Chapter I, Supra 2, 353.

226
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compromise, Justice cory in reviewing the free votes in Parliament in 1976 and l9g7

respectively, commented:

The rejection of the death penalty by the majority of the
members of the House of Commons on two occasions can
be taken as reflecting a basic abhorrence of the infliction
of capital punishment either directly within Canada, or
through Canadian complicity in the actions of a foreign
state.228

Disregarding the extremely close result in 1987 (148-127), the specific direction to be

gleaned from the common understandings of the framers of the Charter in 1982, and

the continuing national debate on the subject, Justice Cory cited Chief Justice Lamer

in British Columbia Motor Vehicle Reference and Justice Wilson in R. v. Morgentaler.

to stress what he felt was the importance of human dignity in understanding the Charter

and the protections that afford it.

Mrether one agrees or disagrees with capital punishment, the Supreme Court of

Canada in Kindler. has gone a long ways in shaping the parameters ofany future debate

and has perhaps pre-empted any decision respecting such future legislation.

6) CANADIAN COUNCIL oF CHURCHES v. CANADA (M.E,I.) (1992) I
c.R.R. (2d) 45

The appellant was established as an organization and forum for the discussion

by member churches of issues of conmon concern. There was a committee within that

organization which co-ordinated church policies and actions wifh respect to the

"t Kindl", u. canada (1992) 6 C.R,R. (2nd) 193.
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protection and re-settlement of refugees. In response to the amendrnents of the

Immigration Act of 1976 which changed the procedures for deterrnining whether

refugee claimants came within the definition of convention refugee, the appellant

organizations began an action in the Federal court suggesting that the ame¡rdments in

parts of the old Act, were unconstitutional as they were in conflict with the canadian

Charter of fughts and Freedoms. The key issue to be decided on appeal to the Supreme

Court of Canada, related to the Federal Court of Appeal's earlier holding that the

Canadian Council of Churches should be denied standing to challenge the provisions

of the Immieration Act of 1976.

While the Supreme Court ruled that the appellant should be denied standing in

this parlicular case, the case is important not so much because it finally sets a limit to

the extent of public-interest standing, but rather because it clearly determines that the

Canadian test (for public-interest standing), is the widest and most generous of all

common law jurisdictions. The Supreme Court in CCCC v. Canada. reviewed and

confrrmed the development of the Charter law respecting standing and in so doing, the

Courl did a jurisdictional comparison with the United States, United Kingdom and

Australia. In reviewing Canada v. Finlav [1986] 2 S.C.R. 607, the Court noted that the

Courts now have the discretion to award public interest standing to challenge an

exercise of administrative authority as well as legislation. In Finlay. lt4r. Justice Ledain

based that conclusion on the underlying principle of discretionary standing which he

defined as a recognition of a public interest in naintaining respect for "the limits of

statutory authority".
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In deciding in Canadian Council of Churches whether the current test for. public

interest standing should be extended yet again, the suprerne court, after consideratior.r

of Finlav and consideration of the other common law jurisdictions, concluded that:

"A public interest litigant is more likely to be granted
standing in Canada then in any other common law
jurisdiction. Indeed if the basis for granting status were
significantly broadened, these public interest litigants
would displace the private litigant. The views of the
public litigant who caruiot obtain standing need not be
lost. Public interest organizations, as they should be, are
frequently granted intravener status. The views and
submissions of intraveners on issues ofpublic importance
frequently provide a great assistance to the Courts."

Canadian Council of Churches can be seen to represent a case where the

Supreme Court of Canada has drawn the line on the expansion of standing. However,

that line is drawn only. after it has been conceded that Canada now offers the most

broad access to standing of all common law jurisdictions. Moreover, Justice Cory while

finally drawing a line, showed no inclination to limit litigants who can satisfy the

already very low tfueshold test. The fact remains that the rules of standing as described

in Chapter 3 have now been affirmed and accepted and will continue to provide rnore

litigants access to the Courts to deal with an ever increasing range of new 'Justiciable

subjects. "

It can be seen from some of the decisions discussed, that even in those cases

where the court's ratio was more narrowly decided, tlie judges' "words in passing" (the

obiter) often form the basis for a new way of looking at a "right" and a new basis for

challenging legislation. The judiciary has thus been able to entertain new arguments

concerning what is justiciable and to whom standing and access should be granted.
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More directly, once the new parties and new subjects are before it, the judiciary has

shown itself prepared to opt for the substantive and expansive approach to rights

interpretation and rights creation. This has both directll, and indirectly resulted in the

judiciary shaping the parameters of debate respecting irnportant matters of public policy.

To the extent that these and other decisions define and constrain the gover.nments

approach to formulating a legislative solution for a politically relevant problem, the

public's ideas, attitudes and perceptions about those problems and the appropriate areas

of governmental and institutional action, can be affected. As discussed in Chapter 2,

such ideas and attitudes may change the political culture.
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CHAPTER 5

RESTORING THE BALANCE

This chapter will briefly attempt to survey and consider some of the steps that

could be taken by both the legislative and judicial branches with a view to restoring the

institutional balance and equilibrium envisioned by the 1982 constitutional compromise.

As has been suggested, that compromise was constituted on the basis of premises and

common understandings, from which the traditional Canadian liberal and non-liberal

value-mix could be preserved and maintained. This thesis has suggested that such a

balance necessarily entails a vibrant and potent legislative branch. The thesis has also

suggested that that b¡anch has been increasingly less potent in an era when increased

judicial review has taken place in a manner that threatens to shift the balance envisioned

by that 1982 compromise. The following discussion is necessarily brief as each point

or suggestion could itself require the focus of an entire study. By necessity then, the

discussion will be general but presented with the hope that it might stimulate further

discussion and examination.

I. .THE OUESTION OF TINREGULATED LEGISLATIVE SUPREMACY AND
THE PUBLIC'S SEARCH FOR CHECKS

While the focus of this thesis has largely been on the excesses of the judiciary's

approach to Charter interpretation, it cannot be argued nor should it be assumed that the

basis of support for the Charter, was rooted in questionable or non-existent political and

constitutional theory. In fact, at the root of such support was the notion of checks and
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balances. It should similarly not be assumed, nor is it argued, that the legislative

branch had always been the effective deliberative body that heroically represented what

was the clear "popular will". Such a proposition would be naive in the extreme. yet

even acknowledging those realities, what is still worthy of further examination is the

following question: Why is it that in this post-l982 period, such an activist and non-

interpretivist judicial review has been so able to gain acceptance with the vast majority

of the Canadian people?22e For even if one realistically accepts that the legislative

branch was not always the noble, deliberative body which was representative of the

popular will, the Canadian Pa¡liament and the general legislative branch has nonetheless

always tried to work within the constraints of politics and has attempted to come to

reasonable positions and compromises on difficult complex issues. So even if one

acknowledges that such initants as "party discipline" and "domineering governmental

majorities", have caused Parliamentary govemment to fall short of its practical ideal,

it can still be said that most legislative policies have been created after caucus, party,

committee and inter-party debate and negotiation.23o

What is it, then that was at work in 1982 and that now continues to justify this

increased and activist judicial review? That question can be addressed and ultimately

answered only if one acknowledges a perceptible decline in the confidence enjoyed by

some of the institutions in the legislative branch and the tainted credibility of its

229 Fo, 
" 

general discussion ofhow the Charter and its developing interpretation and application have

caused it to be regarded more as a "citizens constitution" than a "govemment's constitution" See: A,C.
Cairns, Supra 79, 108- 139.

230 supra 5, 4.
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political actors. If it is too strong to refer to this as a crisis of legitimacy, it would

seem fair to at least characleize it as a crisis of confidence.23r In terms of the

legislative-j udicial interaction, it is submitted that were the decline in confidence to be

somewhat abated, then it might be possible to build upon any such improvement in a

way that would permit the legislative branch to commence the process of regaining

some of the lost policy-making role; a loss which its own decline in legitimacy and the

propitious anival of the Charter seems to have made possible.

The discussion that follows largely adopts and draws upon the valid connection

made by Rainer Knopff and F.L. Morton concerning the public frustration with what

were perceived as inadequate intemal checks in the Canadian legislative branch, and the

commensurate assumption of power by the judiciary, to more fully regulate and shape

the public policy process.

While it has been argued that a more Burkean orientation inspired the traditional

Canadian approach to rights protection, it need be acknowledged that by 1982, in

addition to the international trend towards Charters and Bills of Rights, there was in

Canada, support for the view that the legitimacy of an increased judicial review could

be justified on the basis of the concept of institutional "checks and balances". 232 It

could be said that Canadians were receptive to the purpose which unde¡lies "checks

and balances," which is to promote relatively "deliberate, balanced, and moderate policy

231 
See the sentiments expressed in

Clobe and Mail. June 29, 1991.

t" supru 72, lg7-1g8.

(The Citizen's Forum on Canada's Future l99l), l,96, 134: See also: fþ
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outcomes by insuring that differential institutional perspectives are effectively brought

to bear on public affairs".233 As Morton and Knopff suggest, one of the justifications

for judicially enforced "rights", is that they address "the absence of effective checks and

balances within and among the other branches of government."23a In the context of

Parliamentary government, the suggestion is that Parliament is able to check neither the

executive nor the "wilful majorities" and consequently the courts must step in to fulhl

the gap.

Thus the dangers of executive power and majority tyranny
are brought together in a new and fearsome alliance, for
which Parliament is a tool rather than a check. From this
perspective it follows that effective checks on power must
be sought elsewhere -- particularly in a judicially
enforceable bill of rights.'?35

It would seem unJrelpful to respond to the abstract question of whether

entrenched rights are preferable to non-entrenched rights, given the fact that in Canada,

the Charter of Rights and Freedoms is now entrenched and it continues to enjoy the

legitimacy that comes with popular support. The question being addressed here, is

simply: What must the legislative branch do to respond to this initial justification for

judicial review, which might in turn permit the legislative branch to regain some of the

lost legitimacy or confidence, that seems to have given rise to a transfe¡al of confidence

to the judicial branch? For the fact remains that supporters ofjudicially enforced and

entrenched rights, point to the inadequacies of the institutional checks and balances

Ibid., 197.

Ibid.

Ibid., 201.

233
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v/hich they feel burden a Parliamentary system. These supporters suggest that in the

context of modern democratic politics, the reality of "disciplined,' parties and the

inevitable interdependence of members ofthe caucus, has enabled the executive to "turn

the tables and control the house".236 Those who support Bills of Rights say that even

more effective control of the executive is not the answer that will solve the problem

relating to insufficient checks, because such control would still leave unaddressed the

other worry which relates to the "tyranny of the majority".237 Charter supporters at

this point, see no adequate replacement for entrenched rights.

Thus, it can be suggested that to a large extent one of the building blocks upon

which the activist judiciary has been able to justif, and legitimate its behaviour relates

to the international trend towards "rights" protections generally. As well, there has been

the more fundamental desire by the Canadian voters for checks and balances (apart

from electoral) on their non-responsive governing institutions. For the reasons

discussed in Chapter 3 in the context of the events and attitudes leading up to the 1982

compromise, a feeling did exist by the late 1970's that governments had become too

removed, too inert and perhaps most importantly institutionally irreproachable.

Acknowledging these realities, it is still the position of this thesis that part of this

concern could have been addressed with a judiciary that could have acted utilizing the

premises and common understandings of the 1982 agreement. While more limited than

the non-interpretivist judicial activism actually experienced in Canada during these past

Ibid.,200.

Ibid,, 200-201.
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number of years, such a judicial review would still have offered (as compared to the

earlier pre-1982 judicial legislative relationship) a more active and vigilant judicial

watch-dog respecting the specific enumerated rights outlined in the Charter.

Leaving aside what could have been, attention must now turn to re-legitimating

the political process and the legislative branch. Trite though it may sound, that can

only be achieved with the perception that politicians are acting honestly in the

representation of their constituents.23s It is suggested that such honest and complete

representation need encompass not only credible and publicly respected behaviour, but

also a new institutional freedom that will afford members of Pa¡liament the opportunity

to more frequently vote outside the reshictions of the parry whips. It must be

remembered that for the Parliamentary compromises and consensus-based solutions to

be seen as legitimate, the surrounding debate, negotiations and trade-offs need be seen

as having included as many legitimate points of view as possible. It would seem that

the perception continues to exist that party discipline seriously restricts the type of

representation that otherwise ought to be considered in such debate and consensus-based

solutions.

When in discussing ways to re-legitimate the legislative branch, it would seem

useful to urge a continuing re-examination respecting the possible options for a more

effective or at least a more representative upper house. For their part, Morton and

Knopff suggest that Canada has never really investigated the contribution of

23t Th" C¡tir.n, Forum and the cynical nature of much of the popular discourse, reflect a profound

distrust vis-a-vis the efliciency and honesty of exist¡ng political institutions, Supra 231.
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bicameralism as a means of providing for a system of Parliamentary checks and

balances. With that in mind they ask "might an effective upper house support a claim,

much like the one made by Dixon and Menzies, that Parliament enjoys sufficient checks

and balances, so that the addition of constitutional judicial checks remains

unnecessary?"23e

Given the fact that the thesis suggests a new equilibrium between the judicial

and legislative branches as opposed to a turning back ofthe clock to a pre-1982 reality,

the question of a more effective and more legitimated upper house is a question at least

worthy of examination. This would seem further supported by the apparent opinion of

many in Canada who favour either a different sort of upper house or the abolition of

the institution altogether. For the purpose of restoring the confidence in the legislative

branch, it would seem unnecessary for the renewed or new upper house to be a

legislative rival or equal to Parliament. It would be enough if the upper house could

be seen to provide additional checks on Parliament and which would in the end make

it less easy for both the judiciary and citizenry to rely on the sometimes unspoken

argument that an activist judiciary remains the only effective check of the legislative

branch. With a new upper house that was more equally and or effectively represented,

2i9 Supru 72. 199. Sir Owen Dixon, an Australian jurist asseled that his country had "consciously
studied" and rejected the principle behind the Amer¡can Bill of Rights. Former Australian Prime lvfinister
Menzies wrote: "With us, a lvf inister is not just a nominee of the head of the Govemment. He is and must
be a Member of Parliament, elected as such, and answerable to Members of Parliament at every sitting. He
¡s appointed by a Prime Minister similarly elected and open to regular question. Should a lvfinister do

something rvhich is thought to violate fundamental human Íìeedom he can be promptly brought to account
in Parliament. If his Govemment supports him, the Government may be attacked, and ¡fnec€ssary defeated.

And if that, as it normally rvould, leads to a new Ceneral Election, the people will express their judgment at

the polling booths- In short, responsible govemment in a democracy is regarded by us is the ultimat€

guarantee ofjustice and individual rights." Ibid., 201.
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there would be a new legitimated forum to assist in the legislative function of producing

reasonable solutions after negotiation, debate and compromise.

Morton and Knopff found it interesting to observe the 1988 Australian debate

respecting whether there should be the expansion of constitutionally protected rights.

It was a debate which saw those who were defending Parliamentary supremacy (as

against judicial supremacy), point to the Senate as an example of an institution

affording checks which make entrenched rights unnecessary. too M*y senators who

spoke out in support of a continued Parliamentary supremacy and against the proposed

Bill of Rights, spoke similarly to Senator Harradine, who quoted Stanley Verberay, the

forme¡ Chief Justice of Tasmania:

I would prefer the democratic control of legislation
through the political sanction of the ballot box and a
strong second chamber to handing over a substantial
measure of control of the legislation to a judicial tribunal
of a few men, eminent in their profession though they may
be. Judges are but men and are as subject to subtle
conuption by the exercise of great power as other
men.24t

In the end, the proposed extension of constitutional protective rights was not

accepted in Australia, perhaps because of the availability of what was perceived to be

a strong second chamber

As mentioned, although such renewed legitimacy could perhaps ensue from a

strong second chamber and despite some popular support for the idea, such a wholesale

rbid.

rbid.,203.24r
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proposal is not cunently realistic in Canada without formal constitutional amendment.

The cunent Senate now plays a rather insignifìcant role in Canada's political life.

Because of the political nature of the appointments and the party discipline which is

similarly enforced in the Senate, legitimacy is always lacking. Yet even working within

the practical realities of Canada's current political situation, Morton and Knopff ask

rhetorically, "If a reformed Canadian Senate was less subject to the strict party

discipline found in the House of Commons, could we expect the version of the

Australian debate about the relative merits of bicameralism and judicial checks?"242

Morton and Knopff suggest that such a debate could also arise after reform of the

House of Commons and the unicameral provincial legislatures. 2a3

The obvious problem or obstacle respecting the loosening of party discipline in

the federal upper house relates to the remaining problem of the politically appointed

nature ofthe senators. Can such senators even if acting "undisciplined" by their parties,

expect to enjoy more legitimacy without electoral accountability? A negative answer

to this question necessarily implies a return to the frustrations ofthe constitutional table.

Perhaps an interim and halfuay solution (without risking the fatigue and national

disruption of a new constitutional round), is the one most recently discussed by Jeffrey

Simpson. His proposal comes in response to what he saw as an excessive obsession

with wholesale constitutional amendments. Instead of risking the national divisions and

disappointments where "a deal can be reached only by giving everyone almost

242 Ibid.

'al lbid.
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everything they desire", modest modif,rcations to the senate could take place within the

context of re-focusing "energies into pragmatic solutions building on consensus already

achieved, rather than trying again for the ultimate". 2aa In the context of such

possible, pragmatic, non-constitutional changes to the current upper house, Simpson

suggests:

There is widespread agreement on the desirability of
electing senators, but gaps still exist on the powers and
composition of the Senate. So Ottawa could agree that all
new senators will be elected. To give the electoral drive
more push, the federal government could reduce the
retirement age for existing senators to 65 thus freeing up
posts for elected senators.za5

Taken in tandem with Morton and Knopffs', this approach might go a distance

in advancing for the citizenry a comforting and legitimate institutional check not

previously present. Whatever new complications may arise in the relationship between

such a Senate and the House of Commons, they will be visible for all to see and

ultimately evaluated by members of the voting public. These voters will know that the

Senators' contribution and behaviour in the polícy-making process, remains accountable.

For the House of Commons, Roger Gibbins proposes reforms that would

decrease executive prominence and weaken party discipline.2aó He foresees and

envisions a situation where legislators could be more "generously resourced'' and where

244 J"ffi"y S¡mpson, "Let's Shut Up About the Constitut¡on", The Globe and Mail. August 6, 1992, A-
t7.

245 ,...
IDIO.

2ou Supru 72,204-205: see also: R. Gibbins, "Beyond Quebec: The Need For Structural Reform". A
presentâtion to the Institute for Political Involvement, (University of Toronto, February 6, l99l), 5.
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they more autonomously operate in a more "open and influential committee

system".2a7 A similar proposal in that regard contemplates the more serious treatment

of any defeat suffered to a legislative proposal in the context of the non-confidence

motion. It would be a reform that would result in more frequent governmental

resignations and resulting elections. Similarly, Gibbins contemplates, a constitutional

amendment setting election dates at more regular intervals. 248 In commenting upon

Gibbins' proposals, Morton and Knopff acknowledge the "Americanizing" potential of

them, but nonetheless indicate that Canada has already adopted a "presidential" and thus

American flavour to its politics but without the conespondingly "vital" legislative

branch. In this regard, Canadians are now subjected to the predominant role of first

Ministers without the countervailing legislative checks. Gibbins states that, "...in

Canada the presidentialization of politics has had the effect of strangling rather than

strengthening the legislative process."24e So, while the Gibbins proposals may be at

first blush Americanizing, such a more superficially American flavour could be

tolerated if it was seen to provide checks that made more likely, a greater legislative

potency with respect to maintaining what is most distinctly Canadian, the liberal-

communitarian value-mix. The fundamental difference would be that although the

institution might appear somewhat more American, the "results" given the nature of the

legislative product, would be infinitely more Canadian than the sort ofpolicy now often

Ibid.,203.

rbid.,204.

rbid.,204_
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produced through judicial Charter interpretation.

There does seem to be some validity to the claim made by Morton and Knopff

that "the strangled system of checks and balances between Canadians executives and

legislatures has strengthened the claim for judicial checks.''250 As has been discussed,

such things as more courageous and credible behaviour on the part of the politicians,

and general institutional reform may work to increase and renew the legislative

branches legitimacy. \Vithout such reform, as Manfredi suggests, the perception may

persist that our "legislative process lacks the formal and informal institutional checks

on the majorities' will found in the United States," or as Morton and Knopff add, in

Australia.25r

Like Morton and lfuopff, this thesis concedes that the Charter is now too well

entrenched and embedded in the English Canadian psyche for some sort of revival of

opposition to such an entrenched constitutional instrument. It may however, be possible

tkough more effective internal legislative checks and balances, to encourage judicial

restraint. It may be enough to work towards effective reform in one or perhaps both

legislative chambers in the hope that such reform would create a new foundation for the

legitimacy of the legislative branch and thus weaken support for what had been

perceived as the much needed judicial checks. Such restored confidence in the

legislative branch could perhaps revive some ofthe legitimacy in Section 33, which has

de facto suffered not only because of its invocation in the emotionally charged linguistic

2to Ibid.

2tl Ibid.
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issue, but also because ofthe respective ascendancy and descendency ofjudicial revierv

and legislative supremacy. In short, if greater legitimacy is provided the legislative

institutions as a result of better internal checks and balances then the citizenry may be

more inclined to rely on judicial review for protection rather than policy assistance.

2, JUDICIAL FIDELITY AND THE 1982 COMPROMISE

As has been explained, the Constitution Act 1982 came to pass as a result of a

political compromise that posited cefain common understandings and premises. 25'

It is suggested that the judiciary in its decision-making need be more mindful of and

faithful to these background premises and understandings, all of which are accessible

and apparent though the public debate of 1980/81.

Since 1982, the judiciary in Canada has proceeded to expand its policy-making

role by seemingly ignoring the 1982 compromise. They often ignored the attempt at

the communitarian and liberal balance, the necessarily limited number of rights that

were specifically protected, and the specific understanding with respect to the

procedural as opposed to the substantive nature of some of the Charter sections. To

complicate matters further, the judicial pronouncements on constitutional issues have

more often than not, taken on an aura of "oracular finality". 251

in dealing with such issues as justiciability, the non-interpretative approach to

252 
See Chapter 3 and The Legal and Political Compromise of 1982.

2s3 
Supra '12, 225.
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substantive rights, standing and access, the judiciary need re-examine the extent to

which the checks it is attempting to provide correspond with those checks that were

desired by the 1982 compromise. It has already been documented just how far the

Supreme Court of Canada has been prepared to go in using the doctrine of the living

tree; an approach which had been previously and exclusively used only with respect to

interpreting the law of federalism. The living tree doctrine, as was seen in Chapter 3,

emphasizes a progressive and liberal interpretation of the Charter while allotting

secondary importance to the notion of original intent. While the Supreme Court

continues to make mention of the "purposive approach", practice has shown the court

to be decidedly in¡ovative and creative. Such creative interpretation has permitted the

court to deal with the very amorphous Section 7 in a way so as to allow for substantive

as opposed to solely procedural rights. While the court may not reconsider the entire

gamut of the interpretative approaches thus far used in Charter law, it can and ought

to reconsider some of its flawed reasoning which has permitted it to defend such

practices as its substantive approach to interpreting Section 7. Similarly, the court

ought to revisit its earlier rejection of the "political questions" test.

The perceived "oracula¡ finality" of many of the judiciary's decisions conceming

constitutional matters, requires re-thinking on the part of members of the public. It

need be remembered that judicial policy-making possesses drawbacks which may be

harder to see if there is an over-riding reverence for "constitutionality" and broad policy

as seen and made by judicial opinions.2so Even with some form of judicial review

2to rbid., z2s.
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present and working as a means of checking or balancing another institution, it still

must be acknowledged that:

Checks and balances, after all are designed to put different
political perspectives, granted in different institutional
structures, against each other in the hopes of securing
more moderate, consensus based policy outcomes.
Logically, there is no place in this perspective for the
oracular claim that judicial pronouncement on matters of
general policy a¡e final and authoritive because judges,
and only judges, can accurately give voice to the
constitution. The constitutional law is usually contestable,
and if disagreements among the government branches
about its correct interpretation are generally reasonable
disagreements among equally legitimate interpreters, then
there is no basis for the claim of judicial finality. The
courts lack a policy-making capacity and their tendency to
promote polarization rather than moderation only
strengthens this conclusion.255

There is no question but that even the compromise of 1982 envisioned a much

larger judicial role with an entrenched Charter. Still what is required to rectify what has

been described as the unbalanced relationship between the judicial and legislative

branches, is a re-invigorated and legitimated legislative branch along with a more

moderate judiciary, less inclined to produce policy which takes on an aura of "oracular

judicial hnality". This is a view which acknowledges the contribution judges can make

in a moderate way to the policy-making process, but on the condition set forward by

Morton and Knopff: that these contributions "are seen as precisely that: contributions,

not legalistic trumps."256

Ibid.

rbid.,230,
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SECTION 1 (THE LIMITATION CLAUSE)

Section i of the Charter reads:

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees
the rights and freedoms set out in it subject only to such
reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.

This section of the Charter was intended to provide judges with a discretion

when it came to the issue of delineating limits to prescribed Charter rights. Section I

in principle is to serve as a check on the potential excesses, the sort of which could

include those herein described as non-interpretivist and substantive. While a

comprehensive review of the evolution of Section 1 is neither possible nor necessary

for the purpose of this Chapter, an understanding of the legal test and its practical

application, would seem helpful.

In a summary of Section 1 jurisprudence, ian G¡eene rightly advanced the tkee

most important features which appear to have emerged.257 First, the words:

"Demonstrably justified have been interpreted to impose the onus on the party that

wants to restrict or limit the right. It is usually the government that wishes to so limit

the right. The onus rests on showing that the desire for limitation is reasonable.

Pursuant to Hunter et al v. Southam Inc. Í19841 2 S,C.R. 145, in the absence of proof

to the contrary, there will be a presumption of unreasonableness. Second, the words

prescribed by law have been interpreted 1o intend that unless the limit was expressly

25t Supru I l, 54-55.
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provided for by the statute or regulation, or can be seen as a result or by-product of the

terms of statutory regulation, it is not a limit prescribed by law. This quite clearly calls

for government to take action only after proceeding through statutory or regulatory

instrument.2ss Third, the test for "reasonable limits" that can be ,'demonstrably

justified in a free and democratic society", has been set out in the case of The Oueen

v. Oakes [1986] I S.C.R. 103. That test contains essentially two important aspects.

First to be examined is the objective of the govern-rnent. The objective must be

important enough to justiff the infringement. Second, the limit desired must be

proportional to the government objective, which is to say it must be reasonable and

demonstrably justified. In satisffing the second aspect, tblee criteria must be met: 1)

the limit must be rationally coûtected to the government objectives; 2) the limit should

involve as slight an infringement as necessary for the obtainment of government

objectives; 3) assuming satisfaction of the above, the effects of the limit are to be in

proportion (not out of proportion) to what is supposed to be accomplished by the

government objective. 25e In spite of the interpretations that have led to

cla¡ification of some of the aspects of the Oakes test itself, the fact remains that in

addition to the added onus the government must discharge under this section, the

government is fi.uther subjected to the tremendous discretion that the courts possess by

the very nature of the section. in fact, the various outcomes and the divisions within

the court on issues involving both Sections 1 and 24(2), demonstrate just how subjective

2tt lbid

25e Ibid
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the decision making has been under these sections.26o Morton, Russell, and Withey

suggest that, "the Oakes guidelines may have structured judicial discretion a little, but

they certainly have not removed it or even significantly reduced it."26r

Despite the potential of Section 1 for limiting the potential excesses of non-

inte¡pretivist, substantive judicial review, the section has not had this effect. Manfredi

offers two reasons for this. First, because of some significant criticism that occuned

between 1980-82, the drafters of the Charter altered Section 1 somewhat, to dilute its

potential strength as a limitation clause. That is, changes added the pkase "prescribed

by law" and substituted the phrase "as can be demonstrably justified" for "as our

generally accepted" and removed specific reference that had been included to "a

Parliamentary system of government." 262 These changes and adjustments were made

as proponents of the Charter believed that Section 1 was potentially too restrictive.

263 The second reason offered by Manfredi relates to the court's significant

discretion. Manfredi suggests that the impact of Section t has been limited and

restrained primarily because it is the courts and the judges who are applying Section i.

As they do with every other Charter provision, it is the courts which give Section I its

operational meaning and its judicial definition. Manfredi believes that Section I has

260 supra 168.

261 lbid., 17, "The decisions which have developed within the court over the court's proper role under

the Charfer can be understood as both cause and effect of its changing and divided record on Section I and

24(2) issues.

262 ò̂upra / /, or.

2u' Ibid.
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been limited by the Supreme Court of Canada in three ways:

By distinguishing between the limitation of rights (which
can be justified under Section 1) and their complete
aberration (which cannot be so justified); by narrowly
defining the phrase "prescribed by law"; and by

establishing a relatively rigid test for determining when
limits are "reasonable" and "demonstrably justified.2óa

Manfredi suggests that when you leave the details of the Oakes case aside, the general

nature of the Oakes test is very much in keeping with the pattern judicial review has

taken in the United States. The American approach sees a "balancing" which relates

to a manner of interpretation that identifies, evaluates and compares the various and

competing interests.265 Manfredi acknowledges that the results of this balancing is

often va¡ied and difficult to predict. Moreover, he sees the balancing inherent in the

Oakes test as symbolic of one of the important questions surrounding judicial review:

What makes balancing controversial is that its emphasis
on interest balancing and cost benefit analysis fits
uncomfortably within any traditional conception of the
judicial function. Moreover, the balancing process raises
important questions about whether courts are
institutionally equipped to engage in this traditionally
legislative function.266

This discretion and "balancing" has resulted in a particular trend. When the judiciary

utilized Section 1 in its first 100 decisions, the court used it to "save" only a small 15%

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.
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of the constitutional violations that had been found.26?

In terms of the Section 1 consideration and the hope that it might have a more

moderating effect, the best antidote for a judiciary inclined to find violations based on

an expansive and substantive interpretation ofentrenched rights, is the careful enactment

of legislation which is suffìciently clear and self-critical. This is particularly important

at the Section i stage of examination. The legislation must be clear so that the

legislative intention can be understood both objectively and contextually. In that regard,

the legislators must become more vigilant in providing their intentions, with sufficient

policy background that can be expressed along with legislative objectives, in a clean

and eloquent preamble. In addition to symbolically re-affirming Parliament's comfort

with its bold seizing of the legislative initiative, such an expansive preamble might

make mo¡e likely a positive application of the Oakes test. At the very least, it will

force the judiciary to decide in an obvious way against a clearly stated and explained

legislative intention. In that regard, it should be noted that a recent and important

government victory under Section 1 occurred in Wholesale Travel Group inc. (1981)

67 C.C.C. (3d) 193. In that case a reverse onus provision of the Competition Act was

challenged.268 It is significant to note that the Act contained a rather expansive pre-

amble which could be seen to adequately explain in a few paragraphs the "purpose" of

the Act. The preamble reads:

The purpose of this Act is to maintain and encourage

Ibid.,38.

This Act may be cited as the eq4pg!ilþ!3g, R,S.C. C-23, s.l; R.S.C. 1985 c.l9 (2nd Supp) s.l9
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competition in Canada in order to promote the efficiency
and adaptability of the Canadian economy, in order to
expand opportunities for Canadian paficipation in the
world markets while at the same time recognizing the role
of foreign competition in Canada, in order to ensure that
small and medium size enterprises have an equitable
opportunity to participate in the Canadian economy and in
order to provide consumers with competitive prices and
product choices.26e

In addition to providing a bold and defiant clarity, such statements, have a legitimating

function to the extent that like all explanations when made and understood, the

subsequent government action is rendered easier to justify. Such legitimating clarity

in terms of policy background maybe all important in the court's decision on the

Section I issue. Depending upon the court's ruling on Section 1, it may be equally

important respecting the necessity of an eventual invocation of Section 33 by the

legislative branch. Mindful of Section 1, the government must be self-critical in

drafting the legislation. That is, the legislation must attempt to accommodate the

obvious and previously defined protective rights. Assuming the legislative branch does

not wish to provoke a conflict with the judiciary (depending upon the importance ofthe

legislation to the legislative branch and the possible invocation of Section 33), failure

to acconìmodate the previously defined protective rights amounts not just to sloppy

drafting, but more dangerously, to bad public relations. Once a poorly or badly drafted

2ó9 Ibid., r.. preamble. See also E.A. Driedger, Construction of Statutes 2d, (Toronto: Butterworths,

1983), 146. "lt is clear from the I!¡¡g9llgggggg case that a preamble may be looked at even if no doubt
or ambiguity is found in the enacting paú. Viscount Simonds, after refening to the "bald proposition that
where the enacting part ofa statute is clear and unambiguous, it cannot be cut down by the preamble", said:

"l w¡sh at the outset to exprcss my dissent fiom it, if it means that I cannot obtain assistance ftom the
preamble in ascertaining the meaning ofthe enacting part." A preamble may set out the object ofthe Act
or the circumstances giving rise to the Act, and these factors must be taken ¡nto account in reading the Act,"
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and explained piece of legislation has been invalidated by a court decision, subsequent

defence of the policy or perhaps invocation of Section 33 becomes more difficult with

a public who has by then, come to understand the issue by virtue of the courts

conception of the Charter violation, With a combination of careful and fair wording

in the precise proposal of the policy initiative, the legislative branch need not fear a

debate about competing values and objectives. As Janet Hiebert has said:

While it requires a more sensitive and careful tailoring or
drafting of legislative objectives, it does not prevent
governments from pursuing values that do not easily
accommodate in the language of the Charter.27o

Assuming the collective and national importance of a particular piece of

legislation, if despite statutory clarity, the provision of policy background and the

general care in the drafting, the legislation can still not survive a Section I evaluation,

then it may be possible and necessary for a reformed and newly legitimated legislative

branch to turn to the subject next discussed, the legislative override.

SECTION 33: THE LEGISLATIVE OVERRIDE

If the legislative branch can successfully invigorate itself either through

unicameral or bicameral reforms, then Section 33 can perhaps regain its legitimate place

as an effective means of preventing what Manfredi calls the "slide from constitutional

supremacy into judicial supremacy'r. Section 33 reads:

Parliament or the legislature of a province may expressly

270 supra lo.
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declare in an Act of Parliament or of the legislature, as the
case may be, that the Act or a provision thereof shall
operate notwithstanding a provision included in Section 2
of Sections 7 to l5 of this Charter.

Section 33 gives the federal or provincial goverrunents an opportunity to

stipulate in a clause of a paficular statute, that the statute will operate notwithstanding

Sections 2 and 7 through to and including 15 of the Canadian Charter of Riehts and

Freedoms. The override expires at the end of a 5 year period but it can be renewed.

While the section is very much a product of the compromise of 1982, the section has

thus far not been utilized in a way or with a frequency that would accustomize the

public and the politicians to its general purpose. Section 33 has in fact been used only

3 times. In the early 1980's, the ruling Parti-Quebecois invoked the section in all of

its new legislation, in protest of their exclusion from the 1982 constitutional accord.2Tr

In 1986 the Saskatchewan government used Section 33 in anticipation of a finding by

the Supreme Court of Canada of a right to strike pursuant to Section 2 of the Charter.

The ovenide was used in that case, concerning legislation that had settled the

Saskatchewan Public Services strike.2?2 Finally, in December 1988, the Quebec

government used Section 33 to sustain legislation which was designed to regulate the

use of English on commercial signs in Quebec (Bill 178).273

271 supra I l, 56.

ztt rbid.

2t3 Bill 178 and the Bourassa govemment's use ofthe nohvithstanding clause to sustain it, have become

the example most ofren cited to inflame hostility against Section 33. As Peter Russell and Paul C. Weiler
have said, "The Bourassa govemment's use ofthe notwithstanding clause in the Charter ofRights response

to the Supreme Court's ruling against French-only signs, has triggered a strongly negative reaction in English
Canada against the override clause itself." P.H. Russell and P. C. Weiler, "Don't Scrap the Ovenide Clause -
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Notwithstanding the above mentioned cases, the fact remains that in Canada the

federal and provincial legislatures have usually responded to Charter decisions not by

use of the override, but rather by attentpts to re-write legislation. This is often

inadequate. It is often inadequate for th¡ee reasons. First, it has been observed that

after the initial striking down by Charter decisions of legislation or parts of legislation,

the new legislation proposed is sometimes so careful and timid that it may not realize

the legislative branch's initial objective. Second, it has been pointed out that where

subsequent to an invalidation by the courts, new legislation is not enacted, the situation

may arise as in the case respecting the now absent national abortion policy that the

result is in fact no law or policy. In addition to the legislative silence on a matter of

national concern, there is now the ironical result \¡/hich sees an even greater diversity

and inconsistency with respect to the abortion services provided, than when the

Supreme Court of Canada decided Morgentaler (ostensibly on that very basis). Third,

it has been suggested that even if new legislation is introduced, there is no certainty that

the new legislation rvon't itself be challenged.2Ta

It is unfortunate that the notwithstanding clause has not found the legitimacy that

even the cautious supporters ín 1982 expected. This would seem to rest in. part with

the fact that the most well known public invocation of the clause has occurred in cases

- It's a Very Canadian Solution," The Toronto Star. June 4, 1989.

274 Sup," 77, 197. Such was the case with Parliaments new immigration policies and its various
attempts at nerv sexual assault provisions. fn terms of attempts at nerv legislation in response to earlier
rulings of invalidation see [9¡_$!¡9!3¡31![![ fl985] I S.C.R. 177, and Morsentaler. Smoline and Scott v.
The Oueen [988] I S.C.R. 30.
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where the public is less than sympathetic with the legislative intent.275 It has been

suggested by Peter Russell and adopted by Morton and Knopff, that the notwithstanding

clause should be more objectively assessed so as to recognize the section's potential

strengths.2Tó It is suggested by Russell that Section 33 represents a method by which

the perhaps difficult to challenge judicial power can be checked. For example, if the

judiciary seems unwilling to reassess its approach to Charter inte¡pretation and

application and if such interpretation and application lead to results that are

unacceptable and untenable to the democratically elected legislative branch, then Section

33 would seem to represent the least cumbersome option.

A less agreeable but alternative approach would be to use what has been called

"court packing" or "court bashing". This means threatening to change the composition

of the court through additional or ideologically selective nominations.2TT Russell

suggests that such "court packing" would seem like a less appropriate device than

legislative debate and discussion while is a more democratic and less devisive means

2t5 Srpru 273; see also Russell and Wieler, "We hope that \yhen the first Ministers meet to discuss the
Constitution, those who condemned the ovenide will have som€ second thoughts on this score and recognize
how essenlial this m€chan¡sm is for maintaining a healthy balance behveen the judicial and leg¡slative
branches ofgovemment". To the extent that Section 33 is fast becoming seen as an illegitimat€ constitutiona¡
mechanism, one can look at the negative mythology surrounding the section and the perpetuation of it by
national politicians. Prime Minister Mulroney has referred to Sect¡on 33 as "that major flarv which reduces
your rights and mine..,." He has also suggested that as long as the section exists, the Charter is "not worth
the paper it is rvritten on" quoted in R. Knopff and F.L. Morton's "Charter Politics" Supra 72,231. The
NDP's, Howa¡d Mccurdy, has written: "...we desire the total elimination of Section 33 Íìom the
Constitution..." See H.D. McCurdy and G.E. Clarke, "The Dçmolition Clause in the Charter of Rights," þ[9y
Options 13, no. 3 (April 1992): 17.

27ó Russell and Weiler, Supra 273: "Nothing is quite so American as absolute judicial supremacy over
the nation's rights and nothing is so distinctly Canadian as this manner ofreconciling the British trad¡tion of
responsible government with the American tradition ofjudicially enforced constitutional r¡ghts."

277 
Supra 72,229.
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for challenging judicial decisions on issues pertaining to fundamental rights."278

Moreover, invocation of Section 33 would be much more simple to use than

judicial appointments. Morton and Knopff support Russell's perception of Section 33

as a more desirable foundation for an inter-institutional dialogue "in which courts and

legislatures issue reasoned responses to each others initiatives, thereby improving the

quality of both public deliberation and its policy outcomes."27e Russell summarizes

his position as follows:

Both courts and legislatures are capable of being
un¡easonable and, in their different ways, self-interested.
By providing a legislative counter-weight to judicial power
the Canadian Charter establishes a prudent system of
checks and balances but recognizes the fallibility of both
the courts and legislatures and gives closure to the
decision of neither. The legislature's decision to use the
override, it must be remembered, is not ultimate. It is
good for only 5 years. After 5 years it can be reviewed
but not without re-opening the issue for public debate and
discussion.280

Morton and Knopff rightly assert out that one of the important values or features of the

override, particularly for Russell, is that it ensures a role for discussion and democratic

participation in the making of public policy. As they say: "thus while judicial

decisions can enrich public deliberation, they should not be allowed to surplant it."281

To address the question of the ovenide's legitimacy, Russell underlines the

2t8 Ibid.

21e rbid.

280 P"t", H. Russell, "On Standing Up for Nohvithstanding," in Contemporarv Political lssues ed. M

Charlton and P. Barker (Scarborough; Nelson, l99l),'76.

281 Supra 4, 230.
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importance of reasoned debate in the legislature and informed public participation. To

ensure that there is adequate clarity and accountability, Russell suggests that the

legislators "identify the specific legislative provision which in their judgment needs

protection or the right or freedom which in their view should not be given priority over

the rights and interests to be secured by its legislation. ''282

Russell and Weiler have made one additional important proposal with respect

to amending Section 33 with a view to increasing its legitimacy. They suggest the

amendment:

Require that any use of the override be subject to
enactments, one before and one after an election. This
would ensure a cooling off period and time for second
thoughts. What is even more important, it would also
ensure broad citizen involvement in the resolution of
rights issues thus contributing to the fundamental process
and value of the override.z83

It is suggested that Section 33 ought to be used more frequently in the provision

28t Supru 280,76; see also: T. Macklem, "Engaging the Ovenide" dialogue, !¡¡jq¡glþg44!-g[
Constitutional Law. v. I and 2 (November l99l):275. Macklem in his forceful and able response to the
Russell and Weiler defence of Section 33, suggests, "if it is important for supporters of Charter rights to
remember that they would never have been entrenched without the notw¡thstanding clause, it is equally
important for supporters ofthe notwithstanding clause to remember that its use must be reconcilcd \yith the
existence of the Charter itself." Macklem goes on to ask "By what criteria can a decision to be said to be

unsound or awry?" and "A right that is entrenched so as to make it more or less fiindamental simply cannot
be coherently over¡idden by what amounts to legislative insistence." Macklem in his attack, while
acknowledging a compromise, chooses to ignore or minimize the fact that the substance ofthat compromise
contained only a limited number of rights that rvere entrenched, To the extent that the judiciary has "found"
o¡ "read in" nerv rights using sections that were specifically deemed to be other that what th€ courts have

rendered them, their decisions can be character¡zed as "fundamentally unsound."

283 lbid,, see also D. Greshner and K, Norman for an interesting exploration into the question of
app¡opriate judicìal response to invocation of a Section 33 ovenide. They argue that "when faced rvith an

invitation to review the invocation ofa Section 33 ovenide, courts ought not to draw quite as fully back as

the opponents would have them do. The writ€r takes the position that such ajudicial revierv ofa Section 33

review has no basis in larv and rvould only add to the examples whereby the 1982 compromise has been

violated, D. Creshner and Ken Norman, "The Courts and Section 33", Owens Law Journal l2 (1987): 157.
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of positive and bold legislative leadership. The section might with such frequency,

become what Morton and Knopff term "an explicitly political checks and balances

approach to the Charter..."28a Obviously this will be made easier with a legitimated

legislated branch. While the maintenance of the appropriate judicial and legislative

institutional roles must take place, the legislatures must be able to invoke the clause on

a more regular basis.285 But like all of the suggestions relating to the restoration of

confidence in the legislative branch, such action implies and requires a bold willingness

to tackle issues as opposed to side-stepping them. Such a bold and assertive willingness

to provide public policy positions and to then clearly explain and justif, them, may

(more than a dependence on Section 1 or the hope of more self-regulation and

moderation by the judiciary) permit the elected political leaders to regain their principal

policy making role. Such a reassertion by the legislative branch will still acknowledge

the increased role to be played by the courts under the Charter (within the parameters

of the 1982 compromise). It will also serve to redirect the judiciary to it's traditional

function; a function which involves primarily the interpretation and application of the

law.

284 
Supra 72,231.

t'5 If th" section is not used in a more regular rvay, Manfredi suggests that: "Whether by explicit

amendment or through the emergence of a new const¡tutional convention, thcre is a real possibility that

Section 33 will become a non-operative part of the Charter". Supra 77, 38.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis has examined the new and potentially unbalancing interaction

cunently taking place between the legislative and judicial branches. This uncertain

inte¡action dates back to the entrenchment of the Canadian Charter of fuehts and

Freedoms. The reason for the examination was rooted not in an abstract interest with

the apparently increasing power of the judicial branch, but rather the commensurate

threat posed by the decreasing potency of the legislative branch to perform its

traditional function. It has been argued that it was a previously potent legislative

branch that had been largely responsible for the preservation and reflection of what was

described as the traditional Ca¡radian political culture. With the two fundamental

elements of our system (Parliamentary supremacy and judicial review) still seeking to

f,rnd an equilibrium, the fate of the traditional political culture remains very much

uncertain.

The thesis described how the nature of the 1982 political compromise and the

acknowledged coÍrmon understandings about the constraints that we¡e to govern the

judiciary, provided a perspective that now enables one to see how unanticipated some

of the subsequent interaction between the two branches has been. In that regard, the

thesis described a newly expanded role for the judiciary which saw this increased power

manifested most obviously in the areas ofjusticiability, interpretation and standing. The

policy-making potential emanating from such an expanded role was theoretically

described and later empirically explained. The entrenching of the Charter and the

resulting potential of the judiciary to make or at least shape policy was described as

changing the Canadian societal orientation. Part of this change it was argued, will
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necessarily impact upon the traditional Canadian political culture. In so far as political

culture deals with a certain set of beliefs and values relating to politics, the Charter can

be said to have dramatically affected the way the citizenry now looks at its political

system and many of the political issues which arise therein. To the extent that those

attitudes are changing and redefining the manner in which the issues are being

discussed, the political culture now mirrors the uncertainty and changes taking place

within the judicial and legislative institutional relationship.

The most obvious manifestations of the change appear with respect to the

Canadian public discourse and the slightly less potent function of the state and its

legislation. It was argued that the ideological openness and the traditional liberal, non-

liberal vaiue-mix in Canada was previously fostered via the political conduit that is the

Parliamentary system. Notwithstanding some of its imperfections, it was suggested that

such a system permitted the less dominant ideological strains (the communitarian and

collectivist strains) to remain influential in the formulation of public policy. This was

assured by the manner in whích the political parties participated in the system and the

manner in which those parties remained adaptive to and representative of their

foundation ideologies. The judiciary, having chosen an interpretive approach which

provides itself with policy-making and policy-shaping potential, now possesses the

potential to set parameters for social and political questions which may indeed be quite

different from those set by the consensus based forum that was the legislative branch.

Accordingly, the thesis asked whether there still remains the necessary conduits for the

pursuit of the traditional Canadian commitment to the notion of a larger community.
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Given some of the concerns discussed in this thesis, why has there not been a

response from the legislative branch with respect to its own reduced potency and the

newly enhanced power of the judiciary (based on an infidelity to the 1982

compromise)? There would seem to be at least three plausible reasons. First, it is not

unreasonable to suggest that there is an apparent lack of appreciation amongst many

politicians for the common understandings, premises and constitutional mechanisms

which accompanied the "Patriation Package" of 1982. Second, much of the institutional

imbalance arising from the inconsistent and ignored cofirmon understandings of 1982,

occurred incrementally, decision by decision. Third, even had the political players in

the legislative branch voiced an urgent concern and had they wanted to reassert their

role (pursuant to the 1982 agreement), the unprecedented dissatisfaction and in some

cases distrust (surrounding politics and by extension the legislative branch) would have

seriously undermined any such meaningful response.

The continuing development of Charter law and the necessarily abstract judicial

reasoning and legal formulations which flow from judicial analyses and which routinely

characterize Charter litigation, will likely continue to precipitate an inexorable flight

from þolitics. Canadians may become increasingly adversarial and may increasingly

adopt these rights-driven judicial formulations; formulations which are often seen as

representing an "oracular f,inality". The resulting preoccupation with a more narrow

legalistic conception of constitutionality may if it is not addressed, diminish both the

citizens' and the legislators' previously more broad conception of the common good.

The more narrow conception which will regularly flow from the Charter resolutions of
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social and political issues, may be increasingly accepting of the assumptions which lie

at the foundation a more American liberal-rationalist approach to rights protection. It

is an approach which views the entrenchment of enumerated rights as a method of

giving expression to a "distrust of government by removing areas from its sphere of

action and influence". It is suggested that had such a distrust of government been the

norm in Canada, the ideologically open and accommodating Canadian political culture,

would not have developed as it did. Although the theme of much of Canadian history

has been the "assertion and survival of this distinctive Canadian identity in North

America", 286 it remains very much uncertain whether the shared institutional policy-

making can continue to nurture and maintain those distinguishing traits which have

constituted such an important part of traditional Canadian political culture.

The discussion of the threat to a distinct Canadian culture is not new. It has

been the lament of many Canadian nationalists for some time that there was indeed such

a tkeat. Even if one acknowledges the peculiar events and circumstances that led to

the ent¡enchment of the Charter, the earlier and more genetal concerns of such writers

as the late Canadian historian Donald Creighton, still contain much that is relevant in

the Charter era. Creighton, in much of his later work, observed with considerable

regret, what he saw as the cumulative erosion of Canadian political, economic and

cultural sovereignty. It was his thesis that this erosion had moved Canada away from

the political and institutional vision that historically helped constitute the foundation for

a distinct British American country on the North American continent. Writing in 1970,

286 supra 5, 287.
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t\\,clvc ycars bclbrc the Charter. Creighton asserted

tòy 1967. these institutions were already on the delcrìsi\,c,
and these convictions and assumptions were losing their
vital florce. Their decay, in fact, had gone so iàr that
Canadians were almost incapable of realizing rhat their
great nineteenth-century creations had been lost or
destroyed and that they had literally nothing of rheir orvn
to replace what had irrevocably vanished. 1'hey had
permitted their government to turn its back on their past

and to repudiate their history; and in the bankuptcy of
thei¡ oun national philosophy, they turned instinctively to
the nearest available creditor, the United States. The
distinctive features of Canadian federalism, alreadl, eroded
by legal decisions and provincial exactions, were attacked
for their failure to conform to "classical" - that is.
American - federal principles. The c¡itics of the
monarchy, parliamentary institutions, and the common law
simply took over their proposed improvements from the
checks and balances of American congressional
government and the principles of the American Bill of
fughts. Imitation and plagiarism had become deep-seated
Canadian instincts; economic and political dependence had
grown into a settled way of life.28t

While there is no question but that the 1982 political legal compromise

contemplated a much more active role for the courts in the judicial revierv of

legislation, it has been argued that the unanticipated and rather unjustified departure

lrom certain important coÍrmon understandings and fundamental prenrises has caused

a potentially destabilizing imbalance and has resulted in a long-term threat to the

preservatìon ol rvhat had been the traditional Canadian political culture. With that in

mind, the thesis proposed steps that can still be taken bv Lroth the legislative and

judicial branches rvith a vierv to restoring a balance rvhich,rì'ould more plausibl¡, be

287 
Dr.,,rald Creighton, Canada's First Century. (Toronto: MacMill¡n ol-Canada, 1970), 156.
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able to preserve the discussed liberal, non-liberal value mix. If the newly legitimated

legislative branch was able to work with a slightly more restrained judicial branch in

using the available and envisioned balance of the 1982 compromise, it would seem

more likely that the court could temper "its individualistic liberalism with a recognition

of the claims of government and community".288 Such a recognition in turn would

still acknowledge the legitimacy of a judicial review, but one that would more

appropriately mesh with Parliamentary supremacy and whose jurisprudence could offer

in a Canadian context, a "more defensible version of the liberal vision".28e

The Charter era, with its increasing rights-inspired and judicially shaped

discourse and policy, highlights the need for a Canadian social life that better balances

between the individual and the group. The traditionally more broad Ca¡radian focus

appears in this era to have been diverted, to the extent that as George Bain observed:

Canadians have a lamentably limited capacity to see a
national interest broader than the membership list of the
occupational, economic, cultural, ethnic, gender,
environmental, or other groups of which they identify in
spirit, if not formally.2eo

The sought-after institutional balance that has been menfioned in this thesis has

yet to be found in this post-1982 period. Yet, it is this balance that represents Canada's

best hope for retrieving and preserving what Monahan has called the Canadian sense

Cold, Supra 69, 410.

rbid., 410.

R. Bibby, Mosaic Madness (Toronto; Stoddart Publishing Co., 1990), 8
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of "membership in an organic community".2er Such an institutional equilibrium

would better permit the legislative branch to once again perform its function of

nurturing a vision where the good of the individual cannot be conceived without some

regard for the good of the whole. Such a restored and more potent legislative branch,

would assist as it always had, in maintaining the ideological openness and diversity for

which Canadians so regularly congratulate themselves. Impofantly, this legislative

function would need to remind Canadians of the benefits and burdens as well as the

rights and responsibilities which as Monahan has suggested, "are implicit in

membership in a larger community."2e2 Without such a vibrant and active legislative

branch, the threat posed by this judicial-legislative imbalance becomes a threat to the

Burkean idea that every nation must be guided in its policies by the ideals, institutions

and traditions that have historically helped shape it.

Canada's political culture has long been distinctive, partly because of the

relationship that existed between citizen and governnent. Canadians, unlike their

American neighbors, have not generally viewed government as a threat to their interests.

In fact, Canadians have always had a rich and well-rooted tradition of looking toward

government to safeguard broader societal interests, as well as certain basic values. Such

interests and values a¡e well represented in the form of such things as: social and

income support programs, equalization payments, and regional diversification initiatives.

It has been said that the Charter need not represent a radical departure from this

Monahan, Supra 104, 92.

Ibid.
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tradition assuming that it can be interpreted in a way that is consistent with this

important aspect of the Canadian experience, In that regard, it is important that the

Charter be used as a shield and not as a sword or as a bulwark against the state. Kim

Campbell has suggested that the Charter must be interpreted in a way that is consistent

with seeing the Canadian experience as being a statement of the relationship between

citizens and state, a relationship in which citizens have sought to invoke state power as

much as they have sought to limit it. It is well then to conclude by quoting former

Federal Justice Minister Kim Campbell, who in speaking on the occasion of the 10th

anniversay of the Charter, summarized well the stakes and the challenges involved in

this essential but new institutional relationship:

This is why I think it essential that the Charter be
interpreted in a manner which is consistent with the
Canadian experience, recognizing that the protection of
rights is not the exclusive domain of the courts.
Parliament and the executive have fundamental roles to
play in ensuring that the Charter's underlying values are

achieved, In fact, I would argue that rights will not be
achieved unless our democratic institutions act -- and are

allowed to act -- to make them so.

This proposition has two important corollaries.
First, it imposes a weighty responsibility on Parliament,
parliamentarians and the executive to ensure that
democratic institutions live up to the trust we place in
them as protectors -- indeed, promoters -- of rights.
Second, it suggests an appropriate framework of
institutional relationships between Parliament, the

executive and the courts based on a functional allocation
of responsibilities. Each organ of government should
encourage and assist the others to fulfill their roles while
at the same time respecting the proper limits of its own
function.2e3

293 supra 3
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The success or failure in attaining this new balance, will to a very large degree

determine the fate of the traditional political culture. The end result will determine

whether this drift can be halted, or whether it inexorably develops into a quiet but

definitive change.
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